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- Abstract Since the emergence of the Facebook phenomenon, the selection of scientific literature,
relevant to the topic, has expanded by vast measures. Especially within the fields of branding
and marketing communication, several notable works have been published, most of which
serve the purpose of outlining best-practices and assisting managers in turning the dynamics
of the Facebook phenomenon to their advantage. After reading a selection of this literature, it
became evident that the overriding approach advanced by this literature, revolved round the
notion of brands actively ‘engaging’ with consumers, in order to cultivate brand-consumer
relations and facilitate the spread of the brand message. Within this context, the authors of
this study were left somewhat wondering, after realising that this approach, to the role of
brands on Facebook, seemed generally ‘out of step’ with how most consumers actually regard
and interact with brands on Facebook. With this in mind, the purpose of this study was to
investigate ‘how’ and ‘why’ consumers form relations with brands on Facebook, and how this
process contributes to consumers’ cultivation of identity. Primarily inspired by Erving
Goffman’s (1959) ‘impression management’, Russell W. Belk’s (1988) work on ‘possessions
and the extended self’ and Douglas B. Holt’s (2002) conceptualisation of post postmodernism
as a new branding paradigm, the study set out to test and substantiate the following
hypothesis:
On Facebook, consumers consider the notion of ‘perceived identity value’, when they form
relations with brands, in order to use them as ‘cultural resources’ for ‘identity cultivation’.
This way, by pursuing an extensively ‘consumer focused’ approach to the role of brands on
Facebook, it was rendered possible to introduce and substantiate an alternative way for brand
managers to perceive their efforts, within a Facebook context. In terms of method, the study
at hand has aimed to pursue a post positivistic stance, hence focusing primarily on objectively
observing relevant tendencies in order to gain and understanding and eventually explain
reality. Specifically, a quantitative (questionnaire distributed among Facebook users),
supplemented by a qualitative (focus group) approach was applied, in order to maximise the
‘depth’ of the empirical findings. In turn, the findings obtained, were able to generate a
number of notable results, which were compared and discussed within the context of
contextually and conceptually relevant literature, originating from the fields of e.g.
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postmodernism, sociology, consumer behaviour and branding. Specifically, a range of the
most salient and significant results include that the majority of consumers use Facebook for
cultivating relations with significant others and rarely ‘engage’ with brands, nor respond to
‘engage’ efforts in a positive manner. Moreover, it was substantiated that Facebook functions
as a constructed ‘setting’, wherein consumers pursue cultivation of real, however, idealised
extended identity - with the ultimate purpose of managing impressions of identity, in the eyes
of significant others. Within this context, while a minority of respondents and focus group
participants do indicate various degrees of willingness to ‘engage’ with and receive content
from brands, most consumers seem to attach a more passive role to brands on Facebook. This
role takes as its starting point, the [post] postmodern notion of brands being used (on various
levels) as ‘cultural resources’ for cultivating identity. In a manner similar to how consumers
on Facebook associate themselves with [‘like’] ‘other cultural resources’ (such as e.g. rock
bands, movies and books), brands are applied as resources in consumers’ pursuit of
cultivating identity. Interestingly, findings show that consumers may often cultivate identity
as much for their own sake as for the sake of cultivating relations with others. In extension,
the study progresses to introduce and substantiate the notion of ‘perceived identity value’.
This notion is introduced and elaborated upon, in order to offer an explanation for ‘how’ and
‘why’ certain types of brands possess a vaster potential for being applied as ‘cultural
resources’ and how brands may generally benefit from contemplating their role on Facebook
as a ‘cultural resource’, rather than as an entity with whom consumer are willing to ‘engage’
on an interpersonal level. This role for brands on Facebook may at first seem rather
insignificant and deprived of value on behalf of the brand. However, the findings of the study
indicate that; even if a brand is ‘liked’ on Facebook, with the purpose of consumers using it as
a simple ‘cultural resource’, that may even be discarded [‘unliked’] when its ‘relevancy’ to
consumer identity has expired, positive word-of-mouth (identity inspiration) and an
enhancement of consumer-brand relations may be noted among potential outcomes. In sum,
this study does not aim to replace or add to existing best-practices and promise fortune to all
followers – on the contrary, it should be seen as a notable alternative, relevant to all brands
contemplating their role on Facebook.
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- Thesis Introduction For millennia, we, as human beings, have had an overriding need to possess objects and to
demonstrate our attachment to these objects to others. The association between people and
their possessions is, for example, shown in the ancient practise of burying the dead with their
possessions and takes us back, at least, 60,000 years. According to anthropologists, this
tradition is said to convey that possessions were supposed to tell something about the
possessor (e.g. status), which supports the thought that possessions may be seen as ‘symbols
of identity’ (Belk 1988).
If we fast forward to the 1970’s, ‘button badges’ made their entry and became an
essential fashion statement. Button badges made it possible to wear multiple visible symbols
which indicated a person’s loyalty to, for example, bands, music, youth cultures and causes.
These badges often assisted in providing a complete impression of who the person, wearing
these badges, was. Today, it is not merely through these cultural icons that we display who we
are. The objects which surround us have, to a vaster extent, become commercial objects – or
brands. These brands convey symbols which we use to position ourselves in the presence of
others. The brand symbols may be displayed on the clothes we wear; as a green crocodile on
one’s polo shirt or a ‘swoosh’ on one’s trainers - or, in more extreme situations, printed
directly on our bodies, in the form of tattoos. No matter how we choose to apply these brand
symbols, they will, especially when visible to others, assist us in performing the roles we wish
to play (Goffman 1959).
The concept of applying button badges to your clothes may be compared to the
function of the ‘like’ button on Facebook, where, similarly, you attach an array of objects
(brands, causes, bands etcetera) to your profile, and hereby show your Facebook friends ‘who
you are’. This way, we, as consumers, are, voluntarily attaching brands to our Facebook
profiles. We choose to have them there, and we do not seem to mind that the brands have a
commercial agenda - that is until they start ‘spamming’ our Facebook wall, whereupon these
brands are easily discarded.
With this in mind, it is interesting to consider the purpose of social media bestpractice books, as these encourage brands to ‘engage’ and communicate with their ‘fans’ – or,
as one could say, assist them (the brands) to commit social suicide! One should not
underestimate that there are in fact some brands that may be successful in applying the
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practices suggested by these books – however, what about the remaining brands, that are not
this fortunate?
This study sets out to investigate how brands, in general, may benefit from
reviewing and altering their approach, when it comes to their role within a Facebook context.
Many brands may have to accept the fact that they are merely applied as ‘props’; as we, often,
‘like’ brands on Facebook, with the purpose of using them as cultural resources for our
personal identity cultivation. This does, however, not mean that brands cannot benefit from
having a Facebook page. The role as a prop (cultural resource), even though it may seem
humble, is still an important and valuable role to play. In sum, brands should recognise that
when we ‘like’ them on Facebook, we do it primarily for our own sake, and to appear
favourable in the eyes of others, hence the expression: ‘LIKE ME’!

1.1.

Research Question

In recent years, ‘best-practice’ literature on social media has fostered a rather prescriptive
comprehension of ‘the role of brands on Facebook’, which revolves primarily round a
perceived need for managers to ‘control’, ‘co-create’ and ‘engage’ with consumers, in order to
cultivate brand-consumer relations and achieve success.
Within this context, the study at hand offers the following hypothesis:
On Facebook, consumers consider the notion of ‘perceived identity value’, when they form
relations with brands, in order to use them as ‘cultural resources’ for ‘identity cultivation’.
Hypotheses guiding the progression of the study:
1. Postmodern consumers rarely ‘like’ brands on Facebook, with the purpose of
’engaging’ or communicating with them.
2. Facebook functions as a ‘setting’ for consumer identity cultivation.
3. Consumers ‘like’ brands on Facebook in order to use them as ‘cultural resources’ when
cultivation identity.
4. Consumers ‘like’ brands on Facebook based on the brands’ ‘perceived identity value’.
5. A consumer’s ‘liking’ of a brand on Facebook can be seen as a ‘stamp of approval’,
which may inspire others to form relations with the brand in questions.
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- Part 1 Methodology
The following part will present the methodology, by which this study is guided. The
methodology provides a way in which to regard theory and empirical findings, and in turn,
substantiate the main hypothesis:
On Facebook, consumers consider the notion of ‘perceived identity value’, when they form
relations with brands, in order to use them as ‘cultural resources’ for ‘identity cultivation’.

- Chapter 2 Methodology
2.1. Introduction
This chapter will commence with a brief introduction to the field of investigation, and hereby,
among other things, state the issues of concern which may arise during the quest for finding
empirical support for the hypotheses of this study. Furthermore, this chapter will provide the
reader with the scientific stance, and elaborate on how this specific world view will affect the
process of the study. The scientific stance will further introduce the methodology of this study
and hereby be fundamental to the chosen empirical research. Finally, the chapter will
elaborate on the choice of empirical research methods. Both the quantitative and the
qualitative research approaches will be introduced and explained in terms of sample,
demographics, design, and so forth.

2.2. Issues of Concern
With regards to fulfilling the purpose of providing an alternative way of regarding the role of
brands on Facebook, this study sets out to investigate ‘how’ and ‘why’ consumers ‘like’ [form
relations with] brands on Facebook and how this process contributes to ‘consumer identity
cultivation’. We have applied various hypotheses (presented in the thesis introduction) in our
quest to investigate this field, and these hypotheses shall be tested by applying empirical
research methods (questionnaire and focus groups). When aiming to verify these hypotheses
we may expect to face several difficulties. This is primarily caused by the fact that we are
operating within a field [consumer identity cultivation] where the ‘unconscious’ rules, and
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respondents may, therefore, not be aware of why they behave the way they do. In addition,
the respondents may not be able to remember whether or not they ‘like’ or have ‘liked’ brands
on Facebook, since it may not be something that they consider that thoroughly, at an
individual level. Furthermore, since the respondents, taking part in our empirical research,
are primarily from Denmark, they may be affected by the Law of Jante1, and may be inclined to
find it difficult to ‘admit’ that they actually ‘like’ brands, in order to show their friends who
they are. Specifically, this is due to the objection to self-expression, embedded in the Law of
Jante. Finally, it is important to note that the empirical research is conducted in English, which
is not the native language of the main part of the respondents, and hence, we will have to take
this language barrier into account.

2.3. The Scientific Stance
The following section will account for the scientific stance, by which this thesis will be guided.
The scientific paradigm applied, is an expression of the basic assumptions which our reality is
based on, and is therefore a prerequisite for fully understanding the study at hand. An
extensive array of paradigms exists, which offer ways to examine knowledge using different
assumptions. At one end of this array we find the interpretive scientific paradigms; the
hermeneutic and the social constructivist paradigm. The hermeneutic paradigm is concerned
with understanding reality prior to explaining it. Furthermore, it is argued by Gadamer (in
Fuglsang & Olsen 2007: 38), that the ability to understand and interpret is necessary when
obtaining valid knowledge. In addition, the hermeneutic tradition argues that knowledge is
always situational and is handed down through tradition and history (Fuglsang & Olsen 2007:
38). Social constructivism is characterised by the assumption that reality is shaped through
our acknowledgement of it. Furthermore, it is argued, within social constructivism, that
societal phenomenon derives from and is changed by historical and social processes, and it is
therefore indicated that it is possible to alter these phenomenon through human behaviour
(Fuglsang & Olsen 2007: 39). Moreover, it is pointed out by Rasborg (in Fuglsang & Olsen
2007: 39) that sociology, in general, is based on social constructivism. One could argue that
due to this notion, we could be inclined to state/define ourselves as social constructivists,
based on the notion that the study at hand is dedicated to explaining human processes and
behaviour. However, the way in which we see the world (and this study), is positioned more
1

Aksel Sandemose (1899-1965) in ‘A refugee crosses his tracks’.
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towards the ‘positivistic tradition’. This is based on the notion that; we regard the purpose of
this study to be primarily concerned with critically investigating all the theoretical claims and
the empirical observations related to context as well as content. Moreover, we shall only apply
‘facts’ if there is an assumed probability that they can be perceived as correct/valid. The
positivistic tradition resides at the opposite end of the paradigmatic array, and may be
defined as being more objective than the interpretive paradigms. The positivistic scientist is
primarily absorbed by the definition of regularities, which are based on an empirical and
verified basis. Elaborating on this, the science will, however, not be able to provide us with
indisputably valid knowledge (Fuglsang & Olsen 2007: 33). Moreover, the positivistic
paradigm is characterised by the ‘believe’ that: ‘It is both possible and essential for the
researcher to adopt a distant, non-interactive posture. Values and other biasing and
confounding factors are thereby automatically excluded from influencing the outcomes’ (Guba
1990: 20). Within this study, we do, however, not see ourselves as able to enter our empirical
research without any kind of prejudice, since, in our opinion; it is not possible to disregard all
prior knowledge. We do, however, wish and strive to be as objective as possible in our quest
for knowledge, and therefore define ourselves as ‘post positivists’.

2.4. The Post Positivistic Paradigm
Post positivism is best characterised as a ‘modified version of positivism’, which takes various
imbalances into account. However, the aim of the paradigm continues (as in traditional
positivism) to be prediction and control (Guba 1990: 20). One of the imbalances that the post
positivist paradigm identifies and addresses (and which is seen as relevant to our study), is
the imbalance between precision and richness. Precision is, rather obviously, critical to a
science that defines its major goal to be prediction and control (Guba 1990: 20), and we have,
therefore, chosen to accommodate this need by applying quantitative research (a
questionnaire) as our main empirical approach. The post positivistic paradigm, however, also
embraces a more qualitative approach (Guba 1990: 23), and we have therefore decided to
include focus groups in our study, in order to ‘qualitatively enrich’ the primary quantitative
empirical data.
Ontologically, post positivism moves from what is now recognised as a naïve
realist posture towards, what is often termed, critical realism (Guba 1990: 20). The axiomatic
point of origin within the critical realism paradigm is; that changes in society are not caused
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by the scientist, and that the reality will exist independent of how it is observed and
interpreted by the scientist (Fuglsang & Olsen 2007: 146). Vital to the aim of our study, is to
observe a phenomenon, and we do not expect that our research will have any effect on how
society evolves. Furthermore, within this paradigm, there is a substantial emphasis on
defining and understanding reality (Fuglsang & Olsen 2007: 146), and we will therefore focus
on explaining what we have observed, and try to explain this in a theoretically relevant
context. Since the reality is driven by natural causes, it is considered impossible for humans to
actually perceive it with their imperfect sensory and intellective mechanisms (Cook &
Campbell 1979, in Guba 1990: 20). It is not possible for us to know if it is the ‘ultimate’ truth
that we, through our research, have uncovered, however, we are certain that the reality is ‘out
there’ (Guba, 1990: 20), and that our research will provide the reader with a way of
understanding reality.
Epistemologically, post positivism recognises the absurdity of assuming that it is
possible for a researcher to step outside the pale of humanness while conducting the research
(Guba 1990: 20). Even though it is not possible to achieve objectivity in an absolute sense, we
still strive to be as neutral/objective as possible; by disregarding our own predispositions
when conducting our surveys. This way, the reader will be able to make the necessary
adjustments

to

the

proffered

interpretation

of

the

findings

(Guba

1990:

21).

Methodologically, post positivism provides two responses to emergent
challenges. First, in the interest of conforming to the commitment to critical realism and
modified subjectivity, emphasis is placed on critical multiplism (Cook 1985, in Guba 1990:
21), which may, most usefully, be thought of as a form of elaborated triangulation (Denzin
1978, in Guba 1990: 21). Guba (1990: 21) argues that; ‘if human sensory and intellective
mechanism cannot be relied upon, it is essential that the ‘findings’ of an inquiry be based on as
many sources – of data, theories, and imagery [Facebook screen images will, for example, be
applied when necessary] - as possible’. Further, if objectivity can never be entirely attained,
relying on many different sources makes it less likely that distorted interpretations will be
made (Guba 1990: 21).
2.4.1. Mixed Methodology
Based on the post positivist methodology, and its concept of critical multiplism (Cook 1985, in
Guba 1990: 21), we have found that mixed methodology to be the most appropriate approach
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for this study. Mixed methodology (or mixed method research studies) use qualitative and
quantitative data collection and analysis techniques in either parallel or sequential phases
(Tashakkori & Teddlie 2003: 11). We have decided to use a sequential phase, where we first
conduct the quantitative research in the form of an online survey (questionnaire), and
hereafter enrich the empirical data by hosting a focus group where we wish to obtain more
qualitative data. The quantitative approach, which will be our primary approach, shall provide
us with confirmatory answers and at the same time assist us in verifying theory, while the
qualitative research is explanatory and will provide us with the ability to generate theory
(Tashakkori & Teddlie 2003: 15). According to Tashakkori & Teddlie (2003: 15), ‘a major
advantage of mixed methods research is that it enables the researcher to simultaneously answer
confirmatory and exploratory questions, and therefore verify and generate theory in the same
study’. Others advantages, which we have considered when choosing the appropriate method,
are that mixed methods will lead to multiple findings that confirm or complement each other
(Tashakkori & Teddlie 2003: 16). Furthermore, the findings which were received in the first
empirical phase (the quantitative) will lead to questions that may be applied in the second
phase (the qualitative). Finally, since our study may be argued to be of a somewhat complex
character, a variety of data sources and analyses, which the application of mixed methods will
provide, shall be needed - in order to fully understand the complex multifaceted realities.
(Tashakkori & Teddlie 2003: 16). In sum, a mixed methods approach may be highly relevant
for the study at hand.

2.5. The Quantitative Approach
As previously mentioned, a quantitative approach will provide us with empirical data of a
confirmatory nature, which will assist in verifying the hypotheses advanced by this study. For
the purpose of extracting quantitative data, we have chosen to gain access to the primary part
of our empirical findings through the application of a questionnaire – specifically in the form
of an online survey. By choosing a quantitative approach (questionnaire) as the primary
empirical research approach, we will be able to remain somewhat objective in the data
collection process (Ghauri & Grønhaug 2005: 110), and hereby ensure accurate facts
concerning opinions, attitudes and descriptions governing the field of our study (Ghauri &
Grønhaug 2005: 124). In turn, these facts will provide us with valuable insight with regards to
relation between identity cultivation and the ‘liking’ of brands on Facebook.
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2.5.1. Sample & Demographics
The focus resides on a representative sample of relevant populations (Facebook users), since
the purpose of the questionnaire is concerned principally with the accuracy of the findings
and whether these findings can be generalised (Ghauri & Grønhaug 2005: 126). The empirical
data will be collected among a portion of the population. Hereby, we will be provided with a
sample of Facebook users, which will infer and convey something about Facebook users in
general (Ghauri & Grønhaug 2005: 145). Since the accuracy of the results will depend on the
number of respondents (Ghauri & Grønhaug 2005: 146), we were determined to aim towards
receiving as many answers as possible.
Two hundred forty-eight respondents, recruited online via Facebook, entered the
survey, and hundred ninety-eight of these completed the entire survey, within the month
were the survey was open for participation. The survey was distributed via Facebook, where,
additionally, it was posted on the ‘wall’ and shared on friends’ Facebook profiles, in order to
reach a more extensive number of Facebook users. This method may find justification when
regarding the fact that the target audience (of the survey) was Facebook users. Moreover, the
sample includes different age groups, nationalities (primarily Danish), and gender.
2.5.2. Questionnaire & Question Design
When doing questionnaire, one has to note that there are several circumstances which may
influence the respondents (Ghauri & Grønhaug 2005: 124) and we had to take these into
account during organisation and implementation. With regards to the ‘introduction to the
questionnaire’ we emphasised that the answers were going to be used for the writing of our
master’s thesis. This was done in order to present an appeal with respect to ‘why it was
important’ to us to receive as numerous responses as possible. Furthermore, in order to
further increase the number of respondents, we decided to offer a stimulus to those
participating. The stimulus which was offered consisted of the possibility to enter into a
competition, where one respondent would win two cinema-tickets to a movie of his/her own
choice. Besides introducing these initiatives for inducing respondents to complete the
questionnaire, we also considered how we could make the questionnaire appealing in terms
of format. Arguably, doing this may also have an influence on whether or not the questions
within the questionnaire are, in turn, answered properly (Ghauri & Grønhaug 2005: 124). In
order to make the questionnaire appear professional, we used the online survey tool
surveymonkey.com. For example, this tool provides users with the ability to use the layout
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and colours that they find appropriate for the purpose at hand. Besides considering the
appearance of the questionnaire, we also carefully considered the appropriate ‘length’ of it.
Moreover, the questions within the questionnaire are directed by the
assumptions, based on the theoretical knowledge, which we had gained prior to producing the
questionnaire. Furthermore, we considered several hypotheses which we, through the
questions, wished verify. In order to verify the hypotheses, we considered the construction of
the individual questions, along with considerations for how these questions should/would be
answered (Ghauri & Grønhaug 2005: 127-126).
As previously mentioned, within this chapter, we are aware of the fact that we
may experience some kind of resistance from the respondents, when they are asked to answer
questions that are of a personally compromising character. We have accommodated this issue
by having them answer ‘why they think others’ apply certain behaviour, hereby focusing
indirectly, however, not solemnly on the respondents own personal behaviour and actions.
For the same reason, we have chosen to use several questions to cover some of our areas of
interest. Moreover, this is done in order to receive an exhaustive response within these
specific areas (on specific hypotheses).
We have chosen to operate, primarily, with ‘closed questions’, where the
respondents are to ‘tick off’ the appropriate answer-box(s). This is done in order to avoid
ending up with numerous variations, with regards to answers. A disadvantage, in terms of
operating with closed questions, is that we may not receive the actual (underlying) reason for
certain behaviour (Ghauri & Grønhaug 2005: 128). We have, however, chosen to
accommodate this issue, by providing the respondents with a wide range of options for
answering the questions asked. In addition, we have chosen to host focus groups, in order to
be able to ask in a more in-depth and elaborative manner, with regards to different questions
where this may be deemed necessary.
When constructing the questionnaire we have considered; whether or not the
respondents should be provided with an ‘escape route’ (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2005: 128). For
‘yes/no’ and ‘options questions’, we chose that the respondents should have a ‘don’t know’,
‘have not considered’ or ‘other’ option, in order to accommodate the possibility that the
respondents did actually not have an opinion [or had a markedly different opinion] to specific
questions. We, however, included one yes/no question where the respondents were not
provided with an ‘escape route’. Specifically, it was the question of whether or not they ‘liked’
16
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brands on Facebook. The reason we wished this questions to be answered with either ‘yes’ or
‘no’, was that it was fundamental [also in terms of question path] for the remaining questions
of the questionnaire. On the other hand, the ‘ranking scales’ within the questionnaire, were
not equipped with an escape route, however, they, through the inclusion of an uneven amount
of numbers [options] on the scale (1-7), provide the respondent with the possibility to choose
the ‘middle of the road’. It is vital to recognise the notion that some respondent may solve this
issue, by compromising and therefore merely choose the unbiased option in the middle.
Besides indicating the points of the scale with numbers, we also decided to label the highest,
lowest and middle point with a name (e.g. high, low and medium). This was done in order to
make the scale more comprehensible.
Since the survey is conducted in English, and the main part of our respondents
does not have English as their native language, we have been highly aware of the fact that the
language of the questionnaire needed to be simple and concise (Ghauri & Grønhaug 2005:
129.) Prior to constructing the questionnaire, we exposed our questions to pre-testing, where
we had two persons (of Danish origin), to audit the questions and provide us with feedback, in
terms of whether or not the language used was understandable to basic level non-native
English-speakers.
When constructing the questionnaire, we considered the fact that the
respondents may not possess similar levels of professional knowledge (Ghauri & Grønhaug
2005: 129), and we, therefore, decided to provide them with a definition of how we, within
the context of this study, understand the concept of ‘brand’ [hereunder branding]. In addition,
we explained to them the function of the Facebook ‘like’ button. Besides explaining these vital
concepts, we also sought to ensure that the language, in general, was not of a specialist/
academic nature.
Moreover, the questionnaire questions should generally not be of a ‘suggestive’
nature (Ghauri & Grønhaug 2005: 129). Elaborating on this; due to our position as post
positivist, we pursue to be as objective as possible.
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Ill. 1: Question logic for Questionnaire. BL (brand 'likers') and NBL (Non-brand 'likers')
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More generally, the questionnaire (ill. 1) commences by collecting classification data, and, in
association with this, the respondents are requested to state their gender, age, and nationality.
Within the context of this study, this data shall not be regarded/treated as person-specific,
and will be applied only for classification purposes. The questions, which may be viewed as
easy-to-answer (Ghauri & Grønhaug 2005: 131), are placed in the beginning in order to secure
that the respondents are under the impression that they are able to answer the questions that
follows (extend participation). Besides the classification questions, the questionnaire consist
of three major sections, consisting of questions which aim to provide insight into the areas;
‘You & Facebook’, ‘Facebook & Brands’ and ‘You & Brands’ respectively. Furthermore, the
questionnaire is divided into two ‘routes’, where those answering ‘yes’ to the question of
whether or not they ‘like’ brands on Facebook, will be directed to the ‘main part’ of the
questionnaire, including the section; ‘Facebook & Brands’. Those answering ‘no’ to this
question will, after answering why they do not like brands on Facebook, be directed to the
section concerning ‘You & Facebook’. Within the ‘You and Facebook’ section, the purpose is
related to uncovering of the attitude and behaviour that Facebook users display towards the
Facebook concept [phenomenon] in general. At a later stage, these questions shall assist in
clarifying Facebook users’ attitude towards using Facebook as an identity cultivation platform
[setting]. First and foremost, the respondents were asked to answer ‘why they use Facebook’
- a question which, to some degree, may also be seen as ‘easy-to-answer’ and not too
personally compromising. The question provided the respondents with multiple possibilities
for answering, and invited the respondents to ‘tick off’ all answers which the regarded as
relevant. The options which were included were based on general assumptions with regards
to Facebook behaviour. The array of options was exhaustive, in the sense that every
respondent should be able to find one or several suitable answers. As previously mentioned;
the respondents were then asked to indicate their behaviour towards ‘liking’ brands on
Facebook. ‘You & Facebook’, furthermore, included questions concerning the specific attitude
towards the concept of Facebook being a platform that presents the ‘real’ world and a place
for self-representation. These questions were placed towards the end of the questionnaire,
due their compromising and sensitive nature. Elaborating on this, the choice was made in
order to avoid a scenario where some respondents, would refrain from answering the
remaining part of the questionnaire (Ghauri & Grønhaug 2005: 131).
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Both ‘likers’ and ‘non-likers’ of brands, were asked to state which kind(s) of
‘pages’ (besides brands), they ‘like’ on Facebook, since these pages may also represent
‘cultural resources’ that (along with brands) are arguably present within the process of
Facebook mediated identity cultivation. In addition, this is a question, which may be regarded
as somewhat simple, and is has therefore been placed at the beginning of the questionnaire.
The section; ‘Facebook & Brands’ is supposed to uncover the reasons for ‘liking’ brands on
Facebook. Within the section ‘Facebook & Brands’, the respondents were asked to account for
‘why’ they ‘like’ brands on Facebook and, among multiple response options, they were asked
to select all relevant answers. Furthermore, the section was intended to make the
respondents consider their behaviour, within different context(s) of brand ‘liking’ on
Facebook, for example, concerning their engagement and loyalty towards brand pages.
Furthermore, they were asked to indicate their general behaviour towards the brands that
they ‘like’ and consider their attitude towards what it means to ‘like’ brands on Facebook. We
have also chosen to include a; ‘You & Brands’ section, which was simply supposed to provide
us with information and indicative evidence with regards to the connection between
owning/buying brands and ‘liking’ them on Facebook. Primarily, the respondents would be
asked to what degree they consider buying a specific brand and secondly, they would be
asked; to what degree they saw themselves as willing to ‘like’ the brand in question. In
addition, we were able to use these findings to provide the participants of the focus group
with some actual and tangible ‘brand examples’.
2.5.3. Post Questionnaire
The questionnaire results2 have been exposed to numerous tests via the statistical analytical
computer programme ‘PASW’ (Predictive Analytics SoftWare). The various empirical findings,
from the questionnaire, will, first and foremost, be presented in tables indicating the various
frequencies of the extracted results. Furthermore, the results will, when possible (and
relevant), be presented due to the level of significance. The results will be presented in the
findings chapter, applying them to the relevant guiding hypotheses. When the findings are
applied to the discussion chapter, one should note that, the emphasis will be on the
respondents that, in fact, do ‘like’ brands on Facebook, and findings concerning non-brand
‘likers’ will therefore only be introduced in the findings chapter, and hereafter merely applied
2

Quantitative Results in Numerical Value (excel sheet)– Appendix 1
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if it is found especially relevant to do so. In addition, one should note that when presenting the
scale results, the frequencies will be listed as below (1-3), average (4), and above (5-7),
instead of stating the frequency of each numeric value.

2.6. The Qualitative Approach
With regards to the study at hand, a qualitative approach has been chosen in order to lend
support to the quantitative empirical data, within the areas where it would be interesting to
understand the underlying reasons for the respondents [consumers] quantitatively indicated
behaviour. As a qualitative approach, we have decided to use focus groups. Focus groups may
be defined as a form of in-depth interviews (Daymon & Holloway 2002: 186). Moreover, focus
groups are invaluable for providing insight into the perceptions, needs, wants and thinking of
the participants (Facebook users) (Daymon & Holloway 2002: 189). The ideas are, to some
degree, produced within the focus groups - inspired by the dynamic of the group setting. The
ultimate goal, in a focus group, is to observe the topic from the participants’ point of view
(Daymon & Holloway 2002: 187). In order to most optimally harness the focus group, it is
important that the participants are carefully selected. Furthermore, the structure of the focus
group and how it is monitored, are also factors that should be considered, in order to extract
the empirical data in the most sufficient manner.
2.6.1. Sample & Demographics
For this study, we have chosen to host two focus groups, with four participants in each. A
focus group should preferably consist of six to twelve people (Daymon & Holloway 2002:
192), however, we believe that since we have already thoroughly investigated our field of
study via the questionnaire, it would be more favourable; to receive qualitative content from
a few carefully selected participants. The respondents were found via the online survey,
where respondents were asked to provide their e-mail address, if they wished to participate
in our focus groups. Approximately twenty people agreed to participate and provided us with
their e-mail addresses. Furthermore, respondents were asked to submit basic information
about their city of residence. This was done, in order for us to select participants residing
within convenient and realisable distance from Aarhus (Denmark) – where the focus groups
would be conducted. Moreover, we distributed e-mails to those respondents residing within
the Aarhus area, asking them to confirm, whether or not they were able to participate.
Furthermore, we chose to focus on selecting participants who were not classifiable as
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belonging to our inner personal/professional network, in order to avoid the focus group
sessions being dominated by implicit/personal conversation.
Moreover, we chose to set up researcher-constituted groups, where we, to a
higher degree, would be able to control the composition of the focus groups (Daymon &
Holloway 2002: 190). In addition to this, the focus groups required several important
considerations in terms of composition. These considerations were especially related to
gender, age, nationality and educational background (ill. 2). At large, we were able to obtain
this information via the Facebook profiles of potential participants. The common
denominators linking the focus group participants are; (1) that they all use Facebook and that
(2) they all ‘like’ [or have ‘liked’] brand pages on Facebook. The ages of the participants range
from 23-34 and they are primarily of Danish origin. Furthermore, we have chosen that our
focus groups should consist of an equal number of male and female participants. This is done
in order to secure end increase the dynamics within the focus groups.

Another consideration concerns whether or not the participants should know
each other in advance. We have primarily chosen to structure the focus groups round
participants who either do not know each other, or merely know each other peripherally.
Within this context, it is vital to consider that it is the social interaction within the focus
groups that will generate the empirical material. The advantage of using participants that only
know each other peripherally is that there are no existing social concerns that may obscure
the content of the conversation. When the participants do not know each other, they will have
to be more explicit and it will cause the various perspectives to become more conspicuous.
Hereby, we will not, to the same degree, have to interpret what is being said. Furthermore,
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when the participants are not that familiar with each other, they may, to a higher degree, be
willing to share sensitive ideas or private thoughts (Daymon & Holloway 2002: 190).
2.6.2. The Atmosphere
Both focus groups were hosted on the same evening. This was done in order to make sure that
the setting was as similar as possible. Furthermore, we had chosen to host the focus groups in
a neutral setting (in a room at Aarhus School of Business and Social Sciences), in order to
avoid external disturbances. We used a microphone, which was directly attached to a PC, and
placed in the middle of the table, to record3 the entirety of the focus group interview. None of
the participants objected to being audio-recorded prior to, or during, the interview. We chose
to record the interview in order to capture the exact words conveyed during interviews.
Furthermore, recording the interviews enabled the main moderator [Lea] to maintain eye
contact and to pay attention to the participants, without having to concentrate on note taking.
Besides recording the content of the focus group interaction, the supportive moderator
[Thomas] took notes, during the interview.
This was done, in order for us to remember
and

be

able

contextually

to

and

recall,

important

conceptually

specific

thoughts, connections and associations,
which emerged during the interviews.
Moreover, we chose to include both authors
in the conducting of the focus groups, in
order for us to be able to divide the roles
between

us,

provide

support

and

concentrate on our specific tasks (ill. 3).
One advantage, with regards to focus groups, is that when participants are
exposed to the experiences of other members of the group, they may become motivated to
expand and refine their own ideas and perceptions on the topic. Each person’s comments,
therefore, encourage responses from other participants (Daymon & Holloway 2002: 187). One
may argue that it may also be encouraging for the focus group to experience that the
moderators are not afraid to share personally compromising aspects and items of
3

Focus Group Audio files (Appendices 2 and 3)
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information. This was the primary underlying reason for choosing to commence the
interviews with a display of the main moderators Facebook ‘likes’ [brands] (fig. 5). It is
important to note, that this behaviour may bias the respondents ideas. We do, however, not
believe that they would adjust their own brand ‘liking’ to fit to those of the main moderator,
but merely that they will become inspired to share e.g. their ‘liking’ of ‘less flattering’ brands,
which may otherwise have been kept in the dark.
In order to make the participants feel comfortable, we commenced the focus
group sessions with casual conversation, prior to switching ‘on’ the microphone. Here we,
among other things, explained to them that if they were not able to understand what was said,
or if they did not know how to explain a certain thing in English, then we would rather have
them say it in Danish, than not say anything at all. This was done, to overcome a language
barrier which may be present, due to English not being the native language of the participants.
In order to make the focus groups atmosphere even more relaxed and informal; cake, coffee
and tea was served to the participants.
When the actual focus group interviews commenced, the microphone was
switched ‘on’, and we commenced with a brief introduction to the study at hand. The
introduction was, however, provided without being too specific – hence, the moderators
refrained from conveying information about the specific content of the hypotheses. Arguably,
the respondents might become biased, if they knew exactly what information we were hoping
to extract from the interviews. Furthermore, we introduced the participants to how we, in the
context of our study, understand the term ‘brand’. In addition, we explained that the focus
would be concerned with the concept of ‘liking’ brands on Facebook. These terms were
defined, since they have a central position within the interview. In general, we aimed to avoid
using specialist/academic terms. In terms of language, we were aware that it would be most
beneficial to use (adapt to) the ‘language’ spoken by the participants (Daymon & Holloway
2002). Following the general introduction, the participants were asked to briefly introduce
themselves. This introduction was made, in order to indicate to the participants that they
were somewhat equal in terms of age and educational level.
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2.6.3. The Interview Guide
Even though the nature of a focus group is often somewhat spontaneous (due to its generally
dynamic nature), we still need the empirical data, which may derive from the discussion, to
cover certain specific fields of interest. In order to secure that the focus groups would result in
applicable and comprehensible empirical data, we implemented a clearly identified agenda, in
the form of an ‘interview guide’ (ill. 4.). The interview guide serves as a ‘checklist’,

Ill. 4: Focus Group Interview Guide
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safeguarding that all salient topics are covered and in a proper sequence (Daymon &
Holloway 2002: 195). The sequencing of questions is not entirely similar for every interview,
as it depends on the specific process of/ within each focus group. The interview guide,
however, ensures that we are able to collect similar types of data from both focus groups. The
interview guide further allows us to develop questions prior to interviewing and
subsequently decide, which questions to pursue (Daymon & Holloway 2002: 171).
The questions within the interview guide were primarily focused on experience
and feeling (Patton 1990, in Daymon & Holloway 2002: 173). Furthermore, we use
‘hypothetical-interaction’ questions (Spradley 1980, in Daymon & Holloway 2002: 174),
where the participants had to imagine a situation based on actual or plausible relationships
and describe how he/she would respond. One concern with interviewing is the existence of a
possible gap, between what the participants say they do and what they actually do. It is
possible that the participants may fabricate or elaborate, in order to enhance their self-esteem
or cover up discreditable actions (Daymon & Holloway 2002). In order to accommodate this
concern, we embrace issues of importance from various angles. We, for example, not only ask,
how they themselves behave, but also how they think others behave, in order to have them
reveal what they think the common behaviour is.
2.6.4. The Interview
The interview commenced with the participants being presented to a range of brands (ill. 5);
primarily ‘product’ and ‘service’ brands [however, for conceptually specific reasons, also a few
cultural ‘experience’ brands]. These
brands were supposed to represent the
‘likes’ of a specific person. This strategy
was chosen in order to emphasise
which types of brands we would want
them to consider in the context of
‘liking’ brands on Facebook. We further
unveiled that these brands were ‘liked’
by Lea [main moderator] on Facebook.
This was done, in order to inspire the
participants to share their ‘likes’ as
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well. When presented with these brands, the participants were, first of all, asked to convey
their thought of the brands in question.
We initiated the sessions with this open question; in order to access their
thoughts on the concept of ‘liking’ brands on Facebook. After they had shared their immediate
thoughts, we narrowed down the question, and asked; why they thought these brands were
‘liked’ and, in addition, why Lea (main moderator) ‘liked’ them on Facebook? After these
initiating questions, which were primarily based on the context of Lea’s ‘likes’, the
participants were asked whether or not they all ‘liked’, at least, one brand on Facebook. In
addition, they were asked to provide us with an example of a brand they ‘liked’ and we
pursued to go into detail with the underlying reasons for ‘liking’ this brand. When in the
process of talking about; the participants ‘liking’ brands, we also asked whether or not they
would consider hiding the ‘like’-post from their wall, and hereby not show to others that they
have ‘liked’ a specific brand.
The following questions were concerned with the participants specific
interactions and relationships with brands on Facebook, and they were asked questions
where they were to consider; if they would communicate and engage with brands that they
had ‘liked’ on Facebook, for example, by re-visiting the brand page, post something on the
brand’s wall or comment on posts from the brand. Following this discussion, we presented
results from the questionnaire, which indicated that only a few people communicated,
engaged or even re-visited brand pages, and had them elaborate on these results.
The succeeding questions were centred round the ‘liking’ process. Especially, we
focused on how participants (consumers/Facebook users) come to ‘like’ a brand - including
the thoughts that go through their minds when they ‘like’ a brand. In addition, we elaborated
on the perceived social risk in ‘liking’ specific brands, and on whether or not ‘socially accepted
brands’ are more likely to be ‘liked’ on Facebook. Furthermore, they were asked if they saw
‘image’4, ‘quality’, ‘both’ or something completely different as the reason for ‘liking’ a brand on
Facebook. The next discussion was concerned with their off-Facebook behaviour towards the
brands that they ‘liked’ on Facebook. For example, we made them consider if they would think
as themselves as more loyal towards the brands that they ‘liked’ on Facebook. Furthermore,
44

It is important to note that the term ‘image’ was applied in the empirical investigations in order to embrace the
concept of ‘perceived identity value’ which is presented in one of the guiding hypotheses. This was done since it
may be argued to be seen as a more common used term, which may therefore be simpler for the respondents to
comprehend.
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participants were asked if they would consider ‘liking’ brand that they might never be able to
buy. One of the closing questions was concerned with the concept of removing brands from
the Facebook profile. Here, we were especially interested in exploring whether or not
participants would remove brand pages, and why they would typically be immersed in this
behaviour.
Based on a result from the questionnaire, we found it interesting to ask the
participants; whether or not they would ‘like’ a brand in order to show their support to the
actual company/business behind the brand. In the questionnaire results, more than 60% had
indicated this as one of their reasons for ‘liking’ a brand. We, however, found this response
rather unanticipated and therefore, wished to have it further elaborated upon, through the
focus group discussion.
We ended the focus groups by asking; if any of the participants had anything
further to add. This was done, in order to accommodate thoughts and opinions that had not
been uttered earlier and which may open up completely new and exciting paths (Daymon &
Holloway, 2002: 177).
2.6.5. Post Interview (Transcription)
We have chosen to conduct the transcription5 of the interviews ourselves, since we will be
more sensitive to the issues of importance, and simultaneously be able to get intimately
involved with the data (Daymon & Holloway 2002). In order to secure that the style of
transcribing was consistent, we chose that the main moderator (Lea) should transcribe both
focus group interviews. Afterwards, the supportive moderator (Thomas) would listen through
and read the interviews, making contextually and conceptually relevant comments and
additions, in the process. Mainly, we chose to transcribe the parts of the interview sessions,
which link rather directly to the development of theoretical ideas within the scope of this
study. Generally, this means that if a discussion is ‘out of context’, we will not transcribe this
part of the session, however, we will indicate that the specific discussion took place and point
out its content in a parenthesis. Finally, we will only write down the essence of the questions
we pose to the participants, however, still focusing on the exact wording used.

5

Focus Group Transcriptions (Appendices 4 and 5)
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- Part 2 Literature Review
The literature review presented in this part, consists of a contextual and conceptual
framework. The theories embedded within these frameworks will lend support to the main
hypothesis:
On Facebook, consumers consider the notion of ‘perceived identity value’, when they form
relations with brands, in order to use them as ‘cultural resources’ for ‘identity cultivation’.

- Introduction to Frameworks Within these contextual and conceptual frameworks, literature, which is relevant to the
context and content of this study, shall be introduced and elaborated upon. The frameworks
aim to be representative of theoretical tendencies and foundational works, rather than all
inclusive and shall critically appraise the findings and methodology of the items of literature,
which are presented within this part. Furthermore, the frameworks shall seek to position the
study at hand, within a historical context, while conducting the review(s) in a systematic
manner.
As mentioned in the problem statement above, contemporary literature on social
media branding tends to be rather prescriptive and focused, almost exclusively, on; how
brands should follow various best-practices and e.g. focus on ‘engaging’ with consumers, to
build relations and achieve success on Facebook. As it was elaborated on in the introduction,
this study aims to provide an alternative to this tendency and looks to investigate and
elaborate on; how consumers actually use brands on Facebook to cultivate identity, in a
relevant social setting [Facebook]. With respect to this, and to the general consumer context
in which this study operates, the first framework (contextual), shall introduce an illustrative
sample of contemporary social media branding literature and literature relevant to
‘postmodernism’ within a consumer context.
By way of establishing the conceptual framework of this study, brands can
arguably assume vastly differentiated roles, on Facebook. For example, the role of some
brands is arguably more similar to Gofmann’s (1959) ‘Front’ metaphor and his concept of
‘impression management’, within a context where Facebook appropriately assumes the
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position as the social ‘setting’. The notion of brands assuming differentiated and complex
roles on Facebook entails as well substantial consequences for how to ‘think about’ brands on
Facebook, as more tangible ‘brand implications’. Specifically, within the second (conceptual)
framework, literature from the theoretical fields of; ‘sociology’, ‘consumer behaviour’,
‘identity cultivation through possessions’ and ‘brand identity and relationships’ respectively,
shall be introduced and elaborated upon.

- Chapter 3 Contextual Framework
3.1. Contemporary Social Media Branding
Where absolute superiority is not attainable, you must produce a relative one at the decisive
point by making skilful use of what you have (Clausewitz 1832, in Aaker 1996: 175).
The above quote provides a basic illustration of the critique which this study levels towards
contemporary and prescriptive best-practice literature and its attempt to control and
standardise the way brands and consumers form relations within the realm of the Facebook
phenomenon.
3.1.1. Branding on Facebook
Generally, there can be no doubt that the emergence of social networking sites (including
Facebook) has made a substantial impact on the field of branding. Generally, branding related
initiatives related to Facebook are not merely cutting into traditional media budgets, but are
also seen as revolutionising the way advertisers reach consumers (Gangadharbatla 2008). On
behalf of Facebook, this ‘revolution’ is no coincidence and in 2007, Facebook CEO Mark
Zuckerberg introduced what he called a ‘social ad’, designed to ‘help [advertisers] create some
of the ‘best’ ad campaigns [they’ve] ever built’ (Klassen 2007, in Gangadharbatla, 2008).
These social ads let Facebook users share their interactions with different brands
throughout their peer network through news feeds etcetera, resulting in consumers implicitly
‘recommending’ the brands with whom they interact to their friends. Facebook also lets local
and national business organisations [brands] create ‘pages’ with which users can interact by
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adding them to their Facebook profile [‘like’]. These are just some of the ways in which
Facebook has brought to managers attention, the emergent need for proactively ‘engaging’
consumers, by letting them create content and become vanguards for the different brands.
Advertisers [brands] have become increasingly eager to exploit this potentially highly
targeted and relevant way of spreading the brand message. Gangadharbatla (2008) argues
that; consumers are more likely to pay attention to these ‘branded messages’ which derive
from friends that they can trust. In association with this, managers are becoming increasingly
focused on assisting Facebook users in creating conversations about brands – which is seen as
completely different and arguably more effective, than traditional one-way commercials and
media channels (Gangadharbatla 2008). However, in this new and promising world of
Facebook branding, the idea of transferring the responsibility of creating brand messages to
consumers is, arguably, initially rather ‘scary’ for managers (Gangadharbatla 2008).
3.1.2. ‘Taming the Monster’ – The Rise of Social Media Best-Practice Literature
Due to these matters of dispute and lack of clarity, in recent years, several writers have
scrambled to produce literature aiming to ‘tame the monster’ and e.g. render the social media
phenomenon tangible and controllable, through the introduction of prescriptive literature on
how to foster and cultivate relations with consumers on Facebook. This literature includes
significant works such as ‘Groundswell’, ‘Socialnomics’ and ‘Engage’. These items of renowned
social media best-practice literature shall now be briefly presented and elaborated on.
Perhaps the most well-known item of literature, within the sphere of social
technologies and media, is Li and Bernoff’s book Groundswell (2009). The authors of this
book contemplate the online phenomenon as referring to people [consumers] linking up/
moving together online (using social media) to engage in sharing thoughts, opinions, content
and ideas. The social media phenomenon is described as a ‘threat’ to companies and brands,
as consumers draw strength from each other (Li & Bernoff 2009: 10). The ‘groundswell’ is
described as an ‘unstoppable flood’ – you can’t stop it – but you can understand it – and
actually thrive in it. In this way, the phenomenon is seen as both ‘irreversible’, yet also
‘irresistible’ (Li & Bernoff 2009: 9). The book moves on to propose a range of basic premises
for turning the ‘groundswell’ to your [the brands] advantage. In this context, the ‘Social
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Technographics Profile6 is introduced as a primary element of any groundswell strategy. It is
argued that; in order to truly understand the ‘groundswell’ you need to ‘dissect and quantify
the dynamics’ that separate different participants (Li & Bernoff 2009: xi). Methodologically,
the book moves on to focus on how the data can be used for producing strategy and propose a
rather linear four-step process for creating social media strategies (people, objectives,
strategy and technology - POST); hereunder revealing that ‘starting with technology’ is a
mistake. Moreover, the book outlines five primary objectives, relevant within the scope of
Groundswell, namely; ‘listening, talking, energising, supporting and embracing’ (Li & Bernoff
2009: 68).
Moreover, the book focuses on which types of issues brands can encounter in the
‘groundswell’. These include; an ‘awareness problem’, ‘word-of-mouth7 problem’, a
‘complexity problem’ and an ‘accessibility problem’. The authors stress the importance of
WOM as a powerful amplifier of marketing (especially when empowered by social media), as
it is perceived to be ‘believable’, ‘self-reinforcing’ and ‘self spreading’ (Li & Bernoff 2009:
130). Generally, the points made by the book are based on the presentation and analysis of
several more or less successful brand case studies, resulting in an output of best-practices and
managerial recommendations/implications.
In defence of Groundswell, it should be noted that the book’s approach should
not be seen as ‘completely linear/prescriptive’ and absorbed by a desire to ‘control and
manage’. On one hand, the book recognises that managers might generally think that; the
‘groundswell’ is ‘trouble’ – after all, businesses are traditionally built on control (Li & Bernoff
2009: 17) and therefore often attempt to manage uncertainty. However, within the scope of
this study, Groundswell also recognises and accentuates the power and importance of the
consumer and makes a number of interesting points. These points include: ‘Your brand is what
consumers say it is’ (Li & Bernoff 2009: 78), ‘the ‘groundswell’ is an important and different way
for consumers to link to brands and each other’, ‘concentrate on relationships [consumer –
brand] rather than technology’(Li & Bernoff 2009: 9-10), ‘brands on social network sites is most
effective if the brand profile has badges, backgrounds and buddy icons that members can post
and share (Li & Bernoff, 2009: 23). By way of opposition, the overarching points made by Li &
The Social Technographics Profile is a key data tool which aims to let the manager examine any group of people
participating in social media – among other things – revealing exactly in what ways they are participating
7 ‘Word of Mouth’ (WOM) – Communication not originated by the sender that is passed on to others after the
original marketing communications messages have been transmitted (Pickton & Broderick 2005).
6
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Bernoff (2009); that the dynamics of Facebook can be somewhat ‘tamed’ and that consumers
can be turned into ‘engaged’, willing and proactive brand ambassadors, are, however, still
rather criticisable.
While Groundswell may remain one of the most widely recognised books within
the emerging field of social media, another book that should be considered, in extension to
Groundswell, is Socialnomics by Erik Qualman (2009).

In terms of methodology,

Socialnomics, does not (differing from e.g. Groundswell (2009)), provide extensive tools and
models. However, much like Groundswell, the book provides a range of observations,
recommendations and best-practices – supported by case studies. In Socialnomics, Qualman
(2009) takes a very positive and perhaps even overtly ‘enthusiastic’ stance towards social
media and claims that the emergence of the phenomenon should be considered no less than a
new ‘revolution’. This new revolution is driven by people [consumers] empowered by social
media – it’s a people driven economy (Qualman 2009: xvii).
In relation to the scope of this study, Socialnomics (2009) makes a number of
rather useful statements. The most important of these, is related to Qualman’s claim that; ‘the
winners today are great products and services’ [brands] and in turn, ‘this means that ultimately
the consumers win’ (Qualman 2009: xix). Anchored in a postmodern [post postmodern]
‘consumer-power’ context, the claim also suggests that; it is often what brands do offline, e.g.
provide great products and services and offer attractive levels of ‘perceived identity value’
(the latter shall be elaborated on in subsequent chapters) that really matters (Qualman 2009:
xix).
Even though Socialnomics works to anchor the importance of the emerging social
media phenomenon firmly in the sphere of the ‘real world of the consumer’, the primary
agenda of the book, is to provide justification for the importance of social media, in a
managerial context. For example, the author goes on to state that; ‘while some traditional core
marketing principles will remain, while others will become extinct’ (along with companies that
do not realise this development) (Qualman 2009: xviii). In other words, on par with
Groundswell, the author seeks to establish that brands should generally pay attention to
social media – and actively ‘engage’ within it (Qualman 2009: 36). As opposed to Groundswell,
where it is stated that companies [brands] should only enter social media if they have a
specific purpose and goal, Socialnomics states that; ‘one should rather make multiple mistakes
with social media than do nothing at all’ (Qualman 2009: 186).
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Especially, Socialnomics stresses the importance of WOM empowered by social
media (Qualman, 2009). The author states that; ‘we will no longer seek products and services,
they will find us’ (Qualman 2009: 89) e.g. our friends will ‘pass on information’ about what to
buy. In addition, Socialnomics agrees with Groundswell that, for companies and consumers
alike, time in research is much better spent asking friends (Qualman 2009: 96).
Like most other items of literature in the social media best-practice genre,
Socialnomics stresses the importance of brands proactively ‘engaging’ consumers (Qualman
2009: 36) on e.g. Facebook – a claim that is, among other things, brought into question by this
study and the empirical research supporting it. However, according to Socialnomics, business
becomes more about letting the user/consumer decide what is important and it is paramount
to actively cultivate relationships via social media (Qualman 2009: 174). The ‘engage’
argument is taken even further through the notion stating that; ‘successful companies/brands
in social media will function more like entertainment companies, publishers and party planners
than as traditional advertisers’ (Qualman 2009: 118).
Despite its extensive focus on leveraging, ‘passing on’ brand messages and
‘engaging’ consumers through social media, Socialnomics could also be said to produce and
present a number of prescient observations, with regards to brand and consumer identity
cultivation. These are, however, still nested within a framework of managerial implication
related ‘best-practises’. Examples include the notion that; ‘companies need to focus on
providing content or a tool with utility to consumers’ (Qualman 2009: 44). Qualman, however,
also recognises the importance of brands’ ‘perceived identity value’ on Facebook when he
states that; ‘as a company [brand] it is essential that you produce products and services [and
associated identities] so that people not only want to be associated, but also want to take
ownership of them’ (Qualman 2009: 44) – and moreover, when he states that; ‘consumers want
to associate themselves with brands they see as cool – therefore they ‘like’ brands’ (Qualman
2009: 56). Qualman elaborates that; ‘over time, each ‘post’ [hereunder ‘like’] contributes to the
consumers’ ‘individual brand’ [identity project] (Qualman 2009: 43). If coupled with another
Socialnomic point, namely that; consumers are taking ownership of brands and that their
referral [‘like’] is priceless (Qualman 2009: 97), the author could be argued to incipiently
appreciate the stand-alone value of more ‘passive’, identity based, role for the brand, in its
relation with consumers on Facebook. Moreover, a number of other points introduced by
Socialnomics also hold a vast degree of relevancy with regards to scope of this study.
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Specifically, Socialnomics notions stating that; ‘brands should not ‘be all things to all people’,
but be specific, so that people know what you stand for’ (Qualman 2009: 128) and that;
‘transparency demands that you are yourself to a vaster degree’ (Qualman 2009: 121), could be
said to lend even further support to the significance of exploring how consumers use brands
to cultivate identity on Facebook.
In sum, however, this appreciation of the scope of the study at hand is arguably
eclipsed by Socialnomics extensive focus on ‘best-practises’, ‘engaging’ and ‘co-creation’.
Moreover, the notion of a more ‘passive’ role for brands, is somewhat contradicted by
Qualman’s notion that; ‘if a million people downloads [‘likes’] something [content] but never use
it [re-visit] again, it is worthless to both parties’ (Qualman 2009: 109).
Further input, related to the points put forward by Groundswell and
Socialnomics, is provided by another major work on social media best-practices called Engage
by Brian Solis (2010). In Engage, Solis (2010) states that; ‘life isn’t about finding yourself - it is
about creating yourself’ and that; ‘the things we share online define who we are’ (Solis 2010:
166). These notions lend rather direct support to the relevancy of the hypothesis of the study
at hand. As it shall be elaborated on at a later stage within this section, Engage is, however,
comparable to Groundswell and Socialnomics. Hence, as it is strongly indicated by its name,
Engage is an item of social media best-practice literature, with a vast focus on ‘engaging’
consumers within social media. However, while to a vast extent, Solis remains practical about
social media, he also touches upon the sociology behind social media, hence focuses slightly
more on the ‘why’s’ (as opposed to the ‘how’s’), than do Socialnomics and especially
Groundswell. For example, Solis notes that; ‘the secret to successfully navigating in the
landscape of marketing and service is to understand that social media is about anthropology,
sociology and ethnography and less about technology’ (Solis 2010: 12). Moreover, Engage
recognises the importance of ‘identity’ cultivation within social media. With regards to the
consumer, Solis notes that; you represent your ‘personal brand’ – the digital identity which is
established through the collection of digital shadows [e.g. ‘likes’] that you cast across the web
(Solis 2010: 164). Furthermore, one could argue that Engage also indicates support towards
postmodernism and recognises the consumer as the major source of power. This is
exemplified by the following statement: ‘It’s not what you say about the brand, it’s about what
‘they’ [consumers] say about it that counts’ (Solis 2010: 311). In addition, this statement could
be said to lend support to the importance of WOM, in a Facebook context (similar to
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Socialnomics and Groundswell).
As it was elaborated on above, Engage lends support to various core elements of
the hypotheses of this study, however, primarily, Engage, like the other literary works
mentioned, is concerned with providing operational tools to managers working with social
media. Moreover, the book is about making complex
processes ‘tangible’ and not least, about underscoring
the perceived importance of brands actively ‘engaging’
with consumers. That this is the case is perhaps most
evidently represented by the very name of the first
chapter of the book, which is called: ‘The Social Media
Manifesto – Engage or Die’ (Solis 2010: 10). The book
goes on to underline the practical importance of content, connectivity, context and continuity
(Solis 2010: 264) and that; ‘Brands aren’t about messages anymore. Brands today are about
conversations [‘engaging’]’ (Solis 2010: 302). Furthermore, like Socialnomics, Engage
describes the emergence of social media as a ‘revolution’ (Solis 2010: xiii), arguably signifying
a development that is sudden, different and extensive in character and one that managers and
brands must embrace/take seriously – or face the consequences. Engage proposes to stand as
a ‘manifesto’ for social media marketing, a collection of the best- practices, tools, methods and
examples, for how brands should ‘engage’ in social media and, among other things, focus more
on the fact that people are not on e.g. Facebook to hear marketing messages from brands.
Elaborating on this, the key, according to Solis is that people seek answers and direction (Solis
2010: 123). According to Engage, it also, to a vast degree, about the brand being active as a
‘conversational partner’, with an identity/ personality of its own (Solis 2010: 8).
In terms of method, Engage provides a beginners/ professionals guide called;
‘The New Media University’ – featuring a rather linear (step-by-step) introduction to social
media (Solis 2010: 33). Furthermore, the book progresses through the presentation of various
case-based ‘best-practise tools’ and ‘how-to guides’. Among other things, these include; a
definition of the social media ‘rules of engagement’, ‘how to listen’, ‘creating a social media
plan’, building marketing and service teams around a social media plan’, ‘developing a
blueprint for new marketing’ and finally; ‘measuring social media investment returns’ (Solis
2010: general structure/content of the book). In conclusion, Engage encompasses both the
presentation and ‘hype’ of social media thoughts and ideas (like Socialnomics) and introduces
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tangible best-practice tools (like Groundswell). However, it also recognises (like both
Groundswell and Socialnomics) a number of less ‘practically biased’ thoughts, which are
relatable to this study.

3.2. Postmodernism – A Consumer Perspective
Postmodernism is rather opposed to pragmatic truth seeking which is e.g. represented by the
prescriptive best-practice literature reviewed above (Firat & Venkatesh 1995). Opposing
modernist notions about objective truth, global meta-narratives – stressing reality as socially
constructed and recognising the value of language, power relations and motivations,
postmodernism holds vast implications for how consumers use brands on Facebook for
identity cultivation. Particularly, from the design of the questions and hypotheses in the
empirical set-up, to the discussion and conclusion of the study at hand, the extensive influence
of the postmodern paradigm is recognised. This is why, in the following chapter, the notion of
postmodernism (hereunder post postmodernism), shall be introduced and elaborated upon.
While encompassing, recognising and building upon the arguments of some of
the major contributors to the postmodern paradigm (Derrida (1976), Bauldrillard (1975)
etcetera) and set specifically within a consumer context, the work on postmodernism by Firat
& Venkatesh (1995) can be considered paramount to the context of the study at hand.
In a historical context, the label ‘modernity’ generally refers to the period in
Western history starting from the late sixteenth century or early seventeenth century.
‘Modernity’ refers to the time period and ‘modernism’ refers to the philosophical and sociocultural ideas and conditions marking this period. Historically, postmodernity can be seen as
overlapping with the time period of ‘late modernity’. The distinction between ‘ity’ and ‘ism’ is
also applicable to postmodernism/ity (Firat & Venkatesh 1995).
Firat and Venkatesh (1995) offer a critical stance towards modernism and e.g.
argue that; ‘modernism, while incorporating uniqueness, actually produces conformity’.
Moreover, they criticise the fact that modernism views consumption [hereunder ‘liking’
brands on Facebook] as value depriving, hence as the opposite and inferior to production.
Postmodernism, however, elevates consumption on par with production; hence consumption
[including symbolic consumption] is also seen as a value producing activity (Firat &
Venkatesh 1995).
In general, Firat and Venkatesh (1995) propose to demonstrate how
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postmodernism exposes the limitations of modernism for the study of consumption and offers
alternative perspectives that have a ‘liberatory potential’. Firat and Venkatesh (1995) state
that postmodernism has emerged not only as a critique of modernism and its foundational
domination over established constructs in consumer culture, but, in its own right, it has
emerged as a new philosophy and cultural movement (Borgmann 1992; Vattimo 1992, in
Firat & Venkatesh 1995). On the contrary, as a limitation, Firat & Venkatesh (1995) notes that
postmodern conditions cannot be considered a complete ‘break’ from modernism but, more
plausibly, a radical extension of it. In the era of modernism, as well as in postmodernism,
postmodern conditions are still somewhat suppressed by modernist meta-narratives (Firat &
Venkatesh 1995). As their most evident example, Firat and Venkatesh (1995), claim that
postmodernisms’ ‘liberatory potential’ cannot yet be fully achieved. The reason for this delay
is the continuous influence of ‘the market’ [hereunder brands] – which is a modernist
institution. According to Firat and Venkatesh (1995), the market still operates according to
the commercial principles and criteria of the ‘economically biased’ [e.g. social media bestpractice] modernist thinking.
This critique is countered by Douglas Holt (2002), in his literary work on ‘Why
Brands Cause Trouble; A Dialectical Theory on Consumer Culture and Branding’. Here, Holt
(2002) primarily, argues that; ‘in the contemporary society, brands are under attack by an
emerging countercultural movement’. Elaborating on this, he develops a model for explaining
this consumer resistance from a different perspective (Holt 2002). According to Holt (2002),
in modernity, consumer identities were highly attenuated, cultivated primarily through
choosing from a range of slightly different goods –segmentation, was the order of the day and
the corporate [brand] agenda was focused on classifying, organising and labelling consumers
[similar to the recommendations of some social media best-practice literature] (Horkheimer
& Adorno 1996, in Holt 2002). Moreover, in the modernist branding paradigm, consumer
culture allowed companies [brands] to act as cultural authorities [as opposed to resources]
and their advice [e.g. content] was not only accepted but sought out (Holt 2002). Basically,
this led to a range of contradictions which, in turn, led to what Holt (2002) recognises as the
primary point made by Firat and Venkatesh; namely the advocacy of ‘liberatory
postmodernism’ (Holt 2002). However, Holt (2002) goes on to argue that due to various
pressures (contemporarily emergent contradictions) and tendencies, ‘power’ has, to an event
vaster degree, shifted to consumers. This entails that while further discarding the authority of
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brands, consumers are moving beyond postmodernism to become post postmodern (Holt,
2002). According to Holt (2002), Firat and Venkatesh (1995) seem to tell a story of
postmodern marketing [branding] that is out-dated - due to its argument in favour of the
market remaining the authoritarian institution. Instead, today the market is organised to
produce the experiential and symbolic freedom that Murray and Ozanne (1991) and Firat and
Venkatesh (1995) envision as only possible through emancipation from the market. Holt
(2002), however, does not see the market [brands] as a ‘problem’, e.g. it is not about
postmodernism threatening the market itself, it’s about the market rejuvenating to suit new
consumers (Holt 2002). In this context, assumedly, Holt does not propose that post
postmodernism replaces Firat & Venkatesh’ (1995) notion of postmodernism as a paradigm,
however, as a contemporary and emergent extension of it. Holt’s (2002) notion of post
postmodernism and its implications for consumption and identity cultivation, within the
scope of this study, shall be elaborated on at a later stage within the conceptual framework.
Having established the role of post postmodernism, it is possible to resume
introducing and elaborating upon the postmodern paradigm. Postmodernism points out that;
‘what we see around us are not just the products of science and technology, but the processes of
cultural presence which include aesthetics, language, discourse, and practise’ (Firat &
Venkatesh, 1995). This is especially interesting when contemplated within a Facebook
context. Furthermore, Firat and Venkatesh (1995) argue that ideas have gathered momentum
in the information age, underscoring the key role that electronic communications [e.g.
Facebook] and technologies play in ‘spectacularising’ our realities. In this context,
postmodernism is very much concerned with the ‘aesthetisation’ of contemporary culture and
the cultural signification [e.g. through cultural resources] of our contemporary lives (Firat &
Venkatesh 1995).
Considering ‘the consumer’, it can be considered especially relevant to look at
postmodern implications for consumer behaviour in terms of cultivating identity – including
symbolic consumption. However, first, it can be considered vital to assess the introduction, by
Firat and Venkatesh (1995), of a range of various ‘postmodern conditions’, which are
considered vital to postmodern consumers (and to the notion of consumers using brands [on
Facebook] to cultivate identity). The main themes of these conditions are; ‘hyperreality’,
‘fragmentation’, ‘reversal of production and consumption’, ‘decentred subject’ and
‘juxtaposition of opposites’ (Firat & Venkatesh 1995). An all-encompassing assessment of
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these conditions and their main themes, is beyond the scope of this conceptual framework,
hence, the conditions (and themes) that are deemed to be significant to this study, will now be
briefly elaborated upon.
According to Bauldrillard (1983, in Firat & Venkatesh 1995); hyperreality is
defined as the celebration of the ‘more real than reality itself’. Postmodernism enables us to
consider hyperreality to be a more plausible version of reality, and it treats the human subject
not as a centred, unified subject, but as decentred and fragmented (Firat & Venkatesh 1995).
Cova (1996) elaborates that postmodern consumers prefer the ‘hype’ to the reality. The image
[identity in the eyes of observers] is the substance - and through a planned interplay of signs,
the image becomes the essence the consumer seeks in a product [brand]. The image does not
represent the product; rather the product represents the image (Cova 1996). This way,
postmodern consumers buy the symbolic meaning [identity] of products [brands] (Cova
1996).
A further aspect of hyperreality (Bauldrillard 1983, in Firat & Venkatesh) is the
inclination or willingness among members of the culture to realise, construct, and live the
simulation [e.g. consumers’ activity on Facebook]. A simulation can also be described as a
chain of endless significations wherein a signifier is replaced by another signifier in a
continuous play (Derrida 1970, in Firat & Venkatesh 1995). When these simulations capture
the imagination of the community, its members begin to behave in ways that authenticate the
simulation so that it becomes ‘social reality’ of the community (Firat & Venkatesh 1995). Even
though this theory was originally applied to describe hyper-real urban centres and early
cultural technologies – it can be considered vastly applicable when explaining the massive
adaptation of Facebook, among consumers. This is supported by the notion that according to
Firat & Venkatesh (1995) one trend that is closely related to hyper-real condition is the
emergence of cyber-culture. Within the scope of this study, this positions Facebook as a
‘postmodern technology’, which is used by postmodern consumers.
Furthermore, some implications of these postmodern technologies include:
‘Creating new forms of consumer identities’, ‘creating new forms of communication and
consumption’, ‘re-empowerment of the consumer’ and ‘fragmentation of social and cultural
spaces’ (Firat & Venkatesh 1995). In this context (and lending support to the relevancy of the
study of how consumers use of brands on Facebook for cultivating identity), Firat &
Venkatesh (1995) recognise hyperreality as likely to produce the greatest impact of
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postmodernism on future consumer research as a need arises to conceptualise realities. This
is not related to objective ‘realities’, but to ‘virtual and imaginary realities’ created by new
forms of technologies and discourses [e.g. Facebook] (Firat & Venkatesh 1995).
According to Firat and Venkatesh (1995), the postmodern conditions that best
describe the consumer are fragmentation and de-centeredness of the subject. Specifically,
they consider fragmentation as an emancipatory response to the totalising logic of the market
and, among other things, argue that the postmodern consumer attempts to restructure
his/her identities in the face of overpowering market forces (Firat & Venkatesh 1995).
Literally, fragmentation means; the breaking up into parts and erasing of the whole, single
reality into multiple realities, all claiming legitimacy, and all decoupling any link to the
presumed whole (Firat & Venkatesh 1995). Elaborating on this, in this world of shifting
images, there’s no single project, and no ‘one lifestyle’ [multiple identities], no sense of being
to which the individual needs to commit (Firat & Venkatesh, 1995).
Holt (2002), however, ads to/criticises this, while claiming that the
emancipation, in which consumers engage, has progressed even further, with the consumers
acting as ‘citizen artists’ [consumer artists]8 involved in the pursuit of constant and complex
fragmentation processes. According to Holt (2002), motivation occurs more intrinsically,
rather than being fuelled by resistance to the market powers. Elaborating on this, Firat and
Venkatesh (1995) could be said to ‘strike back’ against the critique, as they claim that; ‘while
fragmentation is an ‘emancipator’, too much emancipation is also stressful to consumers’. It
should, however, be noted that Holt (2002) does not claim that ‘all consumers’ are ‘citizen
artists’ progressively pursuing extreme self-fragmentation projects, however, this will be
further elaborated on below.
In terms of the decentred subject, the consumer is viewed within a ‘decentred
context’ or within the context of everyday life and practices, instead of trying to examine the
consumer under the lens of grandiose or unifying theories. That is, the picture of the
postmodern consumer, that is most plausible, is the view that is presented to us by Bourdieu
(1984b) in terms of his ‘habitus’ or what Fiske (1992, in Firat & Venkatesh 1995) calls the
‘culture of everyday life’. Each consumer can do whatever he/she likes, at any time, and in any
way (Firat & Venkatesh, 1995). The theoretical ideas of Bourdieu (1984b) as well as his

8

Citizen Artists: Also referred to as ‘consumer artists’ within this study.
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‘habitus’ concept, shall be elaborated on below, and more comprehensively, in the following
chapter. As a concept, juxtaposition of opposites, acknowledges fragmentation and the
allowing of different paradoxes and experiences to co-exist freely (Firat & Venkatesh 1995).
In the context of consumers using brands on Facebook to cultivate identity on Facebook, Firat
and Venkatesh (1995) notes that; ‘artists9 recognised the freedom of objects [brands and other
cultural resources] from their original use, as early shop window designers began juxtaposing
independent objects in shop windows to create spectacles’.
Having introduced and elaborated on the main themes of postmodernism,
including and embracing the thoughts put forward by Holt (2002) in terms of post
postmodernism (as adding the contemporary perception of the concept), it is relevant to
progress to elaborate specifically on the impact of postmodernism in terms of consumer
identity cultivation, which is at the heart of the scope of this study. Initially, Simmel (1971, in
Firat & Venkatesh 1995) argued that consumption ‘cultivates’ individuals by allowing them to
attach their own meanings to and act upon the objects [e.g. brands and other cultural
resources] in their world. The notion of consumption as an influential factor in consumers’
identity projects is comparable to the work on ‘consumer possessions’ (e.g. Belk 1988). The
theoretical contributions by Belk shall be further introduced at a later stage within this
framework. Elaborating on the above, Douglas and Isherwood (1979, in Firat & Venkatesh
1995) go on to show how various domains of consumption, such as food, clothing, and various
other goods and activities, become highly ‘symbolic acts’ that are invested with meanings
derived from cultural frameworks. This way, goods [brands] become means of conveying
messages among individuals and groups of individuals (Firat & Venkatesh 1995), who live
their lives within the realm of postmodernism. On the other hand, however, postmodern
subjectivity also problematizes this relationship as consumers, increasingly, have become to
be ‘acted upon’ by objects (Firat & Venkatesh, 1995).
Moreover, Bourdieu (1984) comments that social reality is constructed for
human beings. Moreover, he also believes that consumption takes place within social
structures [e.g. interpersonal relations on Facebook] (Bourdieu, 1984 in Firat & Venkatesh
1995). In this context, and within the context of this study, a symbolic hierarchy arguably
determines consumption choices. The symbolic hierarchy is based on what Bourdieu (1984)

9

Not referring to ’citizen artist’, which is a term coined by Holt (2002)
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calls ‘symbolic power’, which is derived from the different types of ‘capital’ which people
possess. Bourdieu’s (1984) four kinds of capital are: ‘economic’, ‘cultural’, ‘educational’ and
‘symbolic’ (they are all able to provide symbolic power) (Bourdieu 1984, in Firat & Venkatesh
1995). This somewhat counters the modernist view that consumers, first and foremost,
possess and value economic capital (Firat & Venkatesh 1995). More about the influence of
symbolic capital and power shall be introduced in the following chapter.
In sum, the discussion above leads to an important postmodern conclusion
stating that; ‘culture [resources] and economics [brands] are closely linked’ (Angus & Jhally
1989; Ross 1988 in Firat & Venkatesh 1995). Elaborating on this, the process of consumption,
therefore, is ‘liberatory’, paradoxically, combing both the ‘real’ and the ‘imaginary’; in it, one
can consume objects, symbols and images [e.g. on Facebook] and these are increasingly
recognised to be one and the same (Firat & Venkatesh 1995). In this way, according to Firat
and Venkatesh (1995), the age of postmodernism may truly be called ‘the age of the symbol
and spectacle’. One, however, also has to remain rather critical in terms of Firat and
Venkatesh’ (1995) claims regarding postmodernism as ‘the age of the symbol and spectacle’.
For instance, they state that; ‘in this symbolic/spectacular universe, at a time when the market
rules, consumers look for meanings and experiences, while marketers produce the spectacles’
[‘engage’] (Firat & Venkatesh 1995). Within the context of this study - building upon the
critique of the best-practice literature, which was introduced above, and with reference to
Holt’s notion of consumers as citizen artists – one can definitely question the extent to which
marketers [brands] can be regarded as the ’producing’ party. Holt (2002) basically criticises
the notion that firms [brands] act as cultural engineers that specify e.g. the identities that can
be accessed only through their brands (Holt 2002).
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Within this context, Holt’s (2002) primary contribution is ‘the Dialectical Model of Consumer
Culture and Branding’ (fig. 1). According to Holt (2002), the postmodern paradigm is now
running into intrinsic contradictions that threaten its efficacy and consumers and competition
are e.g. raising the bar for what can be considered authentic.
Essentially, according to Holt, in the postmodern era [as this era is described by
Firat & Venkatesh 1995], consumers still hold on to the idea that companies [brands] act as
cultural engineers, attempting to coercively install preferences (Holt, 2002). However,
consumers see themselves as ‘facile’ and able to outmanoeuvre brand managers and strive to
deflect the perceived paternalism of companies (Holt 2002). Contradictions occur e.g. when:
Firms [brands] push aggressively [e.g. apply best-practices to pursue inordinate co-creation,
‘engaging’ and spread of brand content on Facebook], and as consumers become
knowledgeable and reflexive about previously accepted mechanics of branding (Holt 2002).
As mentioned, according to Holt (2002), important to postmodernism, is the notion of
relevant and authentic ‘cultural resources’. According to Holt, the traditional postmodern
branding paradigm is premised upon the idea that; brands will be more valuable if they are
offered, not as cultural ‘blueprints’ but as cultural ‘resources’, as useful ingredients to produce
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the self as one chooses, and that; in order to serve as valuable ingredients in producing the
self, branded cultural resources must be perceived as authentic (Holt 2002). He, however,
builds upon this, as he introduces the notion of post postmodernism (which was previously
introduced as a conceptual extension to postmodernism). One could argue that several
elements of Holt’s postmodern definition, to a vaster degree, lends more assistance to the
understanding of and elaboration upon; how contemporary consumers use brands on
Facebook to cultivate identity projects. Within this context, Holt (2002) basically claims that
contemporarily, consumers have become ‘citizen artists’ and participate in cultivation of the
self through brands. Cova (1996) elaborates on this by stating that; ‘contemporary consumers
value anti-totalitarism and resists marketing imposed images’. In this postmodern context, the
consumer is not a passive target for image marketing but an active link in the continual
production of meanings (Cova 1996) and with respect to Facebook, the postmodern
consumers has the potential to be a participant in customising his/her own identity.
Furthermore Holt (2002) argues that; ‘brands will no longer be able to hide their
commercial motivations’. When all brands are understood as commercial entities, consumers
will be less inclined to judge a brands’ authenticity by its distance from a profit motive.
According to Holt, consumers now understand that marketers promiscuously stitch stories
and images to their brands that may have nothing to do with the brands’ real history [this
notion can be linked to the concept of hyperreality] (Holt 2002). Instead, the question of
authenticity will shift to focus on the brand’s contribution as a cultural resource or merely
another form of expressive culture, no different in principle from films, TV programmes or
rock bands (which will in turn be perceived more as ‘brands’) (Holt 2002). More traditional
postmodern brands will have little value in this new consumer culture – as they strive too
much to be perceived as non-profit motivated and ‘out-dated authentic’ (Holt 2002). Holt
(2002) further argues that increasingly, brands will be valued to the extent that they deliver
creatively, similar to other cultural products [resources].
Furthermore, it is argued that; consumers, in the opinion of Holt (2002), will
increasingly look for brands to contribute rather ‘directly’ to their identity projects by
providing original and relevant cultural material with which to work. Arguably, this could
mean [in a Facebook context] that henceforth, consumers will look for brands with whom to
‘engage’ and ‘co-create’ (as suggested by the best-practice literature introduced above).
Otherwise, it could also signify that [as it is rendered probable by the study at hand]
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consumers appreciate brands that (at least on Facebook) remain rather ‘passive’ and function
as ‘cultural resources’ which facilitate consumer identity cultivation. The idea of brands as
‘cultural resources’, shall be further elaborated on within the following chapter.
Furthermore, more direct support for the more passive role of brands, in
contemporary postmodern branding and consumer culture, is also found within Holt’s (2002)
framework. While, the co-creating, progressive and highly active consumer artists represent
one end of the [post] postmodern vertigo – at the other end, one will, according to Holt
(2002), find consumers who will ‘opt out’ of the entire brand identity ‘hoopla’ and pursue e.g.
religious or spiritually rooted identity projects. Finally, and most interestingly, in the middle
of the ‘distribution curve’, (most) people will continue to treat brands as ‘cultural resources’,
as one of many original source materials that may be useful to identity cultivation (Holt
2002). These consumers will not have the time or energy to follow the post postmodern
directive to be consumer artists. Instead, they will often rely upon ‘cultural specialists’ [e.g.
brands and other consumers] to do most of the ‘heavy lifting’ in creating new cultural material
(Holt 2002). On this, Levy notes that; ‘20% of people do 80% of the living’ (Levy 1963: 222)
and elaborating on this, one could argue that as it may be the case with best-practice social
media branding, the notion of ‘consumer artist’ is also relevant to the few rather than the
majority. Elaborating further on this, Cova (1996) argues that; ‘paradoxically, the postmodern
individual [consumer] is both isolated and in virtual contact [Facebook] with the whole world
electronically’. This way, postmodernism implies social disintegration and extreme
individualism and yet, curiously, it also contains the seeds of social re-composition where
liberated individuals are seeking to reconstitute their social universe through emotional free
choice (Cova 1996). With regards to the Facebook context of this study, it should be noted that
according to Holt (2002), even sovereign identities require the interpretive support of others
[e.g. on Facebook] to give them ballast. This is comparable to Cova (1996) who states that; in a
more individualistic and atomised society, lack of community feeling must be compensated
for by images and symbols [‘likes’ of brands and other authentic cultural resources] which
reassure the individual about his/her own identity and the meaning of his/her life, while
providing the illusion of belonging to a virtual community of consumers.
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- Chapter 4 Conceptual Framework
4.1. Possessions and Presentation in Consumer Identity Cultivation
This chapter features a review of literature and a presentation of concepts within the fields of;
sociology, possessions, self/identity10 and consumer behaviour, relevant to identity
cultivation, within a Facebook context. The main contributors within the section include;
Goffman (1959), Bourdieu (1994), Belk (1988), Zhao et al. (2008) and Schau & Gilly (2003).
Besides these, the works of several other authors shall lend support or opposition to the
opinions and discussions presented.
Is worth noting that; since postmodernism and social media best-practice
literature, function as the ‘contextual framework’ of this study; references shall be made to
these paradigms, whenever this is considered relevant.
4.1.1. The Presentation and Cultivation of Consumer Identity
Arguably, contemporary social life is, to an increasing extent, played out on the stage of social
media. And here, consumers, brands and other cultural resources interact and affect each
other in various ways. By way of introduction, in his article ‘The Presentation of Self in
Everyday Life’, Goffman (1959) states that; ‘social life is part of every individual and every
interaction’ and describes (using a theatrical metaphor) how individuals create, cultivate and
‘act out’ their identity(s) (impression management). This notion is supported by Bourdieu
(1994a) who states that; ‘actors occupy positions in social space relative to each other and that
people basically define themselves socially through these positions (position taking), mediated
by dispositions (habitus)’. Within this context, the conceptual contributions by Goffman (1959)
and Bourdieu (1994a) are to be considered highly relevant to the scope of the study at hand.
In terms of method, Goffman (1959) operates within micro-sociology and focuses primarily
on persons and interpersonal relations. According to Goffman (1959, in Calhoun et al. 2007:
25) the micro-sociology phenomenon matters to each of us because we can see the effects on
the people involved. Within the context of this study, Goffman (1959) states that; we are all
born with the capacity to interpret symbols, and it is through these symbols [e.g. brand

10

Self versus Identity: Within this study, these concepts are applied somewhat interchangeably.
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symbolism] that humans acquire a ‘self’ [identity] - a sense of ‘who we are in the world’
(Goffman 1959, in Calhoun et al. 2007: 27).
As it was touched upon above, Goffman applies a ‘stage’ metaphor to describe his
findings. In terms of this ‘stage metaphor’, it is can be considered rather straightforward to
draw parallels to ‘the world of the consumer’ (hereunder Facebook) as a ‘stage’ (Goffman,
1959), consumers as ‘actors’ and so forth. Within the context of this ‘stage’, people seek to
manage the impressions (impression management) that others form of them and to some
extent, everyone knows that they are ‘playing roles’ (Goffman 1959, in Calhoun et al. 2007: 4).
Moreover, the individual offers his performance, and puts on his show ‘for the benefit of other
people’ (Goffman 1959). This means that the identity of a person and the social role, are both
socially constructed, hence they do not exist objectively – separate from social life (Goffman
1959, in Calhoun et al. 2007: 5). As it shall be elaborated upon further, this is comparable to
Bourdieu’s (1994b) notion of ‘positions’ and ‘position taking’. Whether people [consumers]
are consciously aware of the process of their identity cultivation and display [on e.g. the
Facebook stage] is debatable. For example, according to Belk (1988), the process can be
conducted both knowingly, unknowingly, intentionally or unintentionally.
Apart from this, Goffman (1959) moves on to elaborate on the role of the ‘actors’,
which within the context of this study, should be extended to encompass ‘postmodern
consumers’, within a Facebook ‘stage’ context. An actor can (on one hand) be taken
completely in by his own act [the impression of reality staged is the real reality - hyperreality]
and most likely the ‘audience’ is convinced by this sincerity too. On the other hand, the
individual can be ‘more cynical’ and not believe in his/her own act and, moreover, not care if
the audience believes in it (Goffman 1959). Arguably, both scenarios are possible within a
Facebook context and whether the identity cultivated and displayed on Facebook is ‘real’ or
‘constructed’ shall be subject to further discussion. The matter of fact is that this process is
rooted in the cultivation and display of what can be described as the ‘ideal self’ [identity].
Goffman states that; ‘it is probably no historical accident that the word person, in its first
meaning, is ‘mask’. It is in the ‘roles’ that we know each other and ourselves [identity cultivation
for the sake of self and others]. The mask represents the conception we have formed of ourselves
– the self we would like to be/ become (the truer self)’ (Goffman 1959). In extension to the
discussion about the ‘ideal self’ and the transition between sincerity and cynicism, Goffman
(1959) makes another point that can be considered vastly interesting – within the context of
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Facebook. This occurs as he claims that; ‘one can find that the individual may attempt to induce
the audience to judge him and the situation in a particular way, and he may seek this judgement
[e.g. other consumer ‘liking’ what the consumer ‘likes’] as an ultimate end in itself, and yet he
may not completely believe that he deserves the valuation of self which he asks for or that the
impression of reality that he fosters is valid’ (Goffman 1959).
Goffman (1959) goes on to introduce the concept of ‘front’ and applies the term
‘performance’ to refer to all activity [on Facebook] of an individual, which occurs during a
period marked by his own continuous presence before a particular set of observers – which
are, to some degree, influenced (Goffman 1959). Before moving on, as a point of criticism, it
should be noted that Goffman’s notion of ‘Front’ etcetera is coined around 1959 and is
therefore, as a matter of course, not directly applicable within a Facebook context. However,
as it shall be elaborated on within the discussion section of this study, the concept and the
general thinking proposed by Goffman (1959) can arguably be considered paramount, in
terms of understanding how consumers use brands on Facebook to cultivate identity.
The ‘front’ consists of different parts. First, there is the ‘setting’ [Facebook],
which refers to those things/ items which supply the ‘scenery’ [Facebook functions] and ‘stage
props’ [cultural resources/ brands] for spate of human action played out before, within, or
upon it (Goffman 1959). The remaining parts of ‘front’, including the ‘setting’, shall be further
elaborated on below, however, with regards to brands as ‘props’, Solomon (2006: 112)
[arguably elaborating on the work of Goffman] notes that; ‘it is easy to see how the
consumption of products and services contributes to the definition of the self. For an actor to
play a role convincingly, he or she needs the correct props [e.g. ‘likes’ of brands and other
cultural resources]’. When applying the thinking of Belk (1988) to the notion of brands as
‘props’ it can be considered especially vital to look at the concept of extended identity
(hereunder possessions as extended identity). The contributions of Belk (1988), within the
conceptual context of how consumers use brands on Facebook to cultivate identity, shall be
elaborated on in the subsequent section.
Returning to Goffman’s (1959) concept of ‘front’, it should be noted that the
notion of ‘setting’ (including props) is, arguably, rather comparable to Bourdieu’s (1994b)
concept of ‘fields’. Fields provide the terrain upon which ‘positions’ are arrayed and within
which the ‘position taking’ of agents involved takes place (Bourdieu 1994, In Calhoun et al.
2007: 262). Generally, this goes on to further the argument in favour of defining Facebook as a
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‘setting’ or ‘field’. In this context, Levy (1963) can be said to support the context of Facebook
as an ideal place to do identity cultivation by stating that; ‘it is easiest to see objects [brands]
being displayed/ employed symbolically where the visibility is high [‘visibility’ is high on
Facebook]. Positions and position taking shall be further elaborated on below.
Additionally, Goffman (1959) introduces ‘Personal Front’ which refers to the
items of ‘expressive equipment’ - the items that we most intimately identify with the
performer him/ herself and that we naturally expect to follow the performer wherever he
goes (sex, age, looks, posture, clothing etcetera). As it shall be elaborated on within the
subsequent part, the notion of ‘expressive equipment’ can be extended to encompass brands
[‘liking’ brands on Facebook]. Furthermore, Goffman (1959) considers it convenient, to divide
the stimuli which make up the ‘personal front’ into ‘appearance’ and ‘manner’. ‘Appearance’
refers to those stimuli that tell us of the ‘performers’ social statuses (Goffman 1959). ‘Manner’
refers to stimuli that act to warn others how the ‘performers’ ‘interaction role’ will be in an
oncoming situation (Goffman 1959). The notion of ‘personal front’ hereunder, ‘appearance’
and ‘manner’, can arguably be compared to Bourdieu’s (1994b) notions of ‘position’ and
‘position taking’11. ‘Positions’ are the social space occupied by actors relative to one another
(e.g. originally defined by; occupation, education and so forth). Positions are maintained and
signalled to others, by a process of position-taking. According to Bourdieu (1993), positions
and position-taking are not necessarily directly connected; they are, however, mediated by
the ‘habitus’ concept. In other words, the habitus is the site of interplay between structure and
practice. Habitus refers to systems of disposition that are shaped by the experiences of actors,
in particular positions, in a social structure (field) and these dispositions therefore generate
and organise practices and representations (Bourdieu 1993). As well the concepts of positions
and position-taking as ‘habitus’ are to be considered vastly relevant, within the context of the
study at hand, when attempting to understand and elaborate on how consumers use brands
on Facebook to cultivate identity.
Besides the notion of ‘front’, and considering the Facebook context of this study,
Goffman (1959) makes a number of other relevant points. For example, he states that; ‘while
in the presence of others, the individual typically infuses his activity with signs [e.g. ‘likes’ of

The concepts are not to be considered thoroughly interchangeable; however, for the sake of providing an
understanding and explanation of consumer sociology, within the context of this study, the concepts are
frequently applied in exchange.
11
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brands] which dramatically highlight and portray confirmatory facts that might otherwise
remain unapparent and obscure’ (Goffman 1959). Moreover, he claims that; ‘people focus on
where their reputation comes from [e.g. relations with brands and other cultural resources]
when acting, and that ‘performers’ tend to offer observers an impression that is ‘idealised’
(Goffman 1959). In other words, when ‘performing’, the individual incorporate and exemplify
[‘like’] the officially accredited values of society [brands with desirable ‘identity value’]
(Goffman 1959). This can be further complemented by the concept of ‘position-taking’ as it is
noted that; ‘certain social positions are signalled by styles of dress, choices in leisure activities
and tastes in arts and literature’ [‘liking’ brands on Facebook] (Bourdieu 1993). One can also
argue, that Goffman (1959) comments on the cultivation of the self [identity] when, for
instance, he states that; ‘there is a discrepancy between our all-too-human self and social
‘selves’. The latter is what makes us stable’. In this context, it is elaborated that; ‘the performer
thinks about what his audience thinks’ (Goffman 1959) and ‘people can switch role depending
on the situational context’ (Goffman 1959).
Moreover, for the sake of clarification and further elaboration, Bourdieu (1994ab) contributes a range of additional salient points, relevant to the contextual framework of
this study. By way of introduction, Bourdieu (in Calhoun et al., 2007: 262) notes that; ‘the
habitus does not operate as a set of ‘strict rules’ about what to do or not to do, or what to like or
not to like. Instead it works as a set of rather ‘loose guidelines’ that orient actors, though actors
are not necessarily conscious of them. Because they are loose, they leave a great deal of room for
improvisation and are easily applied to new ‘settings’. With this in mind, one could argue that
Goffman’s notion of roles, front etcetera, could be considered more restrictive and less flexible
that Bourdieu’s (1994b) theory of the habitus.
For the sake of further pursuing the habitus concept, as the term suggests;
habitus is acquired through repetition. In order for us to live in a social world, we require the
kind of orientation and guidelines, to action and awareness, that the habitus provides
(Bourdieu 1994, in Calhoun et al., 2007: 262). In other words, the habitus is an infinite
capacity for generating products [brands], thoughts, expressions [‘likes’] and actions
(Bourdieu 1994b). This way, one of the functions of the habitus is to account for the ‘unity of
style’ which unites the practices of a single group of agents (Bourdieu 1994a) and this way,
one could say that [in a Facebook context], the habitus is used to distinguish what is good,
bad, cool, uncool and so forth. Moreover, interestingly, Bourdieu (1994a) notes that; ‘to
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occupy a social space is to differ and be significant, however distinction is not the driving force
behind all human behaviour’ (Bourdieu 1994a). Additionally, Bourdieu (1994b) stresses how
the habitus is ‘a product of history’ and how it gives special weight to ‘early experiences’ and
that it is undergoing constant development through ‘new experiences’ (Bourdieu 1994b).
Moreover, Bourdieu (1994b) notes that the habitus tends to prefer experiences [brands] that
reinforces it and through the systematic choices [‘likes’] it makes among places, events and
people [brands], the habitus protects itself from ‘crisis’ by providing itself with a milieu [on
Facebook] to which it is as pre-adapted as possible. Finally, within a social context, the habitus
should be seen as an ‘immanent law’, inscribed in ‘bodies’ [consumers] of ‘identical histories’
(similar people/ groups seem to somewhat align habitus) (Bourdieu 1994b). Within the
context of this study, Bourdieu (1994b) notes that ‘personal style’ [extended/self-identity
project] could be seen as the ‘particular stamp’ marking all products [brands] of the same
habitus.
Moving on, it is worth noticing that, as an old rugby player, Bourdieu often
applies a ‘game’ metaphor to social interaction (Bourdieu 1994, in Calhoun et al., 2007: 262)
and one could consider that methodologically, this is rather compatible to Goffman’s (1959)
‘theatrical/ acting’ metaphor. Within this context, habitus should be considered the ‘sense’ of
the game. E.g. ‘our experiences teaches us characteristic ways of generating new actions and we
incorporate into our habitus a sense of what we can reasonably expect in a given situation and
this arguably shapes e.g. how we choose careers, choose friends’ [and choose brands to ‘like’ on
Facebook] (Bourdieu 1994, in Calhoun et al., 2007: 262). In this way, the habitus governs
‘practice’ (Bourdieu 1994b). However, one should note that, according to Bourdieu (in
Calhoun et al. 2007: 262), these ‘taken for granted’ dispositions can also lead to
misrecognitions. As a further critique of the habitus concept, it should be noted that while
‘positions’ and ‘position-taking’ can be observed directly – habitus cannot (Bourdieu, in
Calhoun et al., 2007: 262). Moreover, elaborating on the ‘game metaphor’, hereunder
specifically the concept of ‘fields’, Bourdieu (1993) basically see ‘social fields’ as comparable
in several ways to ‘sports field’ – a terrain upon which a game is played, arraying the ‘position’
of players [consumers], providing boundaries within which the game must progress, however,
unable to directly dictate the actions of any particular player (this definition could be said to
hold vast implications for the prospect of viewing Facebook as a ‘social field’). Additionally,
Bourdieu (1993) suggests that there is some connection between different ‘fields’ (e.g. a
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person [consumer or even brand] occupying a dominant position in one field, will often
occupy a dominant position in another), but they are at least partially autonomous. Critically
speaking, one could, however, argue that Facebook, rather than a ‘field’ itself, could be viewed
as a window to multiple ‘fields’ (literature, arts, education and so forth).
Progressing further, within the conceptual context of Bourdieu, in the previous
chapter, the notion of a person [consumer] possessing different forms of ‘capital’ was
introduced and it was argued for that all types of capitals are somewhat inter-transferable
and especially, within the context of this study [Facebook], transferable to ‘symbolic capital’.
Within ‘fields’, struggle for power and resources (capital) take place among agents, using
various forms of capital and basically, the possession of ‘capital’ provides the basic structure
for the organisation of ‘fields’ and thus the generation of forms of habitus and the practices
associated with them (Bourdieu 1993). Within the context of this study, this ‘struggle’ can e.g.
be extended to describe how consumers use brands (and other cultural resources) on
Facebook, to cultivate identity.
The different forms of ‘capital’ structure the ‘oppositions’ [struggles] that occur
in any particular ‘field’ (Bourdieu 1993), although the exact nature of the oppositions, vary
from field to field [e.g. reality vs. Facebook]. Bourdieu generally discusses two dimensions in
which capital orders social space. The most basic dimension is called ‘capital volume’
[possession and display of several items of capital/cultural resources] and distinguishes
between ‘positions’ [consumer and/or brands] with a great deal of ‘capital overall’ and those
without much capital of any kind (Bourdieu 1994, in Calhoun et al., 2007: 264). The second
dimension is called ‘capital composition’ (a distinction between positions that are high in
economic and cultural capital respectively e.g. knowledge of arts versus possession of a yacht)
[possession and display carefully selected and equivalent items of capital/cultural resources].
Relevant to the context of the struggle for ‘capital’ [cultural resources] on Facebook, Bourdieu
(in Calhoun et al., 2007: 264) states that; ‘minimum objective difference in social space can
coincide with maximum subjective distance’ - e.g. what [who] is ‘closest’ [significant others12/
In sociology, the term ‘significant other’ describes any person or persons with a strong influence on an
individual's self-evaluation which are important to this individual, as well as reception of particular social norms.
The term ‘significant other’ was coined by Harry Stack Sullivan, who identified significant others as those who
directly socialize the person to whom they are significant. Sullivan (1940) and George Herbert Mead (1967)
suggest that socialization relies upon a person's considering the other's view of him or herself as important.
http://www.blackwellreference.com/subscriber/uid=733/tocnode?id=g9781405124331_yr2011_chunk_g9781
40512433125_ss1-119
12
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Facebook friends] presents the greatest threat to social identity.
In sum, it is not claimed that the theoretical concepts of Goffman and Bourdieu
are to be considered thoroughly ‘interchangeable’. However, for the sake of providing an
understanding and explanation of consumer sociology, within the context of this study; the
concepts are frequently applied in association, to aid in the understanding of and elaboration
on, how consumers use brands on Facebook for identity cultivation.
4.1.2. The Use of Possessions in Consumer Identity Cultivation
Another theorist, who can be considered vastly relevant to the understanding of how
postmodern consumers use brands on Facebook for identity cultivation, is Russell W. Belk
(1988). In his article, ‘Possessions and the Extended Self’, he basically argues that possessions
[brands/ ‘likes’] are major contributors to and reflections of identities and that these
possessions hold vast consequences for consumer behaviour (Belk 1988). Relevant to the
scope of this study, Belk (1988) states that; ‘we are what we have’ [‘like’] – as, perhaps, the
most powerful fact of consumer behaviour. This is supported by Levy (1963), who notes that;
‘a consumers’ personality [identity] can be seen as the peculiar total of the products [brands] he
consumes’.
The concepts of; ‘identity’, ‘extended self’ and ‘possessions’, were briefly touched
upon in the previous chapter. These concepts can be considered paramount to understanding
the contribution of Belk (1988) and to understanding and elaborating on how consumers use
brands on Facebook to cultivate identity, and shall now receive further attention.
By way of introduction, Belk (1988) states that; ‘rather than a single product or
brand representing all of one’s self concept [identity], only a complete ensemble of consumption
objects [e.g. several ‘likes’/ cultural resources on Facebook] may be able to represent the
diverse and possibly even incongruous aspects of the total self’. Considering the notion of
consumers ‘liking’ brands on Facebook, McClelland (1951, in Belk 1995) suggests that;
‘external objects [brands] become viewed as part of self [identity] when we are able to exercise
power or control over them [‘like’ them on Facebook]. The greater the control we exercise, the
more closely allied with the self, the object should become. In other words, when claiming that
an object is ‘mine’ we also come to believe that the object is ‘me’ (Belk 1988). Moreover,
within a Facebook context, it is noted that; ‘possessions can also ‘symbolically’ [through ‘likes’]
extend the self’ [identity] (Belk 1988).
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Elaborating on this, Allport (1937, in Belk 1988) hypothesised that; ‘the process
of gaining an identity (hereunder gaining self-esteem), progresses from infancy’. Here, self
[identity] is extended via a continuous expansion of the set of things regarded as one’s own
(Belk 1988). This way, possessions [brands] may not merely be regarded as ‘parts of the self’
but also as instrumental to the development of the self (Belk 1988). With regards to the
notion of ‘the extended self’, McCarty (1984, in Belk 1988) notes that; ‘the degree to which self
may become extended into possessions [brands] can be vast’. In extreme cases, we may even
note McCarthy’s (1984, in Belk 1988) contention, that; ‘identity may sometimes lie more in the
‘extended self’ than in the ‘un-extended self’. To shed further light on how possessions [brands]
can be seen as extensions of consumers’ identity, Belk (1988) includes the observations of La
Branche (1973) who notes that; when possessions are [come to be] recognised as inconsistent
with our ‘images of self’ [identity], we gladly neglect or dispose of them [e.g. ‘unlike’ on
Facebook] (Belk 1988). As an explanation to why this process takes place; anthropologists
assume that possessions ‘tell us about their possessors’ [identity] (Belk 1988) hence
consumers would not want to tell an ‘inconsistent story’.
4.1.2.1. Having, Doing and Being
One of the central concepts introduced by Belk (1988) is the notion of; ‘having, doing and
being’. This notion can be used profitably to elaborate on how consumers use brands to
cultivate [self] identity on Facebook. According to Belk (1988), the relationships among
having, doing and being are strong and have been most fully explored by existential
psychologist and philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre (Belk 1988). Sartre (1943, in Belk 1988)
maintains that; ‘the only reason we want to have something [‘like’ something] is to enlarge our
sense of self and the only way we can ‘know who we are’ is by observing ‘what we have’13’. The
latter notion could be said to further signify that; ‘liking’, hence ‘cultivating’ identity through
brands on Facebook, is done at least as much for the individual consumers’ own sake, as for
the sake of others. However, on the other hand, relations with ‘other people’ [significant
others] also affect relations between having, doing and being. According to Sartre (1943, in
Belk 1988), besides the notion of ‘others’ sometimes serving in an ‘object capacity’ [as
possessions], others are an important ‘mirror’ through which we see ourselves [image]. This
Within the context of this study, it should be noted that, as opposed to Sartre (1943) and with reference to
Bourdieu’s (1994a) concept of ‘capital’, the notion; ‘what we have’ should be extended beyond material
possessions to encompass e.g. cultural and social capital etcetera.
13
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way, having, doing and being are integrally related (Belk 1988). Levy supports this link
between possessions [‘likes’] and how you are socially perceived (Levy 1981) and notes that;
individuals tend to use [‘like’] brands that are symbolically informative of who they are (Levy
1981). In further support of Belk (1988), Sidney J. Levy (1959) acknowledges that;
‘contemporary consumers may be motivated through the symbolic value of possessions’
[including the display and cultivation of this value]. Bourdieu (1994b) somewhat agrees with
this and notes that; ‘property appropriates its owner’. Within this context, marketers must
understand that they sell bits of a consumers lifestyle [identity] – consumers use the bits to be
artists [hereunder post postmodern consumer artists] of their own lifestyle [identity] and
consumers can ‘pick and choose’ [cultivate] to develop the composition that for the time may
seem the best (Levy 1963). Moreover, the marketer who thinks about his brand in this way
will seek to understand the potential ‘settings’ and relationships (see Fournier below), to
other parts of consumer lifestyle [identity], thereby, to increase the number of ways he fits
meaningfully to them [increase ‘identity value’] (Levy 1963). Finally, Levy summarises the
above and states that; ‘as we go about the processes of displaying [cultivating] identity, we tell
others how we perceive ourselves and how we want them to perceive us’ (Levy 1981).
Elaborating on the above, it is noted that, over time, we develop a stronger sense
of self by learning to actively control objects [brands] in our environment, rather than feeling
controlled by them (Furby & Wilke 1982, in Belk 1988). This can be linked to the notion of
postmodernism, where consumers are in control, rather than market [brand] forces, in terms
of generating meaning (Belk 1988). Individuals use this power and meaning [provided by
mastery of e.g. brands and other cultural resources] to gain and exert power over [and
cultivate relations with] [significant] others [see Bourdieu’s (1994a) concept of ‘capital’].
Further evidence of this, stem from the early behaviour of children whose object-oriented
interactions with peers, often involve conflict about retaining possessions instead of sharing
or giving (Belk 1988). Finally, this way, relations with objects [brands] are never two-way
(person-thing) but always three-way (person-thing-person) (Belk 1988). Elaborating on this,
Arnould et al. (2004: 118) comments that; ‘because people can form strong links with products
and services they buy, they are important communicative devices’. In support of this, Solomon et
al. (2006: 112) notes that; ‘people use an individual’s consumption behaviour [‘likes’ on
Facebook] to help them make judgements about that person’s social identity and that
consumers make inferences about personality based on a person’s choice of leisure activities,
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food preferences, cars or home decorating choices etcetera’ [‘likes’]. Within the context of this
study, these statements shed light upon the fact that, in much the same way as brands (and
perhaps to an even vaster extent) consumers use other cultural resources, when cultivating
identity on Facebook.
With regards to the notion of; having, doing and being and the concept of
cultivating identity for the sake of oneself and others respectively, the collection of articles, on
consumer behaviour, by Ratneshwar, Mick and Huffman (and the other contributors to ‘The
Why of Consumption’), provide numerous relevant elaborations. By way of introduction, the
authors note that; ‘the ‘why’ of consumption is linked to the ‘who’ of consumption – to the ‘self’’
(Rathneshwar et. al. 2000: 3). Elaborating on this, it is stated that; ‘so far, the being side of life
(values, social identity) has been paired with the having side (brands, products) but not so
much with the doing side’ (life projects, current concerns) (Rathneshwar et al. 2000: 9).
Elaborating on the notion of consumption as part of cultivation of life projects [goals], it is
noted that the notion of; ‘higher order goals’ [ideal identity cultivation convection] has often
been stressed as the explanation for differences in buying [‘liking’] behaviour (Rathneshwar
et al. 2000: 10). People are posited to take to take actions [‘like’ brands on Facebook) and
consume products to enact identities consistent with their ideal self-image [identity]
(Rathneshwar et al. 2000: 11).
As a critical remark, Rathneshwar et al. (2000: 11) notes that; social identity
theory (e.g. Belk (1988)) does not offer a precise formulation for how ‘lower-order consumer
goals’ [purchase/ ‘liking’ of brands etcetera] are linked to the ideal self in a hierarchical goal
structure. Within the context of how consumers use brands on Facebook to cultivate identity
projects, it is especially important to note that; higher level goals [e.g. ideal identity projects]
often shape and give meaning to lower level goals [e.g. ‘likes’ on Facebook], however,
arguably, often it can actually work ‘the other way around’ (Rathneshwar et al. 2000: 15).
Furthermore, Rathneshwar et al. (2000: 18) introduces and elaborates on the
notion of ‘life projects’, which are defined as; ‘the construction and maintenance of key life roles
and identities’. Moreover, it is noted that; a person may have several life projects at one time
and that they are somewhat in ‘flux’ over the life span and e.g. likely to be altered at ‘life-stage’
changes (Rathneshwar et al. 2000: 18). As a notion of critique to the above, it should be stated
that; ‘not each and every act of consumer behaviour, is determined by conscious goal
determination processes, similar to the ones described above’ (Rathneshwar et al. 2000: 21).
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Returning to elaborate on how people [consumers] strive to manage [cultivate]
multiple identities, e.g. for the sake of conveying these to themselves and significant others, on
can include the conceptual work of Kardes & Cronley (2000). These authors note that; ‘people
strive to obtain consistency between their various identities – but how this is done is unclear’.
However, people generally approach and avoid various end-states (Kardes & Cronley 2000:
82). Moreover, beliefs and attitudes [including what one likes] that serve a value expressive
function help consumers to express preferences, traits and interests to others [e.g. on
Facebook]. On one hand, people [consumers] use this to manage the impressions that others
have of them (Kardes & Cronley 2000: 88). On the other hand, the self is actually an important
recipient of beliefs that serve the value expressive function (Kardes & Cronley 2000: 89). This
way, value expressive based beliefs [expressed through ‘likes’] that reflect a consistent and
positive impression to oneself in order to maintain a positive self and self-esteem, may be as
important, or more, than impressing others (Kardes & Cronley 2000: 89).
Returning to the context of ‘liking’ brands on Facebook to convey identity to
‘others’, Kardes and Cronley (2000) notes that; products [brands] that are publicly used
[‘liked’ on Facebook], conspicuously serve a value-expressive and self-presentation [‘identity
value’] function and hereby, create [‘liking’] indirect positive associations with brands,
allowing a person to position himself favourably in the eyes of others (Kardes & Cronley 2000:
89). Elaborating on this, people are usually highly motivated to appear as if their beliefs and
attitudes are consistent with their behaviour in order to convey a favourable impression to
others. This motivation stems from the idea that inconsistency is a sign of inherent weakness
(Kardes & Cronley 2000: 89).
4.1.2.2. Past, Present and Future Identity
Integral to a sense of who we are, is a sense of our past (Belk 1988). The possessions [brands]
in our extended self also give us a personal archive [e.g. on Facebook] or museum that allows
us to reflect on our history and how we have changed (Belk 1988). With regards to this, and
relevant to the scope of this study, La Branche (1973, in Belk 1988) notes that; ‘we are our
own historians’. This means that a factor in the retention or discarding of possessions [‘likes’]
that no longer fit our view of ourselves is the ‘fit’ of these possessions, with our perception of
our entire personal history. However, this also means that; possessions [‘likes’] may show
‘where we have come from’ and thereby remain valuable, as a point of contrast, to the more
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present [or even future/ ideal] extended self (Belk 1988; p. 159).
Moreover, La Branche (1973, in Belk 1988) suggests that much of this ‘retention’
[‘liking’] of possessions is due to ‘the fear of annihilation’ of our current histories. That is;
material possessions [brands, ‘likes’] forming parts of our extended selves seem to form an
anchor for our identities that reduce our fear that these identities will somehow be washed
away. Moreover, this can be applied to explain why some possessions [‘likes’] may hold
stronger positions than others. Within this context, Belk (1988) notes that; some possessions
are more ‘central to self’ [identity] than others. Elaborating on this, however, consumers may
be somewhat inclined to discard [at least some] possessions [‘likes’ on Facebook] that form a
part of the extended self, when the un-extended self has ‘grown in strength and extent’ so that
the ‘buffer’ of extended self becomes less necessary (Belk 1988). Such ‘times’ are likely to
occur, when key life stages and rites of passage have occurred, such as school graduation, new
jobs, marriage, moving residences, and retirement (Belk 1988). Another instance, when
consumers should likely shed or neglect [‘unlike’] possessions, [brands] is when these no
longer match consumers’ ideal self-image [identity]. This can occur either because the ideal
self-image of the consumer has changed or because the images [identity] (brand
image/identity) of the objects, formerly incorporated in extended self, have changed (Belk
1988). Further support for the notion of ‘ideal identity’ cultivation, can be extracted from Levy
(1963), who (arguably, indirectly applying Goffman’s theatrical metaphor) states that; ‘in
expressing their values, in describing the kinds of roles they play in life and how they think these
roles should be fulfilled, people reveal both real [past/ present] and ideal [future/ desired]
lifestyles’. Another aspect of the concept of ideal identity, within the context of this study, is
the notion of consumers indirectly claiming association with objects that they do not
physically possess. Elaborating on this, Sartre (1943, in Belk 1988) suggests that consumers
can in fact form relations with objects through what he defines as ‘knowing’ them. This could
be synonymous with the concept of consumers ‘liking’ brands on Facebook, without actually
owning them. Additionally, Sartre (1943, in Belk 1988) maintains that the relationship in
‘knowing’ [‘liking’ without owning] the object is inspired by a carnal and sexual desire to have
the object [brand].
As a final remark, one should, however, remember to remain critical towards the
notion of possessions as important to the self [identity] since, arguably, extending self into
material possessions [or ‘liking’ material possessions] could also be seen as a e.g. a dilution of
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the ‘human aspects’ of self-identity or even as ‘mere headless glorification’ of materialism
(Belk 1988). Levy (1981) adds to this and notices that; ‘because people are complex and
layered [and postmodern] their symbolic communication is often not taken at face value’. In
other words, any object or action represents several ideas [identity] and any idea is
represented by many objects or actions (Levy 1981).
4.1.3. Identity Cultivation and the Concept of ‘Meaning’
Within the context of the value of symbolic possessions and relevant to how consumers use
brands on Facebook to cultivate identity, Arnould et al. (2004: 118) elaborates on the concept
of ‘meaning’ and consumers’ search for it. Understanding consumers – why they buy [‘like’],
why they retain some possessions and dispose of others - requires an understanding of both
meaning and value [see section above] (Arnould et al. 2004: 118). The concept of meaning can
be compared to the concepts of self and identity [hereunder postmodern identity] or, in other
words, the search for answers to substantial questions such as; ‘who am I?’, ‘what am I?’ and
‘why am I?’. According to Arnould et al. (2004: 118), consumer motives for purchase,
consumption and possession stem, in vast measure, from the meaning of consumption acts
and objects [‘likes’], and the value that meaning provides. Some consumption activities
[hereunder ‘liking brands on Facebook’] seem to be primarily about the evocation
[cultivation] of important meanings and values [identity] (Arnould et al. 2004: 118). In
addition, Arnould et al. (2004: 118) can be said to elaborate on, for example, Belk (1988) and
Zhao et al. (2008), when he states that; ‘the idea that the purchase and consumption [‘liking’] of
goods [brands] is meaningful implies that goods and services are media of interpersonal
communication; they are social phenomena [cultural resources] conveying meanings that are
shared by at least some others’.
Furthermore, Arnould et al. (2004: 118-119) elaborates on as well the role of
brands as other cultural resources, to consumers’ cultivation of identity on Facebook. He
states that; there are several sources [resources] of meaning for the products and services
that people consume. Marketing communications [brands/ branding] are one such source,
and marketed consumer products [brands] one source of meaningful possessions. However,
several of people’s most meaningful possessions are not marketplace commodities at all
(Arnould et al. 2004: 118-119). Elaborating on the above, Arnould et al. (2004: 120)
comments directly on consumers’ brand [and other cultural resources] mediated identity
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cultivation. Basically, he states that; ‘consumers wish to define a clear social or personal
identity’. Therefore, they strive to create a differentiated world of personal meanings from
arrays of meaningful commercial products [brands] and through nonmarket mechanisms
[other cultural resources] (Arnould et al. 2004: 120). This way, Arnould et al. (2004: 120)
supports the hypothesis forwarded by this study, stating that; brands can be said to play a
recognisable role in terms of identity cultivation within a Facebook setting. He adds that; the
symbolic nature of brands has been recognised since the 1950s. Researchers recognised that
the set of feelings, ideas, and attitudes that consumers have about brands [‘identity value’]
were crucial to purchase behaviour (Arnould et al. 2004: 120). Moreover, in support of one of
the primary hypothesis of this study, Arnould et al. (2004: 120) comments that research
across cultures suggests that brands are more likely to be purchased and consumed if
consumers recognise some symbolic link between the brand’s identity and their own actual or
ideal identity.
On could also note that; with regards to the value of, e.g., displaying ‘likes’
[identity cultivation], Arnould et al. (2004: 124) states that; the meanings of possessions
involve not only personal but public values as well and that consumer goods can be used to
express social meanings (Arnould et al. 2004: 132). Within this context, it should, however, be
emphasised that; Arnould et al. (2004), to a certain extent, also recognises a more ‘active’ use
of brands – similar to the thinking presented by social media best-practice literature.
Essentially, Arnould et al. (2004: 132) states that; ‘some consumers organise around their
interactions with brands and simultaneously create meaningful social relationships and
negotiate brand meanings’. This is a good time to refresh that the scope of this study is not to
dismiss this type of ‘active’ brand interaction and engagement’, however, to suggest that more
attention should be provided, to postmodern consumers’ more ‘passive’ use of, and
differentiated relations formation with, different types of brands on Facebook.
4.1.3.1. Identity Cultivation on Facebook
In terms of general content, the literary contributions by Zhao et al. (2008), is beyond the
scope of this study, as it deals primarily with how Facebook in general facilitates
empowerment of anchored relations between people (Zhao et al. 2008). However, on the
other hand, it recognises as well the idea of cultivating identity on Facebook [as a means to
cultivate relations] as the role of brands within this process. Moreover, Zhao et al. (2008)
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offers a range of useful definitions and paramount conceptual notions which are worthy of
further elaboration.
Primarily, Zhao et al. (2008) introduces a definition of ‘identity’, which is defined
as; an important part of the self-concept. The self-concept it the totality of a person’s thoughts
and feelings in reference to oneself as an object (Rosenberg 1986, in Zhao et al. 2008), and
identity is that part of the self ‘by which we are known to others’ (Altheide 2000, in Zhao et al.
2008). Moreover, the construction of an identity is therefore a public process that involves
both the ‘identity announcement’ made by the individual claiming an identity and ‘identity
placement’ made by others who endorse the claimed identity, and the identity is established
when there is a ‘coincidence of placements and announcements’ (Stone 1981; in Zhao et al.
2008).
Interestingly, Zhao et al. (2008) can be said to elaborate on Goffman (1959) when
he states that; ‘there is a difference between identity construction in the online and offline
world’. In the ‘real’ face-to-face world, a number of constrains exist to prevent claiming
identities that are inconsistent with e.g. appearance and shared knowledge of each-others
personality and background attributes. As it was elaborated upon, in relation to Goffman
(1959) identity construction involves mostly manipulation of the physical ‘settings’ and
‘personal front’ (e.g. appearance, language and manner) to generate the desired impression
before the eyes of others (Goffman 1959, in Zhao et al. 2008). In various ways, the internet has
changed this as e.g. the corporal body is detached from social encounters in the online
environment (chat-rooms and similar) and it becomes possible for individuals to interact with
one another in ‘text-only’ mode. Even when an audio-visual mode is utilised, it is still possible
to maintain a vast degree of anonymity, e.g. simply through withholding information (Zhao et
al., 2008). According to Bargh et al. (2002, in Zhao et al. 2008) this creates a ‘technologically
mediated environment’ where a new mode of identity production [cultivation] emerges.
This new mode of identity cultivation may be regarded as very relevant for
certain online media and even for internet mediated identity cultivation in general. However,
this study operates within the context of Facebook, which is an online social media that is, to a
vaster degree, anchored in offline communities (Zhao et al. 2008) where people often, to a
certain degree, know the physical, personal and background related information about other
relevant participants in advance. Henceforth, interaction and identity cultivation is not based
on anonymity and when considering Facebook functions such as; photo sharing/ tagging,
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‘liking’, personal information, relationships status, status updates etcetera, Facebook is rather
about the opposite. In support of Zhao et al. (2008), Ellis (2010) states that; ‘Facebook is
especially interesting because to a higher degree, people [consumers] use their real identity,
names and so forth, in an attempt to represent ‘who they really are’. In sum, within the context
of this study, it means that identity cultivation can, arguably, studied somewhat like face-toface identity cultivation since, to some extent; ‘we are who we are on Facebook, based on what
we already know about identity and perception’ (Ellis, 2010). It should, however be maintained
that, within the context of this study, consumers [Facebook users] are not expected to convey
[cultivate] their full ‘true’ self(s) on Facebook, but rather, to some extent, a mix of ‘true’ and
‘hoped for possible selves’ [ideal selves] (Zhao et al., 2008).

Additionally, the work of Zhao et al. can be applied to the conceptual process of ‘liking’ brands
on Facebook, with which this study is concerned. While ‘explicit identity statements’, [such as
status updates on Facebook] often take the form of autobiographic descriptions, ‘implicit
identity statements’ can be found in the impression ‘given off’ by e.g. Facebook users. For
example, by selectively listing one’s affiliations with certain groups [brands], activities or
hobbies, an individual is implicitly making an identity statement about him/herself (Zhao et
al. 2008). In turn, those online production [cultivation] strategies enable people to stage a
public display of their hoped-for possible selves (Zhao et al. 2008), and arguably also their
somewhat ‘real/current’ selves [even if done unintentionally]. The latter is supported by the
notion that; Facebook identities are clearly ‘real’ in the sense that they have real
consequences for the lives of the individuals who constructed them (Zhao et al. 2008).
Elaborating on the above, Zhao introduces the notion of self [identity] specifically
within a Facebook context, as differing across a continuum of implicit and explicit identity
claim (fig. 2).
At the explicit end, we find the ‘first person self’ (narrative) e.g. the submitting of
personal information on Facebook (e.g. the ‘about me’ function). At the other/implicit end of
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the continuum, we find ‘the self as social actor’ (visual/textual semiotic) e.g. the wall posts
and pictures function. In the middle, we find the area most relevant to this study, namely that
‘self as consumer’ (enumerative) e.g. the display of interests, hobbies [‘likes’, brands etcetera].
This clustering, in the middle of the continuum, one may think of as the ‘cultural self’ or the
self of consumption preferences and taste [brands and other cultural resources]. Basically,
according to Zhao et al. (2008) Facebook users engage in enumerative cultural selfdescription [cultivation] when they ‘list’ a set of cultural preferences [hereunder brands] that
they think define them. In these ways, it is argued that consumers on Facebook are doing
more than displaying their status or identity through products; they are creating [cultivating]
an ‘extended self’ by appropriating and incorporating the objects and symbols of their
consumption (Saren 2007).
In addition, one could, however, criticise this part of Zhao et al.’s (2008)
continuum for being skewered by the notion that consumer identity projects here, are as
much defined by what is offered by the ‘market’ (Facebook) as by individual character or
traits. Likewise, elaborating on this, Ellis notes that; we select our social identity from a series
of group memberships [and likes] available (Ellis 2010). Finally, Ellis (2010) also highlights a
critical issue with regards to identity on Facebook and states that; ‘the saturation of personal
information, as it is conflated with social identity, is leading us down a superficial path’.
Elaborating further on this, Saren (2007) notes how it should be remembered that people’s
identity, as a consumer, does not convey the entire truth about identity. Basically, Saren
(2007) states that; ‘the consumer identity is only ever partial and always in process’. Primarily,
the individuals’ identity, as a consumer, does not make up the whole person (citizen, parent
etcetera). Moreover, this is influenced by the fact that consumer identity changes occur in lifestages outside of marketers influence (Saren 2007). Finally, the consumer identity could be
seen as a bricolage of mixing bits and pieces from all around [including brand] (Saren 2007).
Saren (2007) can also be regarded as criticising Belk (1988), on the other hand lending
support to Firat and Venkatesh (1995) when he notes that not all consumer identities possess
equal opportunities. Arguably, according to consumer studies, people are free to ‘solve’ any
issue by adopting a particular consumer lifestyle and constructing a ‘better’ self through the
products and services associated with it (Elliot and Wattanasuwan 1998, in Saren, 2007).
However, as it was elaborated on in the section above, one could also argue that the ‘freedom
to construct’ may be considered somewhat limited by as well ‘the structuring influence of the
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marketplace, where consumers would, in fact, be enacting and personalising’ from a choice of
culture scripts (many of which are set by marketers) (Marx 1976, in Saren 2007). On the other
hand, one could also argue that the ‘issue’ of consuming for identity is an overwhelmingly
ethnocentric one, reserved for ‘the rich’ (Marx, 1976 in Saren, 2007). As a counter critique to
this, on Facebook, you do not have to actually possess brands to add them to your identity
project.
4.1.3.2. We are what we ‘Like’

Finally, and elaborating on how consumers use brands on Facebook to cultivate identity, it is
relevant to regard the work of Schau & Gilly (2003) and Papacharissi (2002). Elaborating on
theories of self-presentation [Goffman 1959], possessions [e.g. Belk 1988] and relating this to
what is termed; ‘computer mediated environments’ (compatible to Zhao et al.’s (2008) notion
of ‘technologically mediated environments’), Schau & Gilly (2003) and Papacharissi (2002),
respectively, elaborate on how consumers construct and present [cultivate] identities by
digitally associating themselves with signs, symbols, material objects [brands] and places. As
well the article; ‘we are what we post’ (Schau & Gilly 2003), as ‘the presentation of self in
virtual life’ (Papacharissi 2002), examines the realm of ‘personal websites’ as the ‘setting’ for
identity cultivation. However, within the context of this study, the points forwarded by the
two items of literature can also be considered highly applicable and relevant, within a
Facebook context. This argument is rooted in the notion that Facebook has somewhat
overtaken personal websites, with regards to consumers cultivating and conveying identity
online.
By way of introduction, and in support of authors mentioned above, Schau and
Gilly (2003) states that; consumption can, in several ways, be self-defining and self-expressive
and hence involve identity cultivation as well for the sake of oneself as for the sake of
conveying identity to significant others. In extension, they argue that through computer
mediated environments [Facebook] consumers have access to semiotic tools, cultural
artefacts [resources] and modes of expression, allowing them to make their identities
tangible, by associating themselves with e.g. material objects [brands]. Elaborating on this, the
consumers seek to construct a ‘collage’ of their identity (or multiple identities) which, in part,
relies on commercial referents [brands] and this way, the consumer becomes/is ‘what he
posts’ [‘likes’] (Schau & Gilly 2003).
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As it is the case with the study at hand, basically, Schau and Gilly (2003) are
inspired by Goffman (1959), and claims that consumers’ use of e.g. links to brands [‘likes’ on
Facebook], is compatible to the process of ‘impression management/the presentation of self’,
within a specific setting [Facebook] and facing a definable audience [significant others/
Facebook friends] (Schau & Gilly 2003). Papacharissi (2002) also supports this and indicates
that; Facebook is an ideal setting for this type of ‘information game’. Especially relevant to the
scope of this study, is the focus found, in both articles, on how the process of self-presentation,
hereunder the use of possessions [brands], is in fact fuelled by a desire to cultivate identity as
a means to cultivate relationships with significant others [social groups, friends etcetera]. This
is even more important to note, within a Facebook context, since here, as opposed to personal
websites, the individual chooses with whom to share identity salient information. According
to Schau and Gilly (2003), identity is characterised by the tension between how a person
defines him/herself (hereunder ideal identity) and how he/she connects to others and social
groups in affiliative relationship. This way, identity cultivation is as well about distinguishing
oneself (individual identity ‘me’) from others and about affiliation (affiliative identity ‘we’).
Consumers use signs and symbols [brands] to reflect both types of identities (Schau & Gilly
2003). Agreeing with Belk (1988), this way, human-object relations actually communicate
[and cultivate relationships] between people (person-thing-person) (Schau & Gilly 2003).
Moreover, Schau and Gilly (2003) also support the previously introduced notion of consumers
having multiple/situational selves and in agreement within the contextual framework of this
study, this tendency is termed; the postmodern self.
Elaborating further on the role of brands within a personal website [Facebook]
context, Schau & Gilly (2003) and Papacharissi (2002) introduces and elaborates on the
notion of ‘digital (social) associations’ and notes that; ‘as in real life, where products [brands]
are used as social stimuli to construct and enact [cultivate] notions of self (Solomon 1983, in
Schau & Gilly, 2003) (Papacharissi, 2002), through digital association, consumers create and
enact [cultivate] consumer brand relationships’ (Fournier 1998, in Schau & Gilly 2003). The
contributions of Fournier, to the conceptual framework of this study, shall be elaborated on
further, within a subsequent section. However, here, it should be noted that; ‘consumers
relationships with brands are often based on the consumers using brands and their logos as
shorthand for more complex meanings, to add depth to their digital selves’ [Facebook identity
projects] (Schau & Gilly 2003). Interestingly, and elaborating on the above, Papacharissi
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(2002) notes that; ‘in face-to-face situations, people who meet for the first time often go through
the social ritual of exchanging likes and dislikes, such as hobbies , favourite drink etcetera’.
Moreover, related to Goffman’s (1959) notion of ‘impressions management’,
Schau and Gilly (2003) also elaborates on the notion of consumers considering carefully what
they associate with their identity on personal websites. By way of criticism, on personal
websites, people are arguably more conscious about the fact that they are cultivating and
conveying identity [than on Facebook]. Furthermore, it should be noted that consumer
identities are certainly ‘more complex’ than what they convey on Facebook. In this context,
Schau and Gilly (2003) notes that consumers use e.g. brands to convey meaning and to show
as much ‘who they are’, as ‘who they are not’. Furthermore, Schau and Gilly (2003) indirectly
support the notion of consumers ‘liking’ brands that they do not own (are able to buy). It is
noted that on one hand, consumers can use the semiotic value of the brand to express identity,
however; obviously, they are not able to actually experience the physical attributes of the
brand (Schau & Gilly 2003). Within a brand context, Schau and Gilly (2003) notes that the
dynamics described above could have an effect in terms of e.g. consumer-brand relations and
word-of-mouth, even though consumers have not actually bought the brand in question.

- Chapter 5 –
Conceptual Framework
5.1. Brand Identity, Image and Consumer-Brand Relations
Facebook is about relations and, within this context, consumer relations with brands is
centred round the concepts of ‘brand identity [hereunder ‘perceived identity value’], image
and consumer-brand relationship’. In other words, these concepts can be seen as the central
elements of consumers’ brand mediated identity cultivation process. This chapter functions to
outline and review an excerpt of the branding literature related to brand identity, image and
relationships which can be seen as relevant to the scope of this study. With this in mind, the
contributions of; David A. Aaker (1996) (brand identity/ image), Susan Fournier (1998)
(brand-consumer relationships) and Douglas B. Holt (2004) (iconic brands, identity value),
shall be considered and elaborated upon.
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5.1.1. Building Strong Brands
Within the context of the study at hand, the preliminary guiding definitions, in terms of brand
identity and image, are extracted from the renowned book on branding by David A. Aaker;
‘Building Strong Brands’ (1996). Generally, Aaker (1996) uses various case examples to
describe how to build and leverage strong brands. Specifically, in terms of brand identity,
Aaker (1996: 25) states as an ‘objective’ of the book, to develop the concept [brand identity]
and hereunder, he introduces and elaborates on a brand identity system, a brand identity
planning model and on identity implementation.
Generally, according to Aaker (1996: 8), brand value stems from the concept of
‘brand equity’14. Brand equity generates value through the application of four categories of
brand assets (or liabilities) which are; ‘brand awareness’, ‘brand loyalty’, ‘perceived quality’
and ‘brand associations’ (Aaker 1996: 8). However, only the notions of ‘perceived quality’
(due to its association with ‘identity value’) and ‘brand associations’ (due to its association
with brand identity) shall be elaborated on within this framework.
Primarily, Aaker (1996: 17) elaborates on the concept of ‘perceived quality’ as
being important to brands. The notion of perceived quality is included within this framework
since the way the concept operates (e.g. as a measure of brand goodness) is compatible to the
concept of ‘perceived identity value’, which is introduced in the primary hypotheses of this
study. In support, Aaker (1996: 19) argues that when perceived quality [‘perceived identity
value’] improves, so do other elements of a consumer’s perception of a brand. As a brand asset
and hence a driver of brand equity, Aaker (1996: 23) also includes ‘brand loyalty’. Within a
Facebook context, one could argue in favour of the importance of brand loyalty (e.g.
consumers being more loyal towards brands that they ‘like’). On the contrary, according to
Aaker (1996: 23) and within the context of this study, brand loyalty may be worthy of general
consideration, however, more as an ‘ideal outcome’ of the successful leveraging of a brand’s
‘perceived identity value’ (brand identity).
With regards to the scope of this study, Aaker (1996: 25) underlines the
importance of the associations that consumers make with a brand. Brand associations are
driven by brand identity. Relevant to the context of this study, Aaker (1996: 25) encourages
managers to expand their concept of brand identity (beyond tangible functional benefits) to
Brand equity: A set of assets (and liabilities) linked to a brand’s name and symbol that adds to (or subtracts
from) the value provided by a product or service to a firm and/or that firms customers (Aaker 1996: 8)
14
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include e.g. emotional and self-expressive benefits [identity cultivation]. The notion of brand
identity (and image) shall be elaborated on in the section below.
5.1.1.1. Brand Identity and Image
Aaker (1996: 68) provides the overall definition of brand identity, which shall guide the
process of elaboration within the context of this study. According to Aaker, brand identity is;
‘a unique set of brand associations that the brand strategist aspires to create or maintain’
[cultivate]. ‘These associations represent what the brand stands for and imply a promise to
customers [consumers] from the organisation members’. Moreover, ‘brand identity should help
establish a relationship between the brand and the consumer by generating a value proposition
involving functional, emotional or self-expressive [identity cultivation] benefits’ [‘identity
value’] (Aaker 1996. 68).
Relevant to the scope of this study, Aaker (1996: 68) further elaborates on how
brand identity functions in a manner similar to the one of persons’ identities. Elaborating on
this, a person’s identity serves to provide direction, purpose, and meaning – e.g. considering
important questions such as; ‘what are my core values?’, ‘What do I stand for?’, ‘How do I want
to be perceived?’, ‘What personality traits do I want to project?’, ‘What are the important
relationships in my life?’ Aaker (1996: 68) elaborates that similarly, a brands identity provides
direction, purpose and meaning. It is central to a brands strategic vision and the driver of one
of the four dimensions of brand equity: associations, which are the heart and soul of the brand
(Aaker 1996: 68). Furthermore, as it was elaborated on in previous chapters, a brand, like
consumers [people], possesses a core [actual/timeless essence] and an extended [often
ideal/texture and completeness] identity (Aaker 1996: 68).
Aaker (1996: 70) also offers a definition of ‘brand image’ which can best be
described as; ‘how the brand (identity) is actually perceived’ by consumers. While image is
usually ‘passive’ and looking to the past, identity should be ‘active’ and look to the future
(Aaker 1996: 70-71). Within the context of this study, one could extend this and argue that;
what consumers seek to convey (cultivate) through the use of brands and other cultural
resources, on Facebook, represents their ‘Facebook identity’ (how they want to be perceived).
On the contrary, their ‘Facebook-image’ can be said to represent how they [their identity] are
in fact perceived by their social network peers. Elaborating on the notion of brand image and
relevant to the context of this study, Cova (1996) notes that; Firat and Venkatesh (1995)
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support what is called ‘image marketing’. Image marketing emphasises cultural meanings and
images [of cultural resources/brands]. Therefore postmodern marketing’s’ task; is to identify
meanings for a product – the product must ‘say’ something (Cova 1996). Furthermore, Cova
(1996) notes that; image marketing and brand management (or branding) is closely related.
Branding is important in postmodern marketing since it differentiates through image over
competitors [increases the brands’ chances for being adopted into identity projects]. More
specifically, branding endows a product/service [brand] with a distinctive identity [‘perceived
identity value’] (Cova 1996).
Relevant to the study at hand, it
is worth noticing how Aaker
(1996: 74) describes how; ‘the
brand is more than a product’
(fig. 3). This model illustrates a
broadening of the concept of a
brand identity, including several
elements, however, within the
scope of this study, especially the
notions

of;

benefits’,

‘self-expressive
‘brand-customer

relationships’

and

‘brand

personality’; are worth noticing.
With regards to self-expressive
benefits

and

relationships,

brand-consumer
more

detailed

information can be obtained by
considering Belk (1988) and
Fournier

(1998)

respectively.

With regards to self-expressive
benefits [a term closely relatable
to ‘perceived identity value’],
Aaker (1996: 99), acknowledges
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the work of Belk (1998) stating that; ‘brands can become symbols of a person’s self-concept’.
However, on the other hand, he links self-expressive benefits to the notion of ‘emotional
benefits’. Aaker (1996: 101) argues that there is a close relationship between emotional
(feeling good about a brand) and self-expressive (showing this feeling). Specifically, this
notion acts to support the argument that identity projects are cultivated [and brands ‘liked’]
for as well ‘individual’ as ‘affiliative’ reasons.
In terms of ‘brand personality’ Aaker (1996: 83) notes that a brand personality
can help generate self-expressive benefits [‘perceived identity value’] and become a vehicle
for the consumer to express [cultivate] his/her own personality [identity]. Moreover, just as
human personality [identity] affects relations between people, brand personality can be the
basis of a relationship between the consumer and the brand (Aaker 1996: 84). More generally,
as well brand personality (brand as person), self-expressive benefits, as brand-consumer
relationships, are a part of what Aaker terms; ‘Brand Identity System’, within his overall
brand identity planning model (fig. 3) (Aaker 1996: 79). Arguably, this rather prescriptive
model, provides a good starting point for brands contemplating their identity [‘perceived
identity value’], however, the process itself resides beyond the scope of this study.
Finally, Aaker’s model (fig. 3) and the theory introduced by Aaker (1996) in
general, can be described as rather prescriptive and focused on best-practices (like the bestpractice social media literature introduced in the contextual framework). Interestingly,
however, when considering the model (fig. 3) mentioned above, one should also note that, in
support of Fournier (1998) Aaker (1996: 77) argues that the ‘ultimate goal’ of the system is
strong brand-customer [consumer] relationships – hence making his arguments relevant in a
Facebook [relationship based] context. Elaborating on the ‘Facebook context’ and in support
of Goffman (1959), Aaker (1996: 156) introduces the ‘brand as badge’ [cultural resource]
metaphor, elaborating on how a consumer seeks to define him/herself with respect to others
and in further support of Belk (1988), acknowledging the scenario of a brand actually
becoming an integral part of the self.
5.1.2. Brand-Consumer Relations
Where Aaker (1996) can be said to focus more on brand identity and on how this concepts
affects brand equity, Fournier (1998) is concerned with the relationships (including types of
relationships) that consumers and brands form and cultivate. Within the context of this study,
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it is relevant to consider Fournier (1998), primarily because of the notion that; ‘Facebook is
about relations’ and that the process of ‘liking’ a brand on Facebook (as part of an identity
cultivation process) involves some degree(s) of relations formation, brands and consumers
in-between. Within this context, Fournier (1998) e.g. offers a ‘typology of consumer-brand
relationship forms’ that can be considered relevant in terms of different [types of] brands
gaining insight into how consumers use them on Facebook, for identity cultivation.
In contrast to the prescriptive/best-practice focused items of literature,
introduced in the contextual framework, the theoretical contributions of Fournier (1998),
provides an alternative way for brands to contemplate their role on Facebook. This is
especially focused on brand-consumer relations, hereunder the function of brands in terms of
consumers’ cultivation of identity projects. In terms of method, Fournier applies
phenomenological interviewing that permits an understanding of consumers’ lived
experiences with brands (Fournier 1998).
By way of introduction, Fournier (1998) recognises the work of e.g. Belk (1988)
and notes that people actually assign selective human properties [relatable to the notion of
‘perceived identity value’] to a range of brands. Relevant to the context of this study, she notes
that the development of personality [identity cultivation] depends in large part on relations
forged with others [people, however, arguably also brands and other cultural resources] and
emphasises how meaningful relations [any kind] can e.g. reinforce self-concept [identity
project] (Fournier 1998). Fournier (1998), however, also recognises the limitations in terms
of brands as ‘relationship partners’. E.g. it is noted that; ‘a brand may enjoy animistic
properties, but it is not a vital entity’. In fact, the brand has no objective existence at all; it is
simply a collection of perceptions held in the mind of the consumer (Fournier 1998). The
brand cannot think or feel – except through the activities of the managers that administer
them (Fournier 1998). In accepting the behavioural significance of ‘marketing actions’, (to a
variable extent) one accepts the legitimacy of the brand as a contributing relationship partner
(Fournier 1998). Because of this, one should note that brand-consumer relations cannot
completely, however, to some extent, be compared to human relationships (Fournier 1998).
Furthermore, and relevant to a Facebook context, Fournier (1998) notes that; ‘relations both
affect and are affected by the contexts in which they are embedded’.
In terms of the ‘identity activity’, in which relationships are rooted, Fournier
(1998) elaborates on Mick and Buhl (1992, in Fournier 1998) and others. First, it is noted that
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relationships may help resolve life themes15. Though life themes may operate below the level
of conscious awareness, they are deeply rooted and core to one’s concept of self [identity]
(Fournier 1998). Moreover, a relationship may also deliver on ‘life projects’ [e.g. through
cultivation on Facebook] or tasks. Life projects involve the construction, maintenance, and
dissolution of key roles in life that significantly alter ones concept of self [identity] (Fournier
1998). Most concrete and temporally bound, however, relationships can also merely be
rooted in current concerns and daily tasks (Fournier 1998). Finally, Fournier also notes the
networked character of the relationships phenomenon, as it is argued that relationships exist
within the context of other relationships [interpersonal relations with significant others]
(Fournier 1998).
Guided by the following dimensions; ‘voluntary vs. imposed’, positive vs.
negative’, ‘intense vs. superficial’, ‘enduring vs. short-term’, ‘public vs. private’, ‘formal vs.
informal’ and ‘symmetric vs. asymmetric’, fifteen meaningful brand-consumer relationship
forms emerge from Fournier’s analysis that may be relevant (some more than others) for
brands to consider, within a Facebook context16 (Fournier 1998).
Moreover, Fournier (1998) also offers ways to conceptualise consumer-brand
relationship strength and quality,
which may be relevant to brands on
Facebook. These are summarised in
a six-faceted ‘brand relationship
quality model’- BRQ17 (fig. 4)
(Fournier 1998).
This model shows that
various ‘relationship qualities’ (love
& passion, self-connection, interdependence, commitment, intimacy and brand partner quality
[all, more or less, relatable to the notion of ‘perceived identity value’]) combine to yield
relationship strength over time (Fournier 1998). All these ‘relationship qualities’ may be
considered relevant to Facebook mediated brand-consumer relations, however, within the
Profound existential concerns and tensions that individuals address in daily life (Csikszentmihalyi and Beattie
1979)
16 Fournier’s (1998) ‘Typology of Consumer-Brand Relationship Forms’ (appendix 6)
17 BRQ: A part of Fournier’s (1998) ‘preliminary model of brand relationship quality and its effects on
relationship stability’ (Appendix 7)
15
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context of this study, only the notion of ‘self-connection’ shall be elaborated upon.
Specifically, in support of the hypothetical concept of ‘perceived identity value’ emphasised by
this study, the self-connection ‘relationship quality’ facet reflects the degree to which the
brand delivers on important identity concerns, tasks, or themes, thereby expressing a
significant aspect of consumer self [identity] (Fournier 1998). By way of illustration, and as a
point of critique of the emphasis on ‘involvement’, elaborated on in a preliminary section,
meaningful relationships are qualified not along symbolic versus functional product category
lines, or merely in term of high or low involvement, but [primarily] by the perceived ‘ego
significance’ of the chosen [‘liked’] brands (Fournier 1998). Furthermore, Fournier’s (1998)
analysis illustrates how projects, concerns and themes that people use to define themselves
can be played out in the cultivation of brand relations and how these relations, in turn, can
affect the cultivation of one’s concept of self [identity]. In all cases, a pattern of brands being
used to cultivate/convey identity, were arguably identified and brands were generally applied
for meaning provision purposes (Fournier 1998). This is rather relevant to the context and
validity of the scope of this study; however, one should note that Fournier’s (1998) thinking
and framework does not originally reside within a Facebook context and may need some
adaptation to be effectively applicable.
In terms of how consumers actually go about selecting [‘liking’ and ‘unliking’]
brand relationship partners, Fournier (1998) notes that brands cohere into systems that
consumers create, not only to aid in living, but also to give meaning to their lives. Put simply,
‘consumers do not choose brands; they ‘choose lives’’ (Fournier 1998). This way, what matters
in the construction [cultivation] of brand relationships, is not simply what managers intend
for them, or what brand images [identities] contain in culture (McCracken 1986; Solomon
1983, in Fournier 1998), but what consumers do with brands to add meaning to their lives
(Fournier 1998). Several examples, relevant to the context of this study and to other concepts
elaborated upon within this framework, can be extracted from Fournier’s (1998) analysis. For
example, in terms of brands used to cultivate identity, it is described how one of the
interviewees uses the brand Reebok, as a symbol of her own vitality [identity]. Another
example of a interviewee introduced by Fournier (1998) to elaborate on brand-consumer
relationships, uses several brands as extensions of self [extended self-identity] and uses
different brands to cultivate/convey different [multiple] identities. This interviewee is also
used by Fournier (1998) to convey the postmodern context in which the consumer-brand
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relationship paradigm is embedded. Hence, the interviewee is described as ‘a kaleidoscope of
images’, each finely tuned to the situation at hand, and each seeking signification from the
brand world (Fournier 1998). Moreover, Fournier (1998) associates this case directly with
the work of Firat & Venkatesh (1995) and describe how the interviewee’s behaviour can be
seen as a case of self-fragmentation and multi-brand transient loyalties (no single project, no
one lifestyle to which one needs to commit). In the context of this study, the cases presented
by Fournier (1998) highlight the variety to which different types of people [identities] and
different types of brands, benefit from a multiplicity of relation constructs. According to
Fournier (1998), the relations sought can [generally] be [either]; traditional, transitional or
postmodern, however, considering the work of Holt (2002) which was previously introduced;
relationships with brands might also be post postmodern.
In sum, Fournier (1998) encourages managers to think of the brand as an active,
contributing and humanised relationship partner. Interestingly, this is rather ‘in line’ with the
‘content’/ ‘engage’ focus emphasised by the prescriptive best-practice literature, to which this
study aims to provide an alternative. The encouragement introduced by Fournier (1998)
could, however, also be seen as evidence of the vast scope for thinking about brands as
relationship partners, within a Facebook context. While some brands would arguable be
successful in acting as ‘all-in’ relationship partners (even able to successfully apply some or all
of the best-practice recommendations previously introduced), other brands would be better
off cultivating a more ‘passive’ type(s) of relationship with consumers. The more specific
implications for ‘different types of brands’ shall be further elaborated on in the subsequent
subsection and in the ‘discussion’ chapter respectively.
5.1.3. Different Brands – Different Potential
Holt’s (2004) contribution to this conceptual framework, is focused on shedding light upon
why certain brands [types of brands] may experience various degrees of difficulties with
regards to operating on Facebook. Within this context, Holt’s (2004) notion of ‘iconic brands’
shall be briefly elaborated upon and in a similar manner, the advantages and disadvantages of
other ‘brand types’ and even the notion of ‘other cultural resources’, within a Facebook
context, shall be briefly touched upon.
By way of introduction, the notion of iconic brands can be compared to and
described as; ‘brands which have achieved a status as ‘cultural icons’’. Cultural icons are
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exemplary symbols that people accept as a shorthand to represent important ideas (Holt
2004: 1). Studies, within, for example, anthropology and sociology, consistently indicate that
icons come to represent a particular kind of story – an identity myth – that consumers use to
address identity desires and anxieties (Holt 2004: 2). Within the context of this study, it is
noted that iconic brands (Coca Cola, Apple, Harley Davidson etcetera), while often quoted by
social media best-practice literature, through sheer ‘brand identity strength’, possess a
naturally explicable advantage, when e.g. entering a Facebook context. The notion of iconic
brands having a natural advantage (simply because they are supported by vast and powerful
business) is supported by Aaker (1996: 16). Elaborating on this advantage, in terms of
‘perceived identity value’ – consumers value products as much for ‘what they do’ as for ‘what
they symbolise’ (Holt 2004: 3). In other words, consumers largely value brands for their
‘identity value’ – acting as vessels for self-expression [identity cultivation], the brands are
imbued with stories that consumers find valuable in constructing their own identities (Holt
2004: 3).
According to Holt (2004: 4), brands can be measured on ‘identity value’ in a
manner similar to that of ‘other cultural icons’ [resources], which, like brands, are also
included in the equation, when consumers cultivate identities on Facebook. Within the
context of this study, the notion of other cultural resources can be exemplified by e.g.; actors,
athletes, bands, literature, movies etcetera, hence, any ‘resource’ that a person [consumer] can
use [‘like’] to communicate to him/herself and to others about identity. As mentioned, brands
function much like cultural icons [resources] (Holt 2004: 4). This way, Holt’s (2004: 5) notion
of ‘cultural branding’, applies to categories of brands that people use for self-expression.
Moreover, when consumers consume [‘like’] and display symbols/myths – they grab hold of
them to lessen their identity burden (Holt 2004: 8). In turn, these ‘identity myths’ [symbols]
leads people to include, display and maintain relations with brands [on Facebook] (Holt 2004:
35). Agreeing with and elaborating upon this notion, Harvey (1989, in Firat & Venkatesh
1995) argues that; ‘postmodernism creates arenas of consumption that are fluid and nontotalising, which means that consumers are free to engage in multiple experiences without
making commitments to any. It is not to brands that consumers will be loyal, but to the images
and symbols [‘identity value’], especially images and symbols that they themselves produce [and
are able to utilise in fostering identity and relationships] while they consume’. Moreover,
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‘because these symbols keep shifting, consumer loyalties cannot be fixed’ (Firat & Venkatesh
1995).
5.1.3.1. Involvement and Perceived Identity Value
With regards to the notion of the varying symbolic value (‘perceived identity value’) of
different brands, a few key concept are worthy of further elaboration. Primarily, the notions of
‘high and low involvement’18 should be included within this context. Generally, one could
argue that brands which, within the context of this study, could be described as possessing a
high level of involvement (potentially high ‘identity value’), would e.g. be brands that, per
definition, commands a vast quantity/quality of value as a cultural resource and therefore,
would have a high level of impact on a consumers cultivation of identity project on Facebook –
as well with regards to individual as affiliative [relationships] identity. Additionally, one could
argue that a brand which would be described as ‘high involvement’, would involve a certain
level or involvement, emotional impact and/or social risk. Examples of ‘brands types’ which,
within a Facebook identity cultivation context, could be described as ‘high involvement’
include e.g. ‘experience brands’, ‘entertainment brands’ (brands delivering on consumer
experience and entertainment) and arguably some ‘service brands’. In extension to this, it is
interesting to note that it is often these types of brands [and iconic brands in general] that are
included as ‘best-cases’ in social media best-practice literature, since it is, naturally, these
types of brands that possess the vastest potential for success with ‘engage’ and ‘co-creation’ of
content related strategies.
On the other hand, brands which can be described as ‘low involvement’
encompass, primarily, the vast array of more ‘mundane’ commercial and service brands. A
common denominator for these brands, in terms of involvement and ‘perceived identity
value’, is related to the notion that they neither command a vast quantity/quality of value as
cultural resources, nor holds a high level of involvement, emotional impact and/or social risk.
In general [certainly exceptions can be found], these brands do not ‘matter’ as much [as high
involvement brands] to consumers cultivation of identity. However, relating this argument to
Goffman (1959), they still have a role to play on Facebook [in terms of identity cultivation],
e.g. as ‘props’ for consumers to use for their identity projects within a Facebook setting. The
fact that they are ‘low involvement’ and ‘low perceived identity value’, however, also entail,
Involvement (definition): ‘a persons perceived relevance to the object based on their inherent needs, values,
and interests’ (Solomon 2006: 105)
18
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that these brands are the ones that would, arguably, experience the lowest levels of success
when applying ‘engage’ and/or ‘content’ focused social media strategies. Moreover, within
this context, it is worth noticing that iconic brands, which were elaborated on above, can be
said to pose an exception to the rule of low and high involvement. This is rooted in the notion
that these brands, over time, have established themselves as ‘cultural icons’, encompassing
high levels of identity value and value as cultural resources. Finally, with regards to describing
why some (types of) brands are more valuable [have more general potential] to the
cultivation of identity than others, it is worth to note, that business-to-business brands, while
arguably boasting high levels of involvement and potential ‘identity value’, are no included
within the scope of the study at hand.
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-Part 3Empirical Findings
The following part will present the empirical data obtained through the quantitative
(questionnaire) and qualitative (focus groups) approaches, respectively. Throughout the
chapters, the findings will be presented in association with the guiding hypotheses of this
study, with an aim to lend support for the main hypothesis:
On Facebook, consumers consider the notion of ‘perceived identity value’, when they form
relations with brands, in order to use them as ‘cultural resources’ for ‘identity cultivation’.

-Chapter 6Quantitative Findings
6.1. Introduction
The quantitative empirical findings, which will be introduced within this chapter, were
collected via an online survey distributed on Facebook. The findings introduced here, are
those which are found relevant to the study at hand, hence they shall be linked to the various
guiding hypotheses, in order to illustrate their relevance to the study at hand. The results will
be presented by using the frequencies of the findings. Furthermore, when relevant, the level of
significance will be deployed. In the subsequent ‘part’ of this thesis, these findings will,
furthermore, be applied to the discussion and elaboration of the conceptual theories, with a
view to providing support for as well the guiding as the primary hypotheses of this study.

6.2. ‘Engaging’ and Communicating with Brands on Facebook
The findings, within this chapter, will assist in exploring ‘whether or not the respondents ‘like’
brands on Facebook, with the purpose of ‘engaging’ or communicating with them’ and hereby
lend support to the first guiding hypothesis. The answers in table 1 clearly indicate that only a
small amount (0.7%) actually re-visit brand pages. More than half of the respondents (51.4%)
say that they rarely re-visit their pages. Here, it is important to note that the terms ‘never’,
‘rarely’, ‘sometimes’ and ‘often’ is dependent on each of the respondents’ frame of reference.
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The responses in table 2 indicate that only a few of those who ‘like’ brands on
Facebook actually engage with them (only 3.6% above average). Nearly half of the
respondents (45.3%) declare that they to a ‘low degree’
communicate or engage with the brands
they ‘like’ on Facebook. One could argue
that, whether or not, the respondents
interpret the word ‘engage’ in the
intended manner (there may be some
language

and/or

cultural

barriers).

However, since the question ‘why do you
‘like’ brands on Facebook’ (fig. 6) shows
similar results, with the answer ‘to interact with brand (share
ideas, provide feedback)’ (7.6%), it may be argued that both
observations are valid.

6.3. Facebook as a ‘Setting’ for Consumer Identity Cultivation
The findings, presented in this section, will lend support to the notion of Facebook as a
‘setting’ for consumer identity cultivation.
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The majority of Facebook users (fig. 5) use the social networking site in order to
connect with ‘existing’ (92%) and ‘old’ (76.9%) friends. Furthermore, they use it to be
included in what is going on (75.2%), and keep track of their friends’ lives and activities
(74.4%). This result was expected, since Facebook is a social networking site19. In the scope of
this study, it is, however, more interesting that the respondents also have chosen the
option(s) ‘to show my friends who I am’ (22.3%) and ‘to show my
friends what I like’ (15.5%), which are both answers that support the
idea

of

Facebook

being

used

for

identity

cultivation.

The findings in table 6 imply that the respondents are
aware of the fact that they display the brand to their friends, when
they ‘like’ it on Facebook (81.4%). The fact that they are aware of it
may not necessarily indicate that they appreciate the fact that they
promote brands when ‘liking’ them. Furthermore, they may not like
the idea of promoting the brand. However, these concerns will
receive further attention on during the focus group discussions.

When comparing ‘brand likers’ (BL) and non-brand likers’ (NBL) (table 3) they seem to be in
agreement concerning the matter of ‘using Facebook to choose and show who you are’. 63.3%
of the ‘brand likers’ are inclined to say that they, to a higher degree, think that people are free
to choose and show who they are on Facebook and for ‘non-brand likers’ the number is
19

Facebook is a social networking site - www.facebook.com
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63.4%. There are, however, a vaster degree of ‘non-brand likers’ (15.2%) who are inclined
towards people ‘not being free’ to choose and show who they are whereas only 10% of the
‘brand likers’ are inclined towards Facebook providing people with a ‘low degree of
emancipation’. Furthermore, 35.8% of ‘brand likers’ do, ‘to a higher degree’, see their
Facebook profile as reflecting their ‘real’ life (table 3). Whereas merely 27.9% of ‘non-brand
likers’, agree with this. Instead ‘non-brand likers’ are actually less inclined to see their
Facebook profiles reflecting their ‘real’ life (41.8% towards low). It is interesting to note that
even though more than a third (35.8%) of ‘brand-likers’ see the their Facebook profile as
reflecting ‘their real world’, only 10% of them actually see Facebook as reflecting the ‘real’
world (table 3). ‘Non-brand likers’ indicate a similar tendency (15.1% towards ‘real’). Nearly
half of the respondents (both ‘brand likers’ (45%) and ‘non-brand likers’ (42%)) actually see
Facebook as displaying a constructed world. Both brand-likers (45.8% towards high) and
non-brand likers (42.6% towards high), recognise that ‘their friends use/’like’ brands, on
Facebook, in order to show ‘who they are’’. Moreover, nearly a third of both ‘brand likers’
(29.2%) and ‘non-brand likers’ (27.5%) somewhat agree with the statement (table 3). In
general, these findings suggest that brand ‘likers’ and non-brand ‘likers’ are in agreement on
these matters. This was further supported by a Mann Whitney U test, were all differences
turned out to be non-significant (p>0.05)

The results in table 4 were tested by using a correlation test in ‘PASW’, and it was done in
order to test the level of significance. The first test indicates that there is a valid relation
between ‘seeing their Facebook profile as reflecting the ‘real’ world’ and ‘seeing people as free to
choose and show who they are on Facebook’, with a correlation coefficient of .33 (p<0.01).
Furthermore, the results suggest a correlation (.21) between ‘the degree to which the
respondents think that their friends are using/’liking’ brands on Facebook to show ‘who they
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are’’ and ‘whether or not Facebook is seen as constructed’. Moreover, it is interesting to note
that it is possible to locate a strong correlation (.44) which indicates a difference between ‘the
degree to which they see their Facebook profile as reflecting their ‘real’ life’ and ‘whether or not
they see it as constructed or real’ may be considered valid. These results indicate that
consumes see their Facebook profiles as ‘real’, however, that these consumers are free to
choose which representation of ‘reality’ they want to display on Facebook. Furthermore, the
consumers believe that their friends use brands on Facebook to show who they are, and in
addition see Facebook as more ‘constructed’ than ‘real’. Finally, it is interesting to note that
even though the consumers see Facebook as more ‘constructed’ than ‘real’, they still believe
that their own Facebook profile reflects their ‘real’ life. As a note, this result may be related to
the fact that Facebook is ‘constructed’ in terms of being mediated by computers and other
internet access platforms.

6.4. Brands as Cultural Resources
When arguing that consumers ‘like’ brands on Facebook, in order to use them as cultural
resources in the cultivation of identity, it is, first and foremost, relevant to state that they, in
fact, do ‘like’ brands on Facebook. The questionnaire results in table 5 show that 63% of the
respondents actually ‘like’ brands on Facebook, whereas 37% refrain from ‘liking’ brands on
Facebook. The result is interesting to cross-tabulate with the ‘identity cultivation-related’
options from the question; ‘why do you use
Facebook?’ The cross-tabulation in table 5
indicates that there is a probability of brands
being used for with the purpose of respondents
showing who they are and what they like. This
may be argued, since those who refrain from
‘liking’ brands on Facebook, also state that they
do not use Facebook for purposes that are
directly linked to identity cultivation.
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The majority of those ‘liking’ brands on Facebook (60.7%) do this because they want to show
their support the brand/company (fig. 6). This response was rather unanticipated and will
therefore be elaborated more thoroughly on in the focus group discussion. The second and
third most apparent options are those related to receiving information from the brand (fig. 6).
There is, however, not a tendency for respondents to interact with these brands from which
they receive information (7.6%).Moreover, the following three options relate to the notion of
identity cultivation (‘to show my friends what I ‘like’’, to show support for the brand to my
friends’ and ‘to communicate ‘who I am’) and therefore also to scope of the study at hand. An
interesting finding is related to the fact that respondents do not as such ‘like’ brands because
a friend has recommended it to them (9.7%) or because a friend ‘likes’ the brand. This result
could be related to the respondents not seeing it as the ‘main reason’ for ‘liking’ a brand.
These respondents are perhaps merely inspired by their friends to ‘like’ a certain brand that
they already feel somewhat related to. Furthermore, the result could be caused by the
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respondents not wanting to admit that they copy their friends’ ‘likes’. In order to elaborate
more thoroughly on this issue, it will be brought up during the focus group discussion.

Interestingly, this finding (table 7) (which was made visible by applying a chi-square test in
PASW) actually challenges (p<0.01) the primary hypothesis of this study - since it indicates
that a vast part of respondents, do not use Facebook to show who they are, and, therefore, do
not care whether or not the ‘liking’ of brands is displayed on the wall (news feed). One should,
however, note that the respondents were asked to state ‘why’ they use Facebook, and since
the reasons associated with identity cultivation may be more difficult for the respondents to
identify (and perhaps admit), it may be argued that the respondents, in general, have
answered this questions by choosing the options that they relate to more obvious reasons, e.g.
related to cultivating interpersonal relations.
If you refrain from considering brands, one may argue that both ‘brand likers’
and ‘non-brand likers’ in general ‘like’ the same kind of pages (fig. 7). In a leading position, it is
noticeably pages that are related to the entertainment industry, such as music (bands, artists,
DJ’s) and TV shows/movies, that generates most ‘likes’. A vast variety of pages are
represented as runners-ups to the pages linked to the entertainment industry, there are pages
that support events (concerts speeches, meetings, fairs etc.), humorous causes/concepts, arts,
culture and philosophy, sports (teams/athletes), NGO’s and/or causes, statements and
politics. All of these pages may be argued to represent cultural resources that (along with
brands) may assist in consumers’ identity cultivation process.
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Those who did not ’like’ brands on Facebook (37%) were asked to state the reasons for their
‘non-liking’ behaviour. The most evident reason for not ‘liking’ brands on Facebook is related
to the concern of not wishing to ‘receive content’ from the brand in their news feed (fig. 8).
Another interesting reason, for not ‘liking’ a brand is supposedly that; the respondents do not
like to ‘associate themselves’ with a brand (27.4%). Furthermore, it is interesting to note that
25% state that there is ‘no specific reason’ for them not ‘liking’ brands on Facebook, which
may indicate that they are not necessarily opposed to the concept of ‘liking’ brands.
The responses in table 8 clearly indicate that
it is a widespread practice to remove ‘likes’ on Facebook
(79.9%). The same counts for non-brand ‘likers’ (NBL)
where 6.3.8% have removed pages from their Facebook
profile.
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Fig. 9: Reasons for removing brands on Facebook

There are several reasons to why the respondents remove likes on Facebook (fig. 9), some of
the most prevalent reasons are that ‘the brand has lost relevancy to respondents’ (68.2%),
‘spam from the brand’ (61.7%) and ‘information overload from the brand’ (57.9%). Another
apparent reason (26.6%) is that ‘the brand it not a part of ‘me’ anymore’ [no longer a part of
the ideal identity]. In most cases (fig. 9), it seems that the respondents have actually had a
specific reason for removing the ‘like’, since only 7.5% indicate that there has been no specific
reason for the brand removal.
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The results displayed in table 9 may indicate that the respondents ‘like’ brands for their own
sake (which is also an element within identity cultivation), and not for the purpose of
displaying them. However, there are still 33.4% who have either answered ‘no’ or ‘don’t
know’ to the question, and it may therefore be suggested that some of the respondents,
actually see the displaying of the ‘likes’, as of key importance to the action. Furthermore, the
chi-square test (table 9) suggests (p<0.05) that there is a significant relation between ‘those
who would still ‘like’ brands if the ‘liking’ of the brands would not be displayed on the wall’
and ‘the ones who would actually ‘like’ brands that they may never be able to buy’.
The responses in table 10 suggest that the respondents, actually, are inclined to
‘like’ brands on Facebook that they have ‘not bought’. Nearly half
of the respondents (44.5%) state that they to a ‘lower degree’
have bought the product that they ‘like’ on Facebook. Only 22.3%
indicate that they actually have bought the products that they
‘like’.
The frequencies in table 11
display a clear tendency, which indicate
that Facebook users would actually ‘like’
brands that they may never be able to
buy (79.7%).

6.5. Perceived Identity Value
Since the fourth guiding hypothesis suggest that consumers ‘like’ brands on Facebook based
on the brands’ ’perceived identity value’, it is relevant to look into the results that support this
hypothesis.
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Nearly half of the respondents (45.5%) would argue that they are ‘more inclined’ to ‘like’ a
brand based on the way it communicates (table 12). There are, however, still 28.5% who
would not like a brand merely because it uses irony, sarcasm and dark humor. Furthermore, it
is interesting to note that the level of significance (p<0.05) between those who actually ‘like’
brands based on these ‘humour related images’, and those who revise their list of ‘likes’ on
Facebook, indicates that the results are reliable (table 12).
The question of whether or not the respondents would
‘like’ a brand based on its advertising alone, resulted in almost evenly
distributed answers (table 13). 41.3% of the respondents argue that
they actually would ‘like’ a brand based on its advertising alone.
Whereas 38% would not ‘like’ a brand, solely based on the
advertising. One may argue that nearly half of the respondents
actually ‘like’ the brand because of the image that it represents
through its advertising. This is interesting, since the following result
(table 13) indicates that respondents actually see ‘quality’ as more important than ‘image’, at
least when it comes to buying the products. Perhaps, this indicates that in ‘real life’ they value
quality, whereas Facebook allows more freedom to focus on other things than product quality
- such as e.g. image.
More than half of the respondents (62.8%) are inclined to value
quality as the most important factor when comparing a brand on
Quality vs. Image (table 14).
34.9% would value these two
factors (quality and image)
equally.

Interestingly,

only

2.4% are somewhat inclined
to value image as the most
important brand factor. Here
it is important to consider that
they have been asked to rate
what is important when they are to actually buy a
product in ‘real’ life. The quality vs. image discussion
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related to ‘liking’ on Facebook will be elaborated on more thoroughly in the qualitative
findings in the following chapter.
In relation to, who has the most influence on what is cool; the responses display a
similar distribution among both brand ‘likers’ and non-brand ‘likers’ (table 15). Almost 90%
of the brand ‘likers’ believe that either ‘both’ (48.5%) or the ‘consumer’ (38.6%) has the most
influence on what is cool. The same counts for the non-brand ‘likers’ where 40% were
inclined towards brands and consumers has equal influence and 44.6% are inclined towards
the consumers as being most influential on the matter of coolness.

6.6. ‘Liking’ as Identity Inspiration
The finding (table 16) related to the fifth guiding hypothesis
indicates that 68.2% would not consider buying a brand, merely
because a friend ‘likes’ it. However, 18.8% would actually
consider buying a brand because of a friends ‘liking’ action. This
finding does not, as such, support the hypothesis, however,
whether or not a consumers ‘liking’ of a brand can be seen as a
stamp of approval’ may be further elaborated upon in the
presentation of the qualitative findings.

-Chapter 7Qualitative Findings
7.1. Introduction
The qualitative empirical findings, which are introduced within this chapter, were collected
during the focus group discussion sessions20. The findings introduced here, are those which
are found relevant to the study at hand, hence they shall be linked to the various guiding
hypotheses, in order to illustrate their significance. In the subsequent ‘part’ of the study,
these findings will be applied to the discussion and elaboration upon conceptual theories,

20

Focus Group Audio file (Appendices 2 and 3), Focus Group transcriptions (Appendices 4 and 5)
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with a view to providing support for as well the guiding as the primary hypotheses of this
study.

7.2. ‘Engaging’ and Communicating With Brands on Facebook
When it comes to postmodern consumers’ interaction with brands on Facebook, the
qualitative findings obtained during the focus group discussions, lend support to the findings
obtained by the questionnaire [quantitative]. As the findings from the questionnaire
suggested; consumers rarely communicate or engage with the brands that they have ‘liked’
[formed relations with] on Facebook. The same is true for the focus group participants, whom
clearly state that; in general, they do not pursue an effort to communicate with brands.
EJ: “No, not commercial brands” (Trans I: 4).
JCH/MB: “No communication” (Trans I: 4).
Furthermore, it is interesting to note that; the focus group participants actually find the
content, forwarded by the brand, irrelevant and even annoying.
NIO: “I got all this news from it and it was just annoying” (Trans I: 3).
APP: “I thought it [referring to Nikon] was gonna be some information and new
products and stuff, but it is actually just annoying” (Trans. II: 2).
CDM: “No I hide the post – because they are useless” (Trans. II: 4).
APP: “It is usually irrelevant stuff; it is so much in their own interest, and not really in
mine” (Trans. II: 4).
As the findings from the questionnaire indicate, information overload and spam from brands
[hereunder attempts to ‘engage’] are often the main causes cited by consumers, for removing
a brand from ones Facebook page. This behaviour is also reflected in the content of the focus
group discussion.
SOG: “I was a fan of a couple of these (referring to product brands) and they just
posted crap, so I just removed them” (Trans. II: 2).
SOG: “If they are spamming my wall I go to their page and ‘unlike’ them, I mean if they
are really annoying I don’t even hide them I just ‘unlike’ them” (Trans. II: 4).
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Furthermore, the ‘posting rate’ of brands may have an effect on whether or not the brand is
‘liked’ in the first place.
SOG: “I usually just ‘liked’ because I liked it, but now after having been spammed by
many brands, I start going to the wall to see the posting rate” (Trans. II: 5).
Some brands are, as a matter of course, ‘liked’ by the consumer, with the purpose of receiving
and sharing content from the brand, or in some way ‘engage’ with it.
SOG: “If it seems relevant and I have a comment, I am not afraid to share it. But if it’s a
drop in the ocean then there is no point” (Trans. II: 4).
SOG: “When I ‘like’ a page, it means that I am ready to hear about what they have to
say” (Trans. II: 10).
NIO: “If I would add, for example, AROS, maybe I would ‘like’ it because that would give
me some information about events they have” (Trans I: 1).
JCH: “I ‘like’ something and then I just wait for them to push information towards me”
(Trans I: 5).
It is, however, important to note that the respondent JCH primarily ‘likes’ certain ‘brand types’
[cultural brands], and it is therefore not certain that he would welcome information from
other types, e.g. more ‘commercial’ brands. This behaviour shall, however, be elaborated on
within the subsequent ‘discussion’ part.
In general, it is interesting to note that the participants seem to somewhat pursue a
[post] postmodern agenda, with regards to consumers behaviour, when they interact with
brands on Facebook.
MB: “I would like to think that I don’t. And I don’t think it affect me (referring to
whether or not a friend’s ‘liking’ of a brand would have an effect on future shopping
decisions)” (Trans I: 8).
SCM: “It is too commercial, I think” (Trans II: 2).
APP: “I wouldn’t associate myself with that, because I think it’s – the whole
movement...” (Trans II: 5).
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APP: “I would rather relate myself to a very cheap and shitty car, just for the fun of it”
(Trans. II: 7).
APP: “Sometimes I do clean up” (Trans II: 8).
MB: “…Fake world (referring to the world of the consumer)…” (Trans I: 9).

7.3. Facebook as a ‘Setting’ for Consumer Identity Cultivation
As a social networking site, Facebook is primarily about interpersonal relations; however,
Facebook may also be regarded as a suitable ‘setting’ for consumers ‘identity cultivation’. In
general, the focus group participants recognise that Facebook has the ability to function as a
setting for pursuing identity cultivation and display.
CDM: “Everything you do on Facebook is to show people what you like and how you
are” (Trans. II: 1).
EJ: “Well, you know you like them, so you don’t have to put them on Facebook for your
own sake (Trans. I: 2).
NIO: “If you ‘like’ something to express a part of your own personality and it does not
pop up anywhere, who do you express it to, if it is just for yourself, and you don’t really
need to?” (Trans. I: 4).
However, not everyone is fond of using Facebook to display identity through their brand
relations.
JHC: “I do not like to use Facebook to state my opinion about different brands” (Trans.
I: 1).

7.4. Brands as Cultural Resources
Consumers primarily ‘like’ brands on Facebook in order to use them as ‘cultural resources’
when cultivating identity projects.
The questionnaire findings suggest that there are various reasons for ‘liking’ [forming
relations with] brands on Facebook. In addition, during the focus group discussion, several
suggestions for why the participants ‘like’ brands on Facebook, were presented. In the context
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of the study at hand, it is especially interesting to look at the comments that are related to
identity cultivation.
MB: “I do not really use Facebook to show my interest in brands, but I think it is some
kind of show of identity - to show that you are into something” (Trans I: 1).
NIO: “It is maybe cool, and nice to have as a badge” (Trans I: 2).
JHC: “Actually, I think it says something about you as a person, if you go to this kind of
place (referring to the nightclub V58) you are a specific type of person who likes to go
to these underground places and listen to electronic music. So it’s a part of my
personal image” (Trans. I: 2).
SCB: “It (Aros) represents more art, to be ‘arty’ and ‘fancy’ (Trans. II: 1).
EJ: “I think you collect them kind of like a charms bracelet, so when people look at your
page they will see this row of different brands and things you like and, well, that is
making a collage of the identity you want to express on Facebook” (Trans. I: 5).
NIO: “I ‘liked’ it for me” (Trans I: 6).
SOG: “They (referring to the brands) got a special place in your heart” (Trans. II: 1).
SCB: “Yeah, it is a show off, I think. Part of it” (Trans. II: 2).
CDM: “I have become fond of Maltesers here, because I am always eating it and then
say ‘oh you know what, I am going to search for it on Facebook’… …it’s like a way to let
people know that I eat Maltesers, probably” (Trans. II: 2).
APP: “Anders & Co. – I ‘like’ that one, and I actually respond to it sometimes, because it
is sort of funny from way back. I guess I like that people can see that I like Donald
Duck” (Trans. II: 4).
Moreover, the focus group participants recognise that even though these ‘likes’ [relations with
brands and other cultural resources] may provide insight into a person’s identity, they will
not convey the entire ‘actual’ identity.
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SOG: “The things you ‘like’ gives a bit of a skewered vision of what type of person you
are - what kind of consumer you are. Because there is a lot of things that you do like
that is not ‘on there’ as well” (Trans. II: 6).
The discussion further suggested that ‘liking’ may occur when you ‘want to be a part of
something’ [form and cultivate relations with others], and want to show that you belong to a
certain group of people.
NIO: “Maybe you want to be part of a group of people” (Trans. I: 1).
APP: “You think you are sort of innocent – and Matilde is sort of a childhood thing and
you know we can relate to it” (Trans. II: 1).
APP: “I actually just thought of a Fernet Branca, and I am a fan of Fernet Branca, they
have absolutely no point, whatsoever, but me and some of my friends we have this ‘ahh
Fernet Branca” (Trans. II: 8).
Furthermore, as it was also suggested by the findings of the questionnaire, the content of the
focus group discussion also makes it evident that; Facebook users ‘like’ brands in order to
receive something from them.
SOG: “It was just brands that I use a lot, so I figured I might gain something from being
a fan on Facebook” (Trans. II: 3).
APP: “It is mostly because of pictures and stuff. Just to know, get a feel of old times and
stuff” (Trans. II: 3). Referring to Roskilde Festival.
Interestingly, and agreeing with the findings from the questionnaire, the focus group
discussions revealed that Facebook consumers, in general, are open towards the concept of
‘liking’ brands that they do not own. These consumers, however, also state that probably, they
would buy the brands if they were able to.
EJ: “Yeah well, if I know that I would buy it if I could, then I wouldn’t see a problem
with it.” (Trans. I: 8)
EJ: “It says something about your identity even though they can’t probably afford it. If
houseboats had a brand I would go and ‘like’ that because I really wish I could afford a
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houseboat. And that says as much about me, as if I do have this brand of toothpaste”
(Trans. I: 8).
SOG: “I think I have one brand that I really like but I haven’t bought. And it’s gonna
take some saving to buy it, but I am hoping to buy it someday.” (Trans. II: 7)
CDM: “There are a lot of my friends that ’like’, for example, cars, and things like these,
and it is no problem” (Trans. II: 8).
EJ: “But I think that if I did it (liked a brand) as an ironic remark I would probably still
have to go and buy it in Aldi to be ironic – to complete it.” (Trans. I: 12).
Besides brands, the focus group participants (similar to the questionnaire respondents) also
‘like’ other kinds of pages [cultural resources] on Facebook. Much in the same way, however,
arguably to an even vaster extent, these pages are ‘liked’ by consumers due to their relevancy
and value to identity cultivation.
EJ: “I actually have two ‘likes’ of fictional characters that I actually went and searched
for, because I thought they were cool and I could use them for my own personal
identity” (Trans. I: 9).
JCH: “I listen to a lot of music, but I don’t necessarily just click: ‘I ‘like’’ on all of these
bands, but if it is really important to me then I will push ‘like’.” (Trans I: 11).
In general, the respondents do not mind that it is possible for their friends to see what they
‘like’ on Facebook, it is, however, seen as important that the brands ‘liked’, somehow, ‘fit
together’ or, in other words, are regarded as ‘compatible’.
NIO: “If you ‘like’ it then you are not ashamed of it. So then you just like to have it
there.” (Trans I: 3)
NIO: “And that it goes well with perhaps other things that I ‘like’” (Trans. I: 7).
Furthermore, the participants indicate that they probably would be more likely to ‘like’
brands that are ‘socially accepted’.
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SCB: “Yeah (indicating that it is more accepted to ‘like’ socially accepted brands)”
(Trans II: 5).
JHC: “Yeah (indicating that he is more likely to ‘like’ socially accepted brands).” (Trans
I: 11).
EJ: “Yeah (indicating that she is more likely to ‘like’ socially accepted brands), because
it is safe.” (Trans I: 11).
JHC: “I think it matters a lot that it is socially accepted, because I don’t imagine
anything (anyone) would ‘like’ ‘Al-Qaeda’, ‘Ku Klux Klan’ or ‘Dansk Folkeparti’ or
something like that” (Trans. I: 12).
It is important to note that there are also some ‘likes’ that the respondents do not see as
relevant to share.
SOG: “I remove a lot of these, because I don’t feel it is relevant for a lot of people, what I
do on Facebook. (If) it is just useful benefit for me, (if) it is not a statement or anything,
I just hide it because it is nobody’s business” (Trans. II: 3).
In addition, the focus group respondents also indicated that there are ‘some pages’ that you
are not supposed to ‘like’ [socially unacceptably] on Facebook, and that such pages [with a
certain type(s) of content], are removed, if they are be perceived as potentially damaging to
the consumers identity project [how he/she is/wants to be perceived by significant other].
JHC: “To some degree I think I do, because nobody wants to associate with a sex
psychopath” (Trans. I: 6).
APP: “I would be feeling silly being a fan of chocolate milk, even though I am” (Trans.
II: 3).
APP: “I wouldn’t associate myself with that [referring to Apple]”. (Trans. II: 5).
SOG: “I wouldn’t go and be a fan of hotleatherman.com or something like that because
that is not some image that I would like to project to friends and family.” (Trans. II: 5)
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JCH: “I don’t think I have removed any product brands or commercial brands. But I
think, I could imagine, for example, if you ‘liked’ Dell, and then you watch a TV
documentary where they got a really bad publicity, I think you could be influenced to
‘dislike’ that brand” (Trans. I: 9)
Furthermore, the questionnaire findings indicated that brands typically are removed, when it
is not possible or relevant for the consumer, to relate to them anymore. This finding was
further emphasised and underscored by the focus group discussion.
NIO: “I actually did ‘like’ some brands a long time ago, but I just deleted them all, I
couldn’t relate to them.” (Trans I: 3)
NIO: “It was also the fact that I didn’t really feel related to it.” (Trans. I: 9)
MB: “I revised my Facebook profile some two-three years, and then I will just click on it
and say: ‘oh I don’t like this anymore’ and then start all over…” (Trans. I: 9)
SOG: “So I am just cleaning up the stuff that doesn’t make any sense; I don’t know what
it is, I don’t know how it got there, they post no information, they are of no use to me
and they have no sentimental value.” (Trans. II: 8)
Moreover, focus group participants indicate that they often ‘like’ [form relations with] brands
in order to support and cultivate interpersonal relations with their Facebook friends.
NIO: “I ‘liked’ a brand of club, I think, back home because I knew the owners” (Trans. I:
10).
CDM: “Actually it is to help a friend of mine, who is working in a Goldwell company”
(Trans. II: 2).

7.5. Perceived Identity Value
The questionnaire findings imply that consumers, in general, believe that quality is more
important than image [‘perceived identity value’, e.g. brand identity as perceived by
consumers], when they are to physically buy a product. However, interestingly, when it comes
to ‘liking’ [forming relations with] brands on Facebook, the focus group discussion suggested
that; ‘image’ is, in fact, at least equally important.
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EJ: ”It would definitely be an image thing” (Trans. I: 7).
NIO: “I would actually ‘like’ it for the quality” (Trans. I: 7).
EJ: “On Facebook, nobody ‘likes’ ViaSat, but they ‘like’ these stupid little garden
gnomes” (Trans. I: 12).
SCB: “It is always something about the image. Also Roskilde (Festival), it is also – okay
you are going to Roskilde, you are that type of girl” (Trans. II: 6).
The focus group participants, in general, recognise the importance of the image that they have
of a brands identity [hereunder ‘perceived identity value’] associated with the brands ‘liked’
on Facebook. This is indicated in the following conversation between focus group
participants:
JHC argues that “If it was Apple (you ‘liked’), it tells more about you as a person”
(Trans. I: 2).
To where MB askes: “It that because it is Apple, and that they build on an identity, or
is it because you construct some kind of identity? I don’t know if there is a difference”
(Trans I: 2).
To which JHC replies: “I think both, because of course they have to put some emotional
value into the Apple products, and when you ‘like’ Apple you say that you like
innovation, technology, design” (Trans. I: 3).
SCB: “I ‘like’ it because it (referring to product brands such as Matilde) is silly funny”
(Trans. II: 6).
SOG: “These (referring to Matilde, Oreos, Toms chocolate turtle) have some kitsch or
romantic feeling attached to them” (Trans. II: 7).
Since the way in which a brands identity is perceived by consumers [hereunder ‘perceived
identity value’] is important when it comes to ‘liking’ on Facebook, brands would not be
‘liked’, for identity cultivation purposes, if they are not able to provide a desirable identity
[image] [‘perceived identity value’].
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SOG: “It is not funny, so it has no features” (Trans. II: 7).
APP: “If I was an Axe fan or I ‘liked’ Axe, first of all I thought I might look kind of
desperate, because you know the guy who wore Axe in the commercials always get the
ladies” (Trans. II: 7).
It depends very much on the brand [including brand type] in question, whether or not it
commands ‘perceived identity value’ that is sufficiently strong to be used, by consumers, for
identity cultivation.
JHC: “There could be, I think there is, but it is not as strong (referring to the identity
value of a range of fmcg’s21 brands brands)” (Trans I: 3).
EJ: “I think it is hard to build a strong identity in a simple product, like a beverage” and
continues “If I ‘like’ Coca Cola on Facebook, I don’t think that it would tell anything
more than if I ‘liked’ Matilde chocolate milk” (Trans I: 3).
Within this context, the focus group discussion indicates that the level of involvement with
brands on Facebook depends vastly on the specific brand [brand type].
EJ: “Sometimes I push ‘like’ out of boredom” (Trans I: 4).
JHC: “You don’t lose anything by saying: ‘I like chocolate milk’, because who cares?”
(Trans I: 7).
Elaborating on the above, however, if it is a ‘low involvement’ ‘like’ it, to some degree, does
not even matter, whether it is the ‘official brand Facebook page’ that is ‘liked’ (neither to the
brand nor the Facebook user).
NIO: “Do you really care if it is the official one, or do you just want to have the cider
(logo) on your wall?” (Trans I: 5).
EJ: “Their name gets around, and if people don’t use their actual page, it shouldn’t
matter - really” (Trans I: 5).

21
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APP: “I actually always go for the one that I think is the original, without exception”
(Trans. II: 10).

7.6. ‘Liking’ as Identity Inspiration
As it was outlined by the questionnaire findings, Facebook friend’s [significant other’s] ‘liking’
[forming relations with] a brand, may not be seen as the governing motivator for other
consumers’ brand ‘liking’ behaviour. However, in general, the focus group discussion indicates
that participants are definitely ‘inspired’ [reminded] to ‘like’ brands on Facebook, because
their friends have ‘liked them. Furthermore, it is argued that they, themselves, to some extent,
‘like’ brands in order to suggest these brands to their friends.
EJ: “Personally, when I ‘like’ something it is because those pop ups in the corner, cause
some of my friends ‘liked’ it or something, and it goes ‘chocolate milk’, and I feel
dishonest, if I don’t push ‘like’” (Trans I: 2).
MB: “Mostly because of my friends, I think, because they show an interest in the brand,
then I would like to know more about it” (Trans. I: 3).
SCB: “Usually I ‘like’ things when ‘oh you have ten people in common, they all ‘like’ the
nightclub Vestergade 58’ and then I ‘like’ it too” (Trans. II: 5).
EJ: “I ‘like’ stuff like that also to show my friends ‘hey, have a look at this, you might
like it too” (Trans. I: 11).
CDM: “Once as you (I) went to a bar – I like chocolate milk of course – I say: ‘that is
what all of my friends ‘like’ on Facebook, I am going to try this” (Trans. II: 3).
CDM: “It is also to suggest people ideas. That is why I would never hide” (Trans. II: 3).
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- Part 4 Discussion & Implications
This part of the study is primarily concerned with elaborating on and substantiating as well
the ‘primary’ as the ‘guiding’ hypotheses, forwarded by the study at hand. For this purpose,
the empirical findings outlined and described in the preceding part, shall be discussed and
regarded in association with the concepts and notions, which were acknowledged within the
contextual and conceptual frameworks introduced in Part 2. With regards to structuring the
discussion, this part is divided into three chapters elaborating upon: ‘Social media bestpractices and the postmodern Facebook consumer’, ‘consumers use of Facebook to cultivate
identity’ and ‘Facebook consumers and their brands’, respectively.

- Chapter 8Social Media Best-Practices and the Postmodern Consumer
This chapter aims to discuss and substantiate as well the ‘primary’ hypothesis as the following
‘guiding’ hypothesis:
1. Postmodern consumers rarely ‘like’ brands on Facebook, with the purpose of
’engaging’ or communicating with them.

8.1. Engage and die?
‘The Social Media Manifesto – Engage or die’! The heading of ‘chapter one’ within Brian Solis’
book Engage, does not endeavour to play-down the importance of brands initiating an effort
based primarily on actively ‘engaging’ with consumers, within the realm of social media (Solis
1010: 3). In much the same way, as it was elaborated upon within the contextual framework, a
vast array of books and articles aim to ‘pin down’ the social media phenomenon and elucidate
to brand-managers; ‘how to tame the monster’ and capitalise on the cultivation of brandconsumer relations on e.g. Facebook. In several ways, the ideas and intentions, presented
within these works of literature are both quite visionary and useful; however, as it is often the
issue with regards to best-practices, they are not applicable to anyone [brand] and any
situation or context. With regards to this, the study at hand does not merely seek to provide
an up-to-date set of best-practices; however, rather it should be considered an alternative
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way for brands to regard their role, in relation to consumers on Facebook, which may in turn
give rise to inspiration for managers deliberating social media strategy. Meanwhile, however,
in order to justify the scope of the subsequent discussion and this study in general, let us take
a look at ‘how’ and especially ‘why’, the application of the ‘engage’ based social media bestpractices often ‘backfire’ and cause damage to brand-consumer relations on Facebook.
8.1.1. ‘Engage’ – and they will come?
Drawing on the meaning of this renowned movie-quote (if you build it, he [they] will come)22,
one could ask whether it is, in fact, possible to form and cultivate brand-consumer relations
[‘like’ and continue to ‘like’] through an extensive effort to ‘engage’ and ‘share/co-create’
content with consumers? This can, as a matter of course, not be considered unjustified and as
the wording of ‘best-practice’ indicates, several instances of various types of brands
successfully applying these practices could undoubtedly be quoted. Primarily, it does seem
that some consumers definitely want to receive some relevant ‘content’ [information] from
certain (types) of brands, while they are more reluctant to interactively ‘engage’ with these
brands. Within this context, it should be noted that ‘engage’ efforts often (however, not
always) take the form of content ‘pushed’ to the consumer’s Facebook wall [as opposed to
static information submitted on the brand page]. This content can take many forms, e.g. from
‘one-way’ news and updates to ‘two-way’ interaction-encouraging communicative content.
Applying the empirical findings, obtained by this study, to the notions introduced
above, one should note that when asked about ‘why they ‘like’ [form relations with] brands on
Facebook, 57.2% of respondents indicate that they do it to stay informed about the activities
of the brand and 41.4% do it because they want to get updates on future products and
services from the brand. Moreover, 24.8% ‘like’ brands to get updates on sales and 22.8%
‘like’ brands to get access to exclusive content and information. These numbers evidently
indicate that, on one hand, a considerable group of consumers are [at least potentially] in
favour of the idea of obtaining relevant information from brands through Facebook [passively
‘engage’].
However, on the other hand, only 7.6% of respondents indicate that they ‘like’ brands in order
to interact [actively ‘engage’] with them and, in turn, almost no respondents communicate or
Play of words on a renowned quote from the motion picture; Field of Dreams (1989): (If you build it, he will
come!) - http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0097351/quotes
22
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‘engage’ with the brands they have ‘liked’ (3.6% above average communicate/engage with
brands on Facebook). Elaborating on the latter, the numbers provide support for ‘guiding
hypothesis 1’ of this study, along with a massive ‘blow’ for ‘engage’ based social media bestpractise literature. This notion of consumers not pursuing active ‘engage’ efforts, is further
underscored by the focus group respondents, whom indicate that generally23, they do not
pursue ‘communication’ [actively ‘engage’] with brands on Facebook. As mentioned, several
consumers remain rather positive towards the notion of passively ‘engaging’ with brands,
through the sharing of information on Facebook. Within this context, and with regards to the
‘how’ and ‘why’ brands’ ‘engage’ efforts often fail, it should be noted that interestingly, brands’
sharing [posting] of content on consumers’ Facebook walls is, according to as well
quantitative and qualitative findings, in itself, a widely indicated reason for consumers
actually ‘unliking’ [terminating relations] or even not ‘liking’ the brand in the first place.
Furthermore, it should be noted that, as it appears from the quantitative findings introduced
in the previous part, most consumers in fact rarely or never make the effort to re-visit the
Facebook page of a brand which they have ‘liked’ (51.4% rarely re-visit, 11.4% never re-visit).
In sum, the widespread failure of most brands to form, and not least sustain, relations with
consumers through ‘engage’ efforts on Facebook, could, undoubtedly, be rooted in brand
managers’ rather skewered and insufficient understanding of consumer motivations and
behaviour with regards to Facebook, hereunder the role of brands within a Facebook context.
Specifically, brands attempt to quantify and dissect consumer related ‘dynamics’ on Facebook
and use the insight gathered to aggressively spread and manage the brand message, through
more or less active ‘engage’ efforts - and the way in which this potentially alienates
consumers, is well expressed by one of the focus group participants who states that:
APP: ‘It is usually irrelevant stuff; it is so much in their own [the brands] interest,
and not really in mine.’ (Trans. II: 4)
As it is made evident by the findings introduced by this study, brand managers cannot merely
launch extensive ‘engage’ efforts and here through form and cultivate relations with
consumers, who will in turn become proactive, co-creating and WOM spreading vanguards for

23

It should be noted that some focus group participants indicate that they would actively ‘engage’ with brands.
Arguably, this behaviour is, however, closely related to certain consumer and/or brand ‘types’ and shall be
further elaborated on further within subsequent sections and chapters of this discussion.
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the brand in question (Gangadharbatla 2008). While a few brands [often iconic brands and
brands related to cultural institutions and experiences], achieve some success with such
practices - the ‘engage’ efforts of most brands merely seem to aggravate consumers and are
reluctantly and sceptically welcomed within a Facebook setting, which (by its users) is
regarded as; primarily reserved for interpersonal interaction and relationship cultivation.
Elaborating on this, and in opinion of the thesis at hand, the tendencies and behaviour
described is vastly governed by the influence of postmodernism, on Facebook consumer
behaviour, on one hand, and by the mere fact that; ‘Facebook is primarily about interpersonal
relations’ on the other [as opposed to primarily being a ‘commercial’ setting]. For brand
managers, this implies a need to consider and explore an alternative role and potential for
brands [hereunder the specific brand in question] within a Facebook context - before applying
practices and/or making strategic decisions of any kind. This, including the implications for
brands’ Facebook efforts, shall be elaborated on in the subsequent chapters and sections
within this part.

8.2. The Postmodern Facebook Consumers
The findings, produced by the questionnaire and the focus group, address and unveil several
postmodern characteristics of contemporary Facebook consumers, with whom this study is
concerned. These shall now be discussed and elaborated upon, within the context of
postmodernism and postmodern conditions, as they were presented in the contextual
framework.
As suggested in the section above, the rather restricted success of social-media
best practices is, for one thing, caused by postmodern consumers’ resistance towards forming
relations with brands, merely for the sake of ‘engaging’ with them, hereunder acting as
proactive brand ambassadors, for the sake and benefit of the brand (Gangadharbatla 2008).
Elaborating on this; despite their recognition of consumer power and flexibility, the social
media best-practice items of literature could generally be regarded as contemporary
representatives of ‘modernist’ meta-narratives, from which postmodern consumers are
attempting to liberate themselves (Firat & Venkatesh 1995). On the other hand, Facebook
(being based on e.g. language, power relations and motivations) can be regarded as
representing the cultural movement of ‘postmodernism’ – hereunder acting as a ‘facilitating
media platform’ of postmodernisms ‘liberatory potential’ (Firat & Venkatesh 1995). Like
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postmodernism in general, the Facebook concept is concerned with the ‘aesthetisation’ of
consumers’ lives and culture (hereunder cultural significations). Elaborating on this,
according to the quantitative findings of this study, consumers view Facebook as a reflection
of a ‘constructed’ rather that a ‘real’ world, where, arguably, the postmodern condition of
‘hyperreality’ along with fragmentation, decentred subject and juxtaposition of opposites, are
allowed to thrive (Firat & Venkatesh 1995). This is underpinned by focus group participants
who state that; ‘the world’ [Facebook and the real world] are ‘fake’ (Trans. I: 9) and indicate
that that ‘anything is possible’. In other words, on Facebook, consumers are not committed to
any image, any identity, reality, or even brand, at one time – in other words; they have, at least
in theory, become ‘liberated’ (Firat & Venkatesh 1995). One should keep this in mind when
reading the following chapter, where the role of brands, within this contemporary consumer
reality, shall be outlined.
One could speculate that; the tendencies outlined above are essential to
understanding the rather inherent failure of social-media best-practices. Within this context,
brands pursuing prescriptive ‘engage’ practices on Facebook can be seen as vanguards for the
continuous influence of ‘the market’ [a modernist institution], which, according to Firat and
Venkatesh (1995), is hampering postmodernisms ‘liberatory potential’. This way, the struggle,
between consumer and market [brand] forces, is taken to Facebook and generally, the
consumer is emerging victorious.
Evidence of the rise of consumer power [at least as perceived by the consumer],
and hereunder the resistance towards the sovereign influence of brands on dictating the value
and validity of cultural resources, can be extracted from the quantitative findings of this study.
Respondents were asked; ‘who has the most influence on what is ‘cool’ [brands or consumers].
Here, it was generally indicated that consumers were to be perceived as ‘more influential’
(powerful), hence ‘more liberated’ from market [brand] influence (consumers more powerful
36.8%). Moreover, it should be noted that; a minority (12.9%) of consumers stated brands as
more influential and that; the majority of respondents (48.5%) indicated that ‘both brands as
consumers’ held influence24. Generally, this could indicate that; power has, to a vaster degree,
shifted to consumers, who discard and resist the authority of brands and move to embrace
post postmodernism. In terms of post postmodernism, consumers are not only liberated from
The findings were compatible across brand-likes and non-brand-likers respectively, however, with non-brand
likers indicating and recognizing the ‘power of consumers’ to a slightly vaster extent.
24
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merely accepting the influence of brands acting according to e.g. social-media best-practices,
they are also liberated with respect to how they perceive the influence of the market [brands]
(Holt 2002). Examples of this can be found in the comments made by a focus group
participant who states that:
APP: “I’d rather relate myself to a very cheap and shitty car, just for the fun of it”
(Trans. II: 7).
Here, it is made evident that post postmodern consumers [on Facebook] are able to leave out
of the account; the fact that brands have commercial motivations and merely relate
themselves to whatever [fragment, experience or symbol of the] brand or other cultural
resource which he or she pleases. In other words, one could argue that; in post
postmodernism, the influence of the market is no longer an obstacle to consumer liberation
and marketers should embrace this tendency and rejuvenate their way of thinking, in order to
facilitate the behaviour of these liberated post postmodern consumers (Holt 2002). On the
other hand, and countering the ‘decriminalisation’ of brands’ freedom to convey commercial
motivations, some focus group participants indicate that they are in fact repelled by brands’
open display of such motivations and attempts to function as cultural authorities. The opinion
expressed here can, however, also be regarded as a post postmodern statement, where, e.g.
within a Facebook context, the consumers’ decision to ‘not associate him/herself with
‘commercial brands’ is merely another way of making a statement about consumer behaviour
and even identity. This discussion is relatable to the differences in terms of the extent, to
which different Facebook consumers can be perceived as post postmodern ‘citizen
[consumer] artists’ (Holt 2002) and shall be further elaborated on below.
According to postmodern [post postmodern] theory and in line with the primary
hypothesis of the study at hand, the contemporary [Facebook] consumer aims to cultivate
his/her self [identity] through brands [and other cultural resources] and hereby act as ‘citizen
[consumer] artists’ who are able to outmanoeuvre brands’ efforts to e.g. ‘engage’ merely for
the sake of the brand. In turn, these ‘citizen artists’ use brands, not as cultural ‘blueprints’, but
as ‘cultural resources’, which they apply, mix and match to provide ‘meaning’ to their
Facebook identity projects (Holt 2002). The assumption of Facebook consumers acting as post
[post] modern ‘citizen artists’ is underpinned by the questionnaire findings. Here, one should
note that; 79.9% of consumers asked, have revised their Facebook list of ‘likes’. This tendency
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is slightly less outspoken among non-brand ‘likers’ (63.8%)25. Further examples of this
behaviour are submitted by focus group participants, whom for example state that:
MB: “I revised my Facebook profile some two-three years, and then I will just click
on it and say: ‘oh I don’t like this anymore’ and then start all over…” (Trans. I: 9).
APP: “Sometimes I do a clean-up” (Trans. II: 8).
As it was touched upon above, consumers are, however, individually different in terms of to
what extent they involve themselves in the role as citizen [consumer] artists. During the focus
group interviews it was unveiled that; while one participant (SOG) was rather motivated to be
an ‘all out’ consumer artist, extracting and negotiating meaning through several cultural
resources (hereunder ‘engaging’ with brands), other participants were more inclined to ‘opt
out’ and completely refrain from using brands for cultivating identity projects (e.g. NIO).
However, the majority of focus group participants reveal themselves as belonging somewhere
in between these two extremes – recognising and treating brands and other cultural
resources as valuable inspiration for the cultivation of identity projects (Holt 2002).
Moreover, this is rather compatible to the quantitative finding which was discussed above,
where it was outlined how the majority of respondents, in fact, see as well consumers as
brands as influential (48.5%).
From the above discussion regarding post postmodernism and its influence on
the Facebook consumer, it is relevant to progress and discuss how postmodernism in fact
influences Facebook consumers’ use of brands to cultivate identity. Brands don’t have to be
perceived as non-profit motivated – they should remain ‘self-contained’ and, as it shall be
elaborated on in a chapter below (Facebook Consumers and their Brands); aim to deliver on
‘perceived identity value’, both in terms of what is ‘real’ and ‘imaginary’ (objects, symbols and
images), hereby facilitating the ‘liberation’ of the consumer through his/her cultivation of
identity within a Facebook context. Brand-based examples of consumers’ acceptance of
consuming merely the ‘symbolic meaning/ image/ identity value’ [‘like’] are found among as
well questionnaire respondents as focus group participants, whom indicate that it is entirely
acceptable to e.g. ‘like’ brands that one does not physically possess (79.7%). In sum,

The notion of Facebook users revising the list of things/brands they ’like’ should not be regarded as solemnly
rooted in post [post] modern tendencies, as it is arguably influenced by other factors as well.
25
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consumers will extract what ‘they need’ hence, brands will be valued to the extent that they
deliver ‘creatively’, similar to other ‘cultural resources’ (Holt 2002). Further support for this,
and for the notion of Facebook consumers as ‘liberated’ and post [post] modern, can be
extracted from the questionnaire findings; where 63.3% above average, indicate that;
consumers are free to choose and show who they are on Facebook.
8.2.1. Facebook is about Interpersonal Relations
In the section above, it was discussed how consumers strive to ‘liberate’ themselves and ‘take
control’ of their individual identity projects e.g. through the use of brands as cultural
resources. Interestingly, however, postmodern consumers are (despite potentially being in
virtual contact with the entire world through e.g. Facebook), somewhat individual and
isolated (Cova 1996). This leads to a need for consumers to pursue social re-composition and
cultivation of interpersonal relations. Within this context, undoubtedly, consumers use
Facebook primarily to cultivate relations with their social network (friends and significant
others). Furthermore, while (generally) not willing to ‘engage’ with brands - consumers are
indeed willing to engage, share content and generally form and cultivate relations with other
human beings26. This claim is underscored by the quantitative finding related to ‘why
consumers use Facebook’. Here, the options; ‘to connect with existing friends’ (92%), ‘to reconnect with old friends’ (76.9%), ‘to be included in what’s going on’ (75.2%) etcetera are
recognised by a vast majority of consumers, while ‘brand-related’ options such as; ‘to show
my friends who I am’ (22.3%) and ‘to show my friends what I like’ (15.5%), enjoy less
support. Within a brand context, this implies that brands, as opposed to the view presented by
social-media best-practice theories, should aim to take part in [facilitate] consumers’
cultivation of relations with each other, as opposed to with brands directly (this was
elaborated upon in the section above and will be further discussed in subsequent chapters).
Support for this claim can be found among the comments made by focus groups
participants who, as a major reason for ‘liking’ [forming relations with] brands, refer directly
as well as indirectly to the need for cultivating interpersonal relations, hereunder ‘liking

26

Exploring, in depth, how consumer cultivate relationships with significant other on Facebook is beyond the

scope of this study, which is primarily concerned with the role of brands within this process
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socially accepted brands’ and ‘liking’ brands to show support for significant others’. Examples
of supportive comments include:
NIO: “I ‘liked’ the brand of club, I think, back home because I knew the owners”
(Trans. I: 10).
CDM: “Actually, it is to help a friend of mine, who is working in a Goldwell
company…” (Trans. II: 2).
MB: “Mostly because of my friends, I think, because they show an interest in the
brand, then I would like to know more about it” (Trans. I: 3).
APP: “It is mostly because of pictures and stuff. Just to know, get a feel of old times
and stuff (referring to Roskilde Festival) (Trans. II: 3).
SCB: “Usually I ‘like’ things when ‘oh you have ten people in common, they all ‘like’
the nightclub Vestergade 58’ and then I ‘like’ it too” (Trans. II: 5).
APP: “I actually just thought of Fernet Branca, and I am a fan of Fernet Branca,
they have absolutely no point whatsoever, but me and some of my friends, we have
this; “ahh, Fernet Branca” (Trans. II: 8).
In sum, within a [post] postmodern context, Facebook is primarily used as a means through
which to cultivate interpersonal relations and ‘engage’ with other people – as opposed to with
e.g. brands. It should be noted that; within the context of this study, a vital part of the
cultivation of relations with significant others, is related to consumers’ cultivation of
individual identity projects. Essentially, this process is relevant to the external presentation
and internal conception of the individual consumer, as e.g. a ‘relations partner’. According to
the primary hypothesis of the study at hand, this could present a relevant alternative for
brands considering their role on Facebook and therefore; how and why consumers cultivate
identity on Facebook, hereunder especially the role of brands [as cultural resources] within
this process, shall be elaborated on and discussed in the subsequent chapters.
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- Chapter 9 Consumers use Brands on Facebook to Cultivate Identity
This chapter aims to discuss and substantiate as well the ‘primary’ hypothesis as the following
‘guiding’ hypotheses:
2. Facebook functions as a ‘setting’ for consumer identity cultivation.
3. Consumers ‘like’ brands on Facebook in order to use them as ‘cultural resources’ when
cultivation identity.

9.1. Consumers use Facebook to Cultivate Identity
In the chapter above, it was outlined; why consumers generally dismiss prescriptive socialmedia best-practices, in part, due to the influence of postmodernism on consumer behaviour,
and to the fact that, for postmodern consumers, Facebook is primarily about cultivating
interpersonal relations with significant others. This chapter, however, sets out to explore a
key part of consumers’ attempt to cultivate relations – explicitly the cultivation of identity.
Specifically, Facebook shall be defined as a suitable ‘setting’ [field] for identity cultivation.
Subsequently, it shall be discussed and elaborated upon, how consumers cultivate identity on
Facebook. Once it has been described how consumers use Facebook to cultivate identity, the
chapter progresses to discuss the role of brands, hereunder ‘how’ and ‘why’ brands are used
as cultural resources for cultivating identity, within a Facebook context. This chapter is
central to the scope of the thesis at hand, as it sets out to provide a foundation for discussing
an alternative way for brands to observe and participate in the Facebook phenomenon.
9.1.1. Facebook as a ‘Setting’ and ‘Field’ for Identity Cultivation
Within the conceptual framework, it was rendered probable that; Facebook functions as a
‘setting’ (Goffman 1959) or ‘field’ (Bourdieu 1993) upon which consumers [actors] ‘act out’
and cultivate identity and hereby manage impressions [relations]. In other words, Facebook is
a ‘social space’ in which consumers occupy ‘positions’ and define themselves socially. This
notion is underscored by one of the focus group participants who state that:
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CDM: “…Everything you do on Facebook is to show people what you like and how
you are” (Trans. II: 1).
Elaborating on the notion of Facebook as a ‘setting’ for identity cultivation, the concept
belongs under the realm of what Goffman (1959) describes as; ‘front’. Hereunder, Goffman’s
(1959) term ‘performance’ can be applied to all activity, in which the consumer takes part, in
the presence of significant others, while he/she is on Facebook. This activity is ‘played out’ [by
consumers] within a Facebook ‘setting’, facilitated by the ‘user friendly’ ‘scenery’ of Facebook
(news feed, wall, pages etcetera (ill. 7)) and is supported by ‘props’ [brands and other cultural
resources]. The latter [props/ cultural resources] shall be elaborated on within a subsequent

section of this chapter. Furthermore, the notion of Facebook as a ‘setting’ for identity
cultivation is supported by Zhao et al. (2008), who notes that; Facebook facilitates the
consumers’ making of implicit and/or explicit statements about identity. The specific
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character of these different statements shall be elaborated upon in the section below. Within
this context, Facebook can also be seen as what Bourdieu (1993) defines as; a ‘field’ (social
field). Elaborating on this, and in agreement with Goffman’s (1959) notions of ‘setting’
(hereunder ‘scenery’), Facebook can be seen as a ‘terrain’ upon which ‘the game is played’
[consumers cultivate identity]. Moreover, this ‘terrain’ encompasses ‘boundaries’ for how the
‘game’ [cultivation] must progress, while, however, not directing any specific actions [‘likes’,
forming relationships, communicating] of the ‘players’ [consumers] involved (Bourdieu
1993). Examples of Facebook as a ‘setting’/‘field’ [hereunder ‘scenery’ and ‘props’ (cultural
resources)] are included in ill. 7. Within this context, it should, however, be noted that; rather
than a ‘field’ or ‘setting’ in itself, Facebook could be viewed as merely a window to multiple
‘fields’ or ‘settings’ which reside in the ‘real world’ (Bourdieu 1993). This, shall, however, be
elaborated on further below. Moreover, the value of Facebook as a ‘setting’ for identity
cultivation is further emphasised by the fact that; the original purpose of Facebook was to
connect with ‘real’ people (classmates), using real names [identities] as the basis of
association27. This is opposed to several other online [including social] media, where
participants are often merely known by a ‘username’ or similar. Additionally, this way, within
a Facebook ‘setting’, consumer identity cultivation is both ‘more public’ – due to the use of
real names, visual material etcetera and ‘less public’ [as opposed to e.g. personal websites],
since, on Facebook, the consumer chooses to which ‘degree’ and with whom (primarily
significant others/ Facebook friends) to share identity salient information. Empirical evidence
of the claim forwarded by the study at hand; (that Facebook functions as a ‘setting’ for
consumer identity cultivation), is provided by the response to the question regarding; ‘why
consumers use Facebook’. Agreeing with the hypothesis introduced above, and in the support
of the definition of Facebook as a suitable ‘setting’ for identity cultivation, respondents claim
that they use Facebook to: (1) ‘Keep track of my friends’ lives and activities’ (74.4%), (2) ‘to
communicate with Facebook friends’ (64.7%), (3) ‘to share my thoughts/activities with
friends’ (40.3%) and (4) ‘to show my friends who I am’ (22.3%), ‘to show my friends what I
like’ (15.5%).
In sum, within the scope of the study at hand, it is especially relevant to note that
The name Facebook originates from ‘Face Book’: A printed online directory found at American universities
consisting of individuals’ photographs and names. In particular, it denotes publications of this type distributed
by university administrations at the start of the academic year, with the intention of helping students get to
know each other (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/facebook_(directory)
27
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Facebook (as a ‘setting’) provides the user [consumer] with a ‘scenery’ that enables the
consumer to effortlessly cultivate identity, through the application of props/cultural
resources, e.g. in the ‘activities and interests’ box (ill. 8).
The way of thinking about Facebook as a ‘setting’ and ‘field’ for identity
cultivation, is further emphasised by
the empirical findings of this study,
which suggest that consumers, in fact,
use Facebook for identity cultivation
and indicate ‘how’ consumers go about
this process. By way of introduction,
when asked ‘why they use Facebook’
consumers, as it was noted above, indicate that they primarily use Facebook for ‘relations
cultivation’ and, to a less widespread extent, use it to specifically cultivate identity. Within this
context, one could argue that, on one hand, this finding somewhat contradicts the scope of this
study. However, on the other, it should be noted that the cultivation of ‘relations’ and ‘identity’
respectively, operate in a reciprocal and even somewhat interchangeable manner, hence, the
cultivation of identity lend support to the cultivation of relations and so on. This is supported
by Goffman (1959) who notes that; ‘the individual offers his performance [identity cultivation]
for the benefit of other people [relations] and the identity of a person and the social roles do not
exist objectively’. This way, identity cultivation is as well about distinguishing oneself
(individual identity) as about interpersonal affiliation (affiliative identity). Further support to
the notion of consumers using the Facebook ‘setting/ field’ to cultivate identity, can be
provided by considering the rhetorical phrasing of the question outlined above. Arguably,
when respondents answer ‘why’ they use Facebook, they may be biased to state the ‘primary’
reason for the user behaviour. Had the question been phrased in a different manner (e.g. ‘how’
do you use Facebook); the options directly related to identity cultivation might have achieved
more significant percentages. Within this context, and in support for the notion of consumers
using Facebook to cultivate identity, when asked; ‘to what degree they see their friends
[pressure and social risk removed] as ‘liking’ [using] brands on Facebook to show ‘who they
are’ - 45.8% (above average) and 29.2% (average), indicate that they see Facebook consumers
as participating in this behaviour. Moreover, it is interesting to note that the qualitative
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empirical material, lends more direct support to the notion of consumers using Facebook to
cultivate identity. For example, participants state that:
EJ: “I actually have two ‘likes’ of fictional characters that I actually went and
searched for, because I thought they were cool and I could use them for my own
personal identity” (Trans. I: 9).
CDM: “…Everything you do on Facebook is to show people what you like and how
you are” (Trans. II: 1).
NIO: “Maybe you want to be part of a group of people” (referring to the
interchangeable relationship between identity and relations cultivation on
Facebook) (Trans. I: 1).
Elaborating specifically on the notion of identity cultivation being as well ‘individual’ as
‘affiliative’ [closely linked with the cultivation of relations], it is relevant to contemplate the
qualitative findings below, where the behaviour of respondents seem to illustrate and
underscore the validity of this behaviour:
NIO: “I ‘liked’ it for me” (Trans. I: 6).
MB: “Mostly because of my friends…” (Trans. I: 3).
9.1.2. Facebook Mediated Identity Cultivation – an Overview
Having inferred that consumers use Facebook to cultivate identity (in part to facilitate
cultivation of relations), and having defined Facebook as an appropriate ‘setting’ [‘field’], with
vast potential for pursuing identity cultivation - it is relevant to discuss the dynamics and
processes that occur, when consumers use Facebook to cultivate identity. By way of
introduction, it would be appropriate to discuss the different ways in which consumers’
cultivate identity on Facebook, with regards to the continuum (fig. 2) submitted by Zhao et al.
(2008). Generally, this continuum offers insight in terms of how consumers, implicitly and
explicitly, uses Facebook for identity cultivation (Zhao et al. 2008).
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Specifically, the continuum depicts three different ways in which consumers cultivate identity
on Facebook (Zhao et al. 2008). The various options have already been elaborated on within
the conceptual framework and are primarily included here, in order to offer an incipient
overview and understanding of ‘how’ consumers, for example, use Facebook to cultivate
identity. Moreover, examples of ‘how’ consumers use Facebook, across the various categories
of the continuum, are included in ill. 9.
The central category of the continuum (enumerative/ self as consumer), should
be regarded as essential to the scope of this study and will receive further attention within the
subsequent section of this chapter, where, in turn, other concepts and empirical findings
related to the role of brands in Facebook mediated Identity Cultivation shall also be discussed.
9.1.3. A ‘Constructed’ World of ‘Real’ Consumers with ‘Ideal’ Identities
By way of introduction, before explicitly discussing the role of brands in Facebook-mediated
identity cultivation, it is relevant to continuously elaborate on some of, what Bourdieu (1993)
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calls, the general ‘boundaries’ or ‘rules’ for how identity cultivation progresses within the
‘field’ of Facebook. For example, as it was stated in the section above [Facebook as a ‘setting’
for identity cultivation], identity is ‘public’ on Facebook – however, most identity relevant
information can only be accessed by significant others [Facebook friends], who have been
granted access by the individual consumers. Arguably, this, as it is also recognised by Zhao et
al. (2008) may cause the consumer to use their ‘real’ identity(s), in turn causing Facebook
[hereunder Facebook identity cultivation], to reside closer to the ‘real’ world and identity
cultivation of the consumer, than e.g. other technologically mediated environments. Evidence
related to the notion of Facebook as representing the consumers’ ‘real’ life, is found among the
questionnaire respondents whom indicate that their Facebook profile reflects their ‘real’ life
(35.8% above average, 45% average). However, interestingly, while respondents tend to see
their own profiles as ‘real’, they seem to think of Facebook in general as representing a
‘constructed’ world, as only 10% characterise Facebook as ‘more real than constructed’ (the
reliability of the correlation between the findings is tested to show significance (p<0.001)).
Elaborating on this clash between ‘real’ profiles [consumers/ consumer identities] and a
‘constructed’ context [Facebook], one could note that; Facebook identities are clearly ‘real’, in
the sense that they have real consequences for the lives [identities] of the individuals who
‘constructed’ them (Zhao et al. 2008). Among other things, this entails that, within a Facebook
context, while consumers attempt to convey reality, they are not expected to convey
[cultivate] their ‘full’ and ‘true’ identity, but rather, to some extent, a mix of ‘true’ and ‘hoped
for’ possible identities [both actual and ideal identities] (Zhao et al. 2008). Elaborating on the
above, it can be argued that; on Facebook, as it is arguably also the case in ‘real life’, people
cultivate and convey multiple identities (aspects of identities) that are more or less actual
and/or ideal (Levy 1963). As it shall be further elaborated on in the subsequent section,
consumers think about what the audience [significant others] think, and can switch ‘role’
depending on the situational context (Goffman 1959). Moreover, since Facebook (for
consumers) is primarily about cultivating interpersonal relations, it can be considered
especially relevant to discuss the notion of ‘ideal identity’ [which is often equal to a person’s
social identity/self]. While often somewhat discrepant with actual identity, the ‘ideal identity’
is what makes us stable in a social [Facebook] setting (Goffman 1959).
In sum, despite seeing their Facebook profile as somewhat ‘real’, on Facebook,
consumers offer a representation of identity that is more or less ‘idealised’ in order to
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facilitate the cultivation of interpersonal relations. The cultivation of an ‘ideal’ identity on
Facebook, despite consumers seeing their profile as somewhat real, is made possible and
rendered plausible by the correlation between questionnaire respondents, on one hand,
regarding their ‘Facebook profile as conveying their ‘real’ life’ (35.8% above average, 45%
average) and, on the other, respondents indicating that; ‘on Facebook, consumers are free to
choose and show who they are’ (63.3% above average). The reliability of the findings is
tested, using a correlation, to show significance (p<0.001). Further support is handed to
consumers cultivating ideal identity on Facebook, when one considers that respondents, as it
was elaborated upon above, see Facebook as representing a constructed world, compared to
the notion that respondents see their friends as using Facebook to choose and show who they
are (45.8% above average). The reliability of the findings are tested, using a correlation, to
show significance (p<0.05). Arguably, while consumers see Facebook as constructed, the
setting is, however, still seen as suitable for identity cultivation, which, in turn, to a higher
degree, becomes based on ideal identity (e.g. [post] postmodern consumers free to cultivate
their identity within a constructed [hyperreal] setting).
Within the context of this study, the notion of ‘ideal identity’ holds vast
implications for how consumers use brands [hereunder which brands/types of brands they
‘like’/form relations with], to cultivate identity. The qualitative findings listed below, serve to
highlight a range of these implications:
SCB: “Yeah, it is a show off, I think, part of it” [about ‘liking’ brands on Facebook]
(Trans. II: 2).
EJ: “It says something about your identity, even though they can´t probably afford
it. If houseboats had a brand, I would go and ‘like’ that, because I really wish I could
afford a houseboat. And that says as much about me as if I do have this brand of
toothpaste) (Trans. I: 8).
CDM: “There are a lot of my friends that ‘like’ for example cars [expensive car
brands] and things like these and it is no problem” (Trans. II: 8).
The first quote underscores the claim that ‘liking’ brands on Facebook is [at least partially] a
‘show off’ of ‘idealised’ identity. The second and third quotes highlight the fact that; because
identity cultivation on Facebook is idealised, consumers will and are able to ‘like’/form
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relations with brands that they do not physically possess. Moreover, as it is underscored by
the quantitative findings related to the study at hand, which show that 79.7% would ‘like’ a
brand that they do not own and merely 22.3% own most of the brands that they ‘like’ on
Facebook. This behaviour is rooted in the notion that brands [even though consumers do not
actually possess them) are symbolically informative about identity (Levy 1981). Moreover,
brands can be said to be informative about as well ‘individual’ as ‘affiliative’ identity (Schau &
Gilly 2003) as on one hand, consumers seek to ‘know who they are through observing what
they ‘have’ [‘like’] (or ideally desire to have) (Sartre 1943) and on the other, they tell others
how they perceive themselves and would, in turn like to be perceived (Levy 1981).
While the role of brands, within Facebook mediated identity cultivation, shall be
further elaborated upon in the subsequent section of this chapter, an area of interest related
specifically to the concept of consumers cultivating ‘ideal’ identity, is the notion of consumers
‘unliking’ brands on Facebook. As unveiled by the empirical findings of this study, 79.7% of
respondents indicate that they have ‘revised’ the list of things [hereunder brands] that they
‘like’/relate to on Facebook. This behavior is rooted in the desire, on part of the consumer, to
‘tell a coherent [ideal] story’ of their identity (Kardes & Cronley 2000: 89), both for their own
sake as for the sake of cultivating relations with others. The comment from a focus group
participant (below) lends further support to this claim:
NIO: “…that it (the brand) goes well with perhaps other things (brands) that I ‘like’”
(Trans. I: 7).
Arguably, the process of revising the list of things they like [‘unliking’] is initiated when
brands lose relevancy to the consumer, hence the option; ‘the brand has lost relevancy to me’
is, according to questionnaire findings, the most quoted reason (62.8%) for ‘unliking’ a brand.
In other words, when possessions are recognised as inconsistent with consumers’ image of
identity, they gladly dispose of them (Belk 1988). Arguably, brands’ loss of relevancy [identity
value] to consumers can be caused by as well the fact that the consumer’s ideal identity [in
flux over life-span] or the identity value, of the brand has changed (Belk 1988). Moreover, in
extension of the notion of brands being ‘unliked’ [relations terminated] when they (for one
reason another) lose relevance to consumers, several brands (types of brands) arguably exist
that consumers are reluctant to associate themselves with in the first place, due to the
importance of maintaining an impression of an ideal identity. How brands are ‘valued’ as
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cultural resources and how they are regarded by the consumer, e.g. in terms of ‘perceived
identity value’, shall, however, be discussed in subsequent sections.
9.1.4. How Impression Management Rules the World of Brands on Facebook
While, in the subsection above, it was discussed how consumers on Facebook cultivate ideal
identities, this subsection functions to convey, discuss and underscore the complex manner in
which the renowned sociological concept of ‘impression management’ (Goffman 1959) can be
said to influence and/or even govern how consumers cultivate identity on Facebook.
Moreover, it should be noted that it is primarily from this concept that the role of brands on
Facebook as cultural resources shall eventually be extracted (as it will be elaborated upon in
the following section).
By way of introduction, as it can be inferred from the discussion within the
subsection above [ideal identity], that, on Facebook, consumers participate in interaction and
identity cultivation in a manner which is quite similar to the one described by Goffman
(1959). Elaborating on this, the concept of ‘impressions management’ can be transferred to a
Facebook [‘setting’] context, where consumers create, cultivate and ‘act out’ and idealised
identity. Within a brand context, evidence of this behaviour can be found among
questionnaire respondents who indicate that they, to a recognisable extent (‘to show support
for the brand to my friends’ 37.9%, ‘to show my friends what I ‘like’’ 37.9%, ‘to communicate
about who I am’ 30.3%), ‘like’ brands on Facebook, in order to communicate about identity to
significant others (manage impressions). Within this process of impression management, on
Facebook, consumers can be seen as ‘actors’ playing various ‘roles’ and applying various
‘masks’ (Goffman 1959) [multiple/ ideal identities]. Related to the notions of Facebook as a
constructed world, with consumers pursuing ideal identities [profiles], Goffman (1959)
recognises that; ‘everyone knows that they are playing roles and it is in fact often by these
roles that people know each other’. Moreover, within this Facebook mediated ‘theatre play’,
actors [consumers] may attempt to induce the audience [significant others] to judge them in a
particular way [ideal identity], and he/she may seek this judgement as an ultimate end in
itself [individual identity cultivation] or as a means to facilitating relations cultivation
[affiliative identity] (Goffman 1959). It is within this process that the role of brands, as it is
forwarded by the study at hand, is forged, as, in order to convince his audience [significant
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others] and portray confirmatory facts that may otherwise have remained unapparent and
obscure, the actor infuses his activity with signs and symbols (Goffman 1959).

9.2. ‘Front’, ‘Habitus’ and the Role of Brands in Identity Cultivation on Facebook
Within the ‘theatre of Facebook’, where consumers engage in managing impressions and
cultivating identities for the sake of facilitating relations with significant others, brands, that
are willing to acknowledge, appreciate and adapt to the overriding interpersonal character of
this ‘setting’, can in fact seek to play a number of significant roles themselves. Elaborating on
these roles, one could start by revisiting Goffman’s (1959) concept of ‘front’. While we have
already defined Facebook as a ‘setting’ with ‘scenery’ that facilitates identity cultivation, it is
now interesting to discuss another part of the setting, namely the notion of ‘stage props’. With
regards to ‘stage props’ - to play his role convincingly [convince self and others], the actor
needs the right props to support his performance (Solomon 2006: 112). In much the same
way, a consumer on Facebook, can make use of brands as props to support his/her cultivation
of identity. This role for brands on Facebook is rather passive and vastly dissociated with the
role of brands which is advanced by best-practice social media literature; however, as it shall
be elaborated upon within the subsequent chapter, it is still valuable, to the brand as well as
to the consumer. The notion of brands as props is indirectly supported by empirical findings
where respondents indicate that consumers who ‘like’ brands for humour, irony etcetera
(45.5%), also tend (to a higher degree) to revise their list of things they ‘like’ on Facebook.
This could indicate that on Facebook, brands are used as props when relevant [perceived
identity value e.g. when the humour is up-to-date] and discarded when the relevancy expires
[the findings are tested, using a correlation, to show significance (p<0.05)]. This is further
supported by qualitative findings, where respondents discuss whether it is in fact irrelevant
for brands to be represented by an ‘official’ brand based profile on Facebook, as consumers
are merely interested in using the brands symbolic value as a prop, for identity cultivation
purposes. An example of consumers using brands as ‘props’ can be found among focus group
participants who e.g. state:
CDM: “I have become fond of Maltesers here, because I am always eating them and
then say ‘oh you know what, I am going to search for it on Facebook’… …it’s like a
way to let people know that I eat Maltesers probably” (Trans. II: 2).
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Moreover, Goffman (1959) goes on to introduce the notion of ‘personal front’ wherein a
second role for brands can arguably be found. ‘Personal front’ refers to the items of
‘expressive equipment’28 that is intimately identifiable with a ‘performer’ (Goffman 1959).
Within this context, brands could claim a role as ‘expressive equipment’ in identity cultivation,
as a role that is, arguably, somewhat, more deeply rooted in brand-consumer relations, than
the role of brands as props. Elaborating on this, mutual benefits arise as the consumers can
use brands on Facebook to convey as well; ‘appearance’, ‘manner’ (Goffman 1959) as
‘positions’ and ‘position-taking’ (Bourdieu 1993). This role for brands in consumers’
cultivation of identity on Facebook, is further underscored by the notion that; ’people can
form, or often have formed, strong links with certain brands they ‘like’ and these come to serve as
important communicative devices for the evocation and cultivation of important meanings and
values’ (Arnould et al. 2004: 118). By way of criticism, as it shall be further elaborated on in
the subsequent chapter, it should be noted that certain types of brands possess vaster
potential for claiming the role of ‘expressive equipment’ than others. Examples of consumers
using brands as ‘expressive equipment’ can be found among focus group participants, who, for
example, state:
SCB: “It (Aros) represents more art, to be ‘arty’ and ‘fancy’” (Trans. II: 1).
JHC: “If it was Apple you ‘liked’ it tells more about you as a person… …you say that
you like innovation, technology and design” (Trans. I: 2-3).
While having established two plausible and alternative ‘roles’ for brands on Facebook, one can
discuss Bourdieu’s (1994b) concept of ‘habitus’, to gain insight in terms of how ‘liking’ brands
on Facebook is mediated, and ultimately come to recognise a third way [role] in which to
consider brands, within consumer cultivation of identity on Facebook. As previously
mentioned, consumers define themselves socially through positions and position taking
[appearance and manner], this process is mediated by the ‘habitus’, which refers to systems of
disposition that are shaped by the experience [history] of actors [consumers]. Elaborating on
this, the habitus offers an account for the ‘unity of style’ e.g. governing why consumers form
relations with certain brands/ types of brands, based on an ‘immanent law’ inscribed in

Note: The Facebook consumer uses several items of ’expressive equipment’ on Facebook that are not related to
brands, e.g. information about; looks, gender etcetera.
28
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consumers [with identical histories] over time [especially early experiences are influential]
(Bourdieu 1994a). In other words, consumers may be more likely to ‘like’ brands that are
associated with a certain habitus, which is shared with significant others, with whom the
consumer cultivates interpersonal relations. The influence of the ‘habitus’ concept on
Facebook consumers’ identity cultivation is indicated by focus group respondents who state:
SOG: “They (referring to brands) got a special place in your heart” (Trans. II: 1).
APP: “Anders And & Co. – I ‘like’ that one, and I actually respond to it sometimes,
because it is sort of funny from way back. I guess I like that people can see that I like
Donald Duck (Trans. II: 4).
APP: “You think that you are sort of innocent – and Matilde is sort of a childhood
thing and you know that we can relate to sit” (Trans. II: 1).
Elaborating on the above, the habitus tends to prefer brands that reinforce it (Bourdieu
1994b). Arguably, this is caused by the fact that, on Facebook, part of consumers’ pursuit of
relations and especially identity cultivation; take the shape of a struggle for power and
resources. Specifically, habitus is closely associated with this struggle, which is, primarily,
facilitated and fuelled by consumers’ application of various forms of ‘capital’, which they, in
turn, apply to cultivate an ideal
representation of identity for the
sake

of

facilitating

relations

cultivation (Bourdieu 1993). Various
forms

of

capital

are

indirectly

applicable on Facebook (ill. 10),
however, since Facebook is an online
‘field’, in terms of direct application,
all

capital

is

transferred

to

symbolical form (Bourdieu 1993).
This infers that on Facebook, brands can function as ‘symbolic capital’, which is
able to assist the consumer in his/her struggle for power and resources [the primary resource
on Facebook being relations] as they serve a ‘value expressive function’ that help consumers
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express preferences, traits and interests to significant others. This role for brands is well
illustrated by the following focus group participant quote:
MB: “…I think it (‘liking’ brands on Facebook), is some kind of ‘show of identity’ – to
show that you are into something” (Trans. I: 1).
This way, on Facebook, brands can generally serve [and gain value from serving] a value
expressive and self-presentation function, allowing a person to position himself favourably in
the eyes of others [and him/herself]. Whether he or she wants to go for a maximisation of
‘capital volume’ [‘like’ several brands e.g. as props] or optimisation of ‘capital composition’
[‘like’ a few highly relevant brands e.g. as ‘expressive equipment’] (Bourdieu 1993) or a mix of
the two, is for the individual consumer to decide – brands should merely strive to deliver the
appropriate ‘capital’. Elaborating on the notion of brands delivering ‘capital’, one can argue
that; whether seen as ‘props’, ‘expressive equipment’ or ‘capital’ brands definitely claim a
role(s) within a Facebook setting. This claim is underscored by empirical findings that show
an overlap of 100% between respondents who use Facebook to ‘show others what they like’
[cultivate identity] and respondents ‘liking’ brands on Facebook in general. This indicates
that; one way or another, brands deliver value to consumers when these cultivate identity on
Facebook. Within this context, it is by returning to the conceptual work of Holt (2002) [post
postmodernism], that we discover a commonly descriptive and appropriate name for the role
of brands within identity cultivation on Facebook, as it is stated that; ‘brands will be valued to
the extent that they deliver ‘creatively’, similar to other ‘cultural resources’ (Holt 2002). The
notion of brands as ‘cultural resources’, consumers’ use of these for identity cultivation within
a Facebook context, and a range of relevant limitations, shall be elaborated upon within the
section below.

9.3. Brands as Cultural Resources of the Extended Facebook Identity
Empirical findings indicate that, on Facebook, consumers love forming relations with
‘classical’ cultural resources and, in turn, using these to cultivate identity and relations with
significant others. When asked which other ‘pages’ [besides brand pages] they ‘like’ on
Facebook, respondents indicate the following: 81% ‘like’ music (bands, artists DJ’s), 72.5%
‘like’ TV shows and movies etcetera. In association with this, it should be noted that 63% of
respondents ‘like’ brands on Facebook and, as it has been previously suggested, use these to
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cultivate identity. Elaborating on Holt (2002), who states that; ‘in [post] postmodernism,
consumers will primarily focus on the brand’s contribution as a cultural resource or merely
another form of expressive culture, no different in principle from films, TV programmes or rock
bands’, it is rendered plausible that brands should aim to deliver on the same ‘level’, as
classical cultural resources, to facilitate consumers identity cultivation on Facebook. Within
this context, it should be noted that brands should and would not necessarily benefit from
delivering ‘content’ that is similar to that delivered by classical cultural resources (music,
video content etcetera) as it is e.g. claimed by social media best-practice literature. This, is
only an optimal option for certain types of brands, given certain circumstances, and instead,
as it shall be elaborated upon in the subsequent chapter, brands should focus on optimising
their contribution with regards to ‘perceived identity value’, in the eyes of the consumer.
Elaborating on the notion of brands ‘delivering’ as ‘cultural resources’ to
consumers’ Facebook mediated identity [and in turn relations] cultivation is exemplified by
Zhao et al, (2008) within the continuum of implicit and explicit identity claims on Facebook
(fig. 2).

Within the central clustering (fig. 10) (enumerative/self as consumer), one can regard brands
along with other [classic] cultural resources, as an image of how consumers strive to create a
differentiated world of personal and social meanings from arrays of meaningful commercial
products [brands] and through nonmarket mechanisms [other cultural resources]. Under this
clustering, which one may think of as an illustration of the consumers’ ‘cultural self’,
consumers on Facebook tend to list [‘like’] things the think define them (Zhao et al. 2008).
This tendency is underscored by focus group respondents who state:
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EJ “I think that you collect them [brands and other cultural resources ‘liked’ on
Facebook] like a charms bracelet…” (Trans. I: 5).
The metaphorical content of this quote indicates that consumers indeed do use brands, on
level with other cultural resources, to cultivate identity, by making an enumerative list that
they believe define them. This notion, which can be seen as somewhat rooted in
postmodernism, where [consumer] identity is seen as a bricolage of bits and pieces
[fragmentation] from all around [brands and other cultural resources] (Saren 2007), is
exemplified by the following focus group participant:
EJ: “…when people look at your page, they will see this row of different brands and
things you like (other cultural resources) and, well that is making a collage of the
identity you want to express on Facebook” (Trans. I: 5).
From this quote, one should pay specific attention to how ‘liking’ brands and other cultural
resources on Facebook, contributes directly to the ‘collage’ [ideal identity] you want to convey
on Facebook. This is visualised by the Facebook example (ill. 11), where it is presented; how
Facebook actually provides
the ‘canvas’ for making this
collage, by allowing the user
to ‘list’ brands and other
cultural resources together
[profile, info page]. In other
words, brands can be said
to contribute as cultural
resources

to

what

Belk

(1988) refers to as; the
‘extended self’ [extended
identity within the context
of this study].
By way of introduction, Belk (1988) refers to how ‘possessions’ [brands] can be
used by consumers to cultivate identity and provide meaning which is extended to e.g. our
surroundings. Moreover, it is noted that brands can, not only literally [buy] but also
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‘symbolically’ [‘like’] extend identity and act as a major contributor to, and reflection of
identities (Belk 1988). This infers that; at least to a certain extent, consumers on Facebook
‘are what they ‘like’ (Schau & Gilly 2003), hence, being free to show who they are on Facebook
through the formation of relations with cultural resources [including brands] that they may or
may not in fact possess [79.9% of respondents would ‘like’ brands without having bought
them, using them symbolically merely as cultural resources – much in the same way as the
fact that you don’t have to attend the concerts to be a fan of a musician]. With regards to the
latter notion and with reference to the discussion regarding brands as ‘props’, ‘expressive
equipment’ and/or ‘capital’ [under the realm of brands as cultural resources], arguably, the
vaster the control consumers exercise [having bought] the stronger the bond between brands
and identity and in turn the degree to which you use it to extend your identity for the sake of
relations cultivation. Within the same context, one can argue that regardless of what degree a
cultural resource is associated with identity on Facebook, only a complete ensemble [list of
cultural resources on Facebook] is able to convey diverse aspects of the ‘total identity’ (Belk
1988) and ultimately facilitate the consumers cultivation of identity with significant others.
On one hand, this means that ‘all brands’ [with sufficient perceived identity value] can claim a
role to play as a cultural resource and that [the character and value of] this role [and perceive
identity value in general], depends, to a vast extent, on the brands ability to meaningfully
extend the individuals identity in a way that facilitates cultivation of interpersonal relations.
This way, on Facebook, relations with objects are never two-way [person-thing] but always
three-way [person-thing-person] (Belk 1988), e.g. the higher-order consumer goal
[cultivating identity, self-esteem and relations with significant others] leads to the pursuit of
lower-level goals [forming relations with/ ‘liking’ brands with high levels of perceived
identity value] (Rathneshwar et al. 2000: 9).
9.3.1. Person Thing (same) Person?
The notion of brands being used as cultural resources to ultimately facilitate interpersonal
relations is a two-sided story. Primarily, as it was elaborated on above, consumers can be said
to ‘like’ brands on Facebook to use them as cultural resources in pursuit of cultivating
relations with others. An example of this can be extracted from the statement of a focus group
participant, who states that:
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EJ: “Well you know you like them, so you don’t have to put them on Facebook for
your own sake” (Trans. I: 2).
This behaviour is rooted in the notion that people [significant others] use an individuals’
consumption behaviour to help them make judgements about that persons social identity.
Therefore, on Facebook, most consumers consider carefully what cultural resources they
associate with their identity, also with respect to the notion that ‘liking’ brands and other
cultural resources on Facebook, can be as much about showing ‘who the consumer is’ as ‘who
he/she is not’ (Schau & Gilly 2003). The complete process of associating oneself with a brand,
in order to cultivate identity and ultimately facilitate cultivation of relations, is illustrated by
the statement forwarded by a focus group participant:
JHC: “Actually, I think it says something about you, as a person, if you go to this kind
of place you are a specific type of person who likes to go to these underground
places and listen to electronic music. So it’s part of my personal image” (Trans. I:
2).
Here, it is conveyed how the brand [cultural resource] ‘says something about you’ [identity] as
a ‘person’ [person-thing-person]. On the other hand, one could also argue that the recipient of
this brand mediated ‘statement of identity’ may not only be external significant others
[Facebook friends], however also [in agreement with postmodern tendencies] the most
‘significant’ person, namely the consumer him/herself [person-thing - same person]. In other
words, and elaborating on Goffman (1959), the consumer must be ‘significant’ to him/herself,
before he/she can be ‘significant’ to others. This claim is supported by the following statement
by a focus group participant:
NIO: “I liked it for me” (Trans. I: 6).
Elaborating on this, relating to brands and other cultural resources, that reflect a consistent
and positive impression on oneself and aids in maintaining positive self-esteem, may be as
important, or more, than directly impressing others (Kardes & Cronley 2000: 89). Moreover,
elaborating on Goffman (1959); ‘people are born with the capacity to interpret symbols and it is
through these symbols [‘likes’ of brands and other cultural resources and the meaning and
perceived identity value attached to those], that humans acquire identity – as a sense of ‘who
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we are’ in the world, or, [elaborating in the notion of ‘ideal identity’] ‘how we would like to
perceive ourselves’. Further support to this claim is provide by the notion of consumers using
the ‘info page’ on Facebook, in part as a museum or personal archive (Belk 1988), to display
and retain a number of ‘likes’ [cultural resources] that are in fact incongruent with the current
or ideal identity [and with other things this person ‘likes’], as these have some historic or
sentimental value that, for the consumer, functions as a valuable point of contrast. Moreover,
this process could be related to the postmodern condition of; ‘juxtaposition of opposites’
(Firat & Venkatesh 1995).
9.3.2. Consumers don’t choose Brands – they choose ‘lives’
Interestingly, the notable claim forwarded by the discussion above [consumers also cultivate
identity on Facebook for their ‘own sake’, however, still with the indirect goal of facilitating
the cultivation of relations with significant others], can be applied to make sense of a rather
divergent and restraining quantitative finding [with respect to supporting the primary
hypothesis at hand]. Elaborating on this, respondents were asked to state ‘whether they
would still ‘like’ brands on Facebook if this action would not be shown [pop up] on their
Facebook wall for friends to see, and unexpectedly, 66.7% of respondents claim that they
‘would still ‘like’ brands’. Initially, this may be [and could be] interpreted as a critique for the
primary hypothesis of the study at hand [On Facebook, consumers consider the notion of
‘perceived identity value’, when they form relations with brands - in order to use them as
‘cultural resources’ for ‘identity cultivation’ purposes]. However, regarding the points
forwarded in the section above, this finding could merely indicate that consumer identity
cultivation could be somewhat as much about cultivating identity for the sake of the
individual consumer, as about the consumer expressing it to others (however, in both
instances, with implications for facilitating the cultivation of interpersonal relations).
Moreover, as several of the 66.7% of respondents mentioned above, concurrently indicate
that they would ‘like’ brands on Facebook that they are not able to buy (79.7%) [Using a
correlation, findings are tested to show significance (p<0.05)], one may be able to assume that
despite respondents’ reluctance to admit to this behaviour, consumers on Facebook do
behave in a manner supportive to the main hypothesis forwarded by this study.
Elaborating specifically on the above; when attempting to interpret the divergent
finding mentioned, hereunder consumers’ reluctance to recognise the identity value of
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cultural resources on Facebook, one could also mention the notion of respondents being
influenced by postmodernism, as a salient explanation. Hence, consumers see themselves as
‘liberated’ (Firat & Venkatesh 1995) and resist the direct influence of and the ‘need’ for
brands, in terms of cultivating their identity. Evidence of this behaviour can be found among
focus group participants who state:
JHC: “I do not like to use Facebook to state my opinion about different brands”
(Trans. I: 1).
SOG: “I remove a lot of these (wall posts showing that you have ‘liked’ a brand)
because I don’t feel that it is relevant for a lot of people what I do on Facebook. If it
is just a useful benefit for me, if it is not a statement or anything, I just hide it,
because it’s nobody’s business” (Trans. II: 3).
By way of further elaborating on the quotes above and within a general ‘postmodern
limitations’ context, it is relevant to discuss the influence of the ‘market’ (Firat & Venkatesh
1995) on consumers’ Facebook mediated identity cultivation. On one hand, consumers can
select resources for cultivating identity from a range of ‘likes’ [pages] available [market in
power]. However, on Facebook it is indeed possible (depending on the effort afforded by the
individual consumer) to ‘like’ ‘anything’, as what is not already available, can be created
[consumers in power]. Within this context, a consumers’ Facebook identity [as reflected by
his/ her profile and cultivation related behaviour] cannot be seen as an exhaustive
representation of who consumers are. Besides the notion that consumer identity is only ever
partial and always in process (Saren 2007), Facebook is seen as a ‘constructed’ world and
here, brand managers will, as it was elaborated upon in preceding chapters and sections,
encounter a somewhat peculiar representation of consumer identity, which is founded as
much on what is ‘extended’ and ‘ideal’, as on ‘real’ consumer behaviour. This is summarised
by the comment made by a focus group participant who states:
SOG: “The things you ‘like’ gives a bit of a skewered vision of what type of person
you are - what kind of consumer you are, because there is a lot of things that you
like that is not on ‘there’ as well” (Trans. II: 6).
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In sum, whether focused on cultivating ‘who they are’ [cultivating identity] completely for
their own sake, because they are primarily concerned with expressing it to others, or a mix of
the two – it is relevant for brand managers to acknowledge that primarily; ‘consumers do not
‘choose brands’ they ‘choose lives’’ [identity] (Fournier 1998)! However, for most consumers,
anyway, these ‘lives’ and ‘collages of identity’, which are in part cultivated on Facebook, rely
on the application of cultural resources [including brands] as commercial and/or cultural
referents. Within the subsequent chapter, it shall be outlined how brands can apply the points
forwarded by the study at hand, when they contemplate or generally think about the role of
their brand on Facebook.

- Chapter 10 Facebook Consumers and their Brands
This chapter aims to discuss and substantiate as well the ‘primary’ hypothesis as the following
‘guiding’ hypotheses:
4. Consumers ‘like’ brands on Facebook based on the brands’ ‘perceived identity value’.

5. A consumer’s ‘liking’ of a brand on Facebook can be seen as a ‘stamp of approval’,
which may inspire others to form relations with the brand in questions.

10.1. Brands as Relationship ‘Partners’
Based on the points forwarded by the discussion in the preceding chapters, this chapter aims
to elaborate specifically on the alternative approach to the role of brands on Facebook, which
is endorsed by the study at hand29. In contrast to preceding chapters within the ‘discussion
and implication part’, this chapter focuses more on ‘implications’ and goes about the task of
discussing

various

subjects,

from

a

more

[brand]

managerial

perspective.

The approached conveyed in the primary and guiding hypothesis of this study, should be regarded as an
alternative to social-media best-practice literature.
29
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recommendations forwarded within this chapter, and the study in general, should not be seen
as prescriptive in any way, however, merely as inspiration and ‘food for thought’ – relevant to
brand managers, when considering the Facebook phenomenon.
By way of introduction, it is relevant to discuss the more general implications, of
the points forwarded by the study at hand, for brand-consumer relations on Facebook. Within
the section above, it was stated that; ‘consumers don’t choose brands – they choose lives’
(Fournier 1998). This indicates that, as a brand manager, you may need to realise that; on
Facebook, brands are primarily something consumers ‘use’ [as cultural resources], when they
strive to cultivate identity and eventually relations with significant others. Elaborating on this,
Facebook is primarily about people ‘engaging’ with people - not with brands, hence the
relations cultivation that goes on within the ‘setting’, revolves primarily round the notion of
‘interpersonal relations’ and, within this context, brands may often experience difficulties
with ‘engaging’ on a meaningful level. This does, however, not infer that on Facebook,
consumer-brand relations cannot be cultivated and deliver mutual benefits to the parties
involved.
Generally seen, brand managers simply need to realise that, consumers’ relations
with brands on Facebook, exist within the context of relations with people [significant others].
Considering Fournier (1998), when consumers use brands as relationship partners, this does
not need to be with the purpose of ‘engaging’ with them. In her ‘typology of consumer-brand
relationship forms’30, Fournier (1998) lists and elaborates on fifteen ways in which brands
can and do, serve as viable relationship partners. A complete exposition of these ‘relationship
forms’, within a Facebook context, is beyond the scope of this study; however, they provide a
good way for managers to start thinking about their brand, within a relations context. More
specifically, a brand manager might consider these relationship forms within the context of
the brand as a ‘cultural resource’ [‘prop’, ‘expressive equipment’ and ‘capital’ respectively]
and hereby come to realise that some possessions are more central to self than others (Belk
1988). This infers that the role of the brand [the brands identity] as a relationship ‘partner’
depends, to a vast extent, on the degree and way in which it is connected to the identity [self]
of the consumer (Belk 1988).

30

A Typology of Consumer-Brand Relationship Forms (Appendix 6)
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Fournier (1998) elaborates on ‘self-connection’ as one of31 the key facets of
consumer-brand relations quality and uses it to describe the importance of a brand [identity]
delivering on central identity tasks and concerns of the consumer. Within the context of this
study, this is important as; through digital associations [‘liking’ on Facebook], consumers
create and enact [cultivate] consumer-brand relations and no matter how central the brand is
to the consumers’ identity, these relations are often based on the consumers using brands and
their logos [identity] as shorthand for more complex meanings, to add depth to their digital
selves (Schau & Gilly 2003). This way, like products that are publically used, brands ‘liked’ on
Facebook, conspicuously serve a value expressive and self-presentation function and hereby,
creating Facebook mediated positive associations [‘like’] with a brand, allows a person to
position him/herself favourably in the eyes of others (Kardes & Cronley 2000: 89).
10.1.1. Socially Acceptable Brands
Elaborating on the above, relations both affect and are affected by ‘the contexts’ in which they
are embedded (Fournier 1998). This infers that when considering which brands to form
relations with and use for identity [relations] cultivation, consumers will often consider what
is ‘socially acceptable’ – as determined by consumers, more than by brands. Support for this is
found among questionnaire respondents who indicate that ‘what is cool’ is determined ‘more
by consumers’ (38.6%) and less by brands (9.9%). Additionally, with consumers being the
party that, within a Facebook context, decides what is cool, and with regards to consumers
positioning themselves favourably in the eyes of others - focus group participants recognise
the influence of consumers and agree that it is more conventional to ‘like’ socially accepted
brands, mostly because it is ‘safer’ to like a brand, where the ‘liking’ does not offend anyone:
JHC: “You don’t lose anything by saying; I like chocolate milk, because who cares?”
(Trans. II: 3).
JHC: “I think it matters a lot that it is socially accepted, because I don’t imagine
anything (anyone) would ‘like’ ‘Al-Qaeda’, ‘Ku Klux Klan’ or ‘Dansk Folkeparti’ or
something like that” (Trans I: 12).

In total, Fournier introduced six facets of brand-relationship quality, however, within a Facebook mediated
identity cultivation context, only self-connection has been selected for further elaboration. (Appendix 7)
31
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Brand managers should consider the above and include in their deliberation of the role of
brands on Facebook, the notion of consumers’ identity cultivation depending in large part on
the relations forged with significant others. Furthermore, brand managers must understand
that this is why consumers often strive to create a differentiated world of personal and social
meanings, from arrays of meaningful and often somewhat socially accepted brands and other
cultural resources (Arnould et al. 2004: 120). In other words, managers must understand that
they sell bits and pieces of consumer identity and consumers use these bits and pieces to
cultivate their identity (Saren 2007) – often in the way that for the time [what is cool and
socially acceptable] and purpose [relations] seen best. The manager who thinks about his
brand in this way will seek to understand the potential ‘settings’ [Facebook] and relations to
other parts of consumer identity and thereby, aim to increase the number of ways he fits
meaningfully to them (Levy 1963). While in recognition of some of the thoughts forwarded by
social-media best-practices, some brands would arguably be successful in acting as ‘all-in’
relationship partners, while other brands would probably be better off cultivating more
‘passive’ type(s) of relations with consumers. This, however, depends, to a vast extent, on the
brands ‘perceived identity value’, in the eyes of the consumer. In turn, brand identity should
help establish a relationship between the brand and the consumer by generating a value
proposition involving functional, emotional and most importantly; self-expressive benefits
(Aaker 1996: 25). This, and the implications and benefits for consumers and brands alike, is
discussed in the subsequent sections.

10.2. Brands as Resources for Consumers Cultivating Identity and Relations
Based on the observations of this study in general, and having discussed and established how
brands can function as identity ‘partners’ for consumers on Facebook, mediated by the
concept of self-connection - this section will aim to propose and elaborate on a way for
managers to generally ‘systematise’ their contemplation, with regards to the role of brands on
Facebook. Specifically, this section introduces and elaborates on the notion of ‘perceived
identity value’.
10.2.1. Perceived Identity Value
The notion of ‘identity value’ was originally coined by Holt (2004) to denote that brands can
be measured on ‘identity value’ in a manner similar to that of ‘other cultural icons’. In
continuation of this, as a concept, ‘perceived identity value’ is concerned with the role and
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mutual benefits for consumers and brands on Facebook, as being primarily determined by; how
valuable the brand identity is perceived to be, as a [cultural] resource, for the consumers to
use, when cultivating identity and ultimately relations with significant others. The concept of
‘perceived identity value’ is illustrated in fig. 11.

Fig. 11: Illustration of Perceived Identity Value

Basically, fig. 11 is intended to visualise a summary of the core ideas and notions forwarded
by the study at hand and, within this context, lends recognition to the role of consumers and
brands respectively. Moreover, it functions as an illustrative inspiration for managers
contemplating the role of brands on Facebook. The concept of ‘perceived identity value’ is
inspired by several concepts [and supported by empirical findings]. Primarily, the notion of
‘self-connection’ (Fournier 1998), which was introduced above, lends support by highlighting
the importance of the brand delivering on important consumer identity goals. Within the
context of delivering something which consumers demand, the concept is also inspired by
Aaker’s (1996) notion of ‘perceived quality’, which can be described as the brands’ ‘goodness’.
Empirical evidence show that, when ‘buying’ a product, 62.8% of respondents value ‘quality
more than image’, on Facebook, the word quality can, however, be said to denote the ‘quality
of the image’ [how consumers perceive a brands’ identity, including functional, emotional and
self-expressive benefits]. Arguably, focus group participants discussing whether they would
‘like’ a brand for image or quality seem to confirm this overlap:
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EJ: “It would definitely be an image thing” (Trans. I: 7).
NIO: “I would actually ‘like’ it for the quality” (Trans. I: 7).
In sum, like consumers value quality, they value ‘perceived identity value’ because it functions
as a ‘value proposition’ that consumers can rule either ‘fit’ or ‘unfit’ for facilitating their goal of
cultivating identity and ultimately relations on Facebook. Within this context, to facilitate the
cultivation of ‘perceived identity value’, managers should expand their concept of brand
identity, from focusing primarily on functional benefits [or, ‘pushing’ functionally related
content to consumers on Facebook] to focus more on the emotional and especially the selfexpressive benefits, delivered to the consumer, through the brand identity (Aaker 1996: 25).
10.2.1.1. Mutual benefits: Brands as Identity Extension
Primarily, ‘perceived identity value’ should aim to assist consumers in extending and
expressing identity, within the context of cultivating relations with significant others on
Facebook. This is illustrated [dotted semicircle] in fig. 12.

Fig. 12: Illustration of Perceived Identity Value (positive effect on Consumer Identity project

The main ‘benefit’ which ‘perceived identity value’ delivers to consumers, is rooted in the
notion that; brands are symbolically informative about who people are and that; ‘liking’
brands on Facebook conspicuously serve a value expressive and self-presentation function.
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Hereby, creating indirect positive associations [‘like’] with a brand, allows a consumer to
position him/ herself favourably in the eyes of significant others and in the eyes of him/
herself [affiliative and individual identity projects] (Kardes & Cronley 2000: 89).
10.2.1.2. Does your Brand Possess Identity Value?
Brands are valued for what they symbolise (Holt 2004: 3) and different types of brands tend
to symbolise different things and foster more or less involvement (Solomon 2006: 112). In
other words, while some brands are imbued with stories (Holt 2004: 3), cultural material and
vast quantities of ‘perceived identity value’, other [most] brands, inspire less involvement and
would need a different approach to the ‘perceived identity value’ concept.
As it emerges from the focus group participant quotes listed below, consumers
generally attach high levels of ‘perceived identity value’ to certain brand types [iconic brands,
experience brands etcetera], all of which possess a substantial value as cultural resources:
SCB: “It (Aros) represents more art, to be ‘arty’ and ‘fancy’” (Trans. II: 1).
JHC: “If it was Apple [iconic brand] it tells more about you as a person” (note: MB
and JCH discuss whether it is identity value that makes you like) – e.g. when you like
apple, do you state that you like: innovation, technology and design? (Trans. I: 2-3).
SOG: “They have some kitsch or romantic feeling attached to them” (Trans II: 7).
On Facebook, Brands of these types may possess a vast potential with regards to delivering on
‘perceived identity value’. On the other hand, as indicated by focus group participants; it may
be more difficult for simpler product and service brands [fmcg’s, etcetera] to deliver on
‘perceived identity value’:
JHC: “There could be (identity value), however, I think there is, but it is not that
strong (referring to the identity value of a range of fmcg brands)” (Trans. I: 3).
EJ: “it’s hard to build a strong identity into a simple product” (Trans. I: 3).
Fundamentally, it may seem that what these brand types lack is fundamental meaning and
symbolic value. Empirical evidence, however, suggest that one source of meaning and
‘perceived identity value’ for these types of brands, may in fact be marketing communications
(Arnould et al. 2004: 118-119) – especially marketing communication which conveys some
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sort of contemporarily relevant symbolic meaning and expressive benefit [humorous,
sustainable, etcetera]. In support of this notion, 41.3% of questionnaire respondents indicate
that; ‘they would ‘like’ a brand based on its advertising alone and 45.5% indicate that ‘they are
more likely to ‘like’ brands that communicate using irony, sarcasm and dark humour’. Further
support can be extracted from this focus group participant who states:
EJ: “On Facebook, nobody ‘likes’ ViaSat but they ‘like’ these stupid little garden
gnomes (fictitious brand representatives from the TV operator ViaSat)” (Trans. I:
12).
While this could also be related to the notion of ‘what is [contemporarily] socially acceptable,
it may primarily be argued that; the brands ‘liked’ for e.g. their contemporarily humorous
image, may also be the brands that are easily removed [‘unliked’] from consumers’ Facebook
identity, when these are no longer perceived as funny or relevant [no longer possess
‘perceived identity value’]. The correlation between consumers who ‘like’ brands for humour
etcetera and people who revise the list of things they ‘like’ on Facebook, is tested to show
significance (p<0.05). Examples of the tendency discussed can be extracted from the
statements made by focus group participants:
SOG: “It is not funny, so it has no features” (Trans. II: 7).
EJ: “sometimes I push ‘like’ out of boredom” (Trans. I: 4).
In general, these brands may not ‘matter’ as much to consumers’ cultivation of identity and
durable brand-consumer relations on Facebook may be difficult to foster; however, relating
this argument to Goffman (1959), these brands may still have a role to play on Facebook e.g.
as simple ‘props’ for consumers to use for their identity projects. This notion is exemplified by
the following quote form a focus group participant:
EJ: “It is maybe cool, and nice to have as a badge.” (Trans. I: 2).
10.2.1.3. Brand Identity as ‘Perceived Identity Value’
No matter what type of brand you are, the concept of ‘perceived identity value’ may be
valuable for brand managers to consider when contemplating the role of the brand [brand
identity], in relation to consumers on Facebook. Since, as it has been established, for
consumers, Facebook is about interpersonal relations, it may be considered beneficial to
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regard a brands identity in a manner similar to how one would regard the identity of a person
(Fournier 1998).
Basically, a persons’ identity serves to provide direction, purpose and meaning. Hence,
inspired by Fournier (1998), when brands contemplate ‘perceived identity value’, within a
Facebook context, they could ‘ask questions’, similar to those asked by consumers e.g.: ‘What
are my core values?’, ‘what do I stand for?’, ‘how do I want to be perceived?’ [Ideal identity],
‘what personality traits do I want to project?’, ‘what are the important relationships in my
life’? Asking these questions may reveal several aspects of a brands identity (the heart and
soul of the brand) (Aaker 1996: 68). Moreover, the questions may assist brand managers in
unveiling ‘perceived identity value’ and, in turn, think about; how consumers may actually be
able to use the brand identity [including content, symbolism, communication etcetera], to
cultivate their identity [and relations] on Facebook’.
Moreover, the identity conveyed by a brand should be somewhat rooted in the
‘real’ world, however, on the other hand [post] postmodern consumers, themselves, cultivate
idealised identities and they do not feign to demand completely consistent authenticity (Firat
& Venkatesh 1995). More importantly, the brand identity must ‘say something’ (Cova 1996)
and function as a value proposition, allowing consumers to ‘say something’ which, in turn,
they would want to attach to their Facebook identity. This may sound simple, as in; ‘just say
something funny [‘engage’] on Facebook and they will ‘like’ you’! However, like people are
generally ‘friends’ on Facebook because they are, in some way, related in ‘real life’, ‘perceived
identity value’ efforts on Facebook, must also be anchored [and generally initiated] ‘offline’.
Moreover, brand managers should consider that; as is the case with consumer identities,
inconsistency [online as offline] in brand identity is an inherent sign of weakness that should
be avoided (Kardes & Cronley 2000: 89).
10.2.2. Mutual Benefits: Brands as Identity Inspiration
When consumers cultivate identity and relations on Facebook, they grab hold of brands with
high ‘perceived identity value’ to lessen their identity cultivation burden (Holt 2004: 8), in
turn, allowing them to position themselves favourably in the eyes of significant others.
However, within this context, one could ask; ‘what’s in it for the brand?’
When answering this question, one could consider Goffman (1959) who notes
that; consumers’ performance goes on in front of a particular set of observers – which are to
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some degree influenced. Basically, this can be said to entail that; when consumers cultivate
identity [and relations] on Facebook, significant others ‘observe’ this process and might, when
‘perceived identity value’ is high, become more or less inspired by it. This ‘inspiration’, which
is initiated when a consumer ‘likes’ a brand, may potentially trigger ‘word-of-mouth’ effects,
which, in turn, give rise to other consumers ‘liking’ or even [considering to] buying the brand.
This process is depicted [blue arrows] in fig. 12.

Fig. 13: Illustration of Perceived Identity Value (potential word-of-mouth effect)

10.2.2.1. Are they inspired?
When answering this question and discussing the related guiding hypothesis, one may benefit
from examining whether consumers are in fact aware of and accept that their brand mediated
identity cultivation [‘liking’], leads to a spread of brand messages. Within this context,
empirical findings suggest that Facebook users (81.4%) are aware of the fact that they
promote brands when they ‘like’ them on Facebook. In terms of ‘acceptance’, one can assume
[in part due to consumers responding rather negatively to brand content on Facebook in
general] that consumers would be rather reluctant towards accepting that they actively
spread brand messages (WOM). This may well be the case for some consumers, however, as
indicated by focus group participants; ‘liking’ is, to an extensive degree, also about
‘inspiration’. Hence, often, the consumer ‘likes’ because he/she is inspired by friend’s ‘liking’
of a brand, or he/she ‘likes’ in order to inspire friends to consider a brand. Both practices
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originate from the notion of consumers ‘liking’ to cultivate identity [and relations] on
Facebook and are exemplified below:
SCB: “Usually I ‘like’ things when you have ten people in common…” (Trans. II: 5).
EJ: “I ‘like’ stuff like that also to show my friends ‘hey have a look at this, you might
like it too’” (Trans. I: 11).
CDM: “It is also to suggest people ideas…” (Trans. II: 3).
As indicated, consumers seem to be inspired to ‘like’ the brand on Facebook, mediated by
word-of-mouth effects. However, could consumers’ ‘liking’ behavior and the related WOM
effect, result in consumers actually buying or considering to buy the brand in real life?
By way of answering this question, empirical findings show that; while 68.2%
‘would not’ and 14.0% ‘don’t know’ – 17.8% of consumers have, at some point, been directly
inspired by a friends ‘like’ – to buy or consider buying a specific brand. While this percentage
is, compared e.g. to the 68.2% that would not consider buying, does not seem overwhelmingly
convincing – it is arguably still rather noteworthy. This is further supported by a focus group
participant who notes that:
CDM: “Once as you (I) went to a bar – I like chocolate milk of course – I say: ‘that is
what all of my friends ‘like’ on Facebook, I am going to try this’” (Trans. II: 3).
10.2.2.2. What if they ‘unlike’ you again?
As it was touched upon in the above section, about brand types and ‘perceived identity value’
[and highlighted by empirical findings], several brands may experience that consumers
‘unlike’ them when they have lost ‘relevancy’ – as opposed to consumers ‘unliking’ as a result
of the brand having alienated the consumer, through aggressive ‘engage’ practices. This
notion could be related to the concept of ‘brand loyalty’ (Aaker 1996: 23), which could, in
turn, be seen as eventual outcome of well managed ‘perceived identity value’. One should,
however, note that; in the [post] postmodern world of Facebook, consumers cultivate
identities by mixing and matching as they please [citizen artists] (Holt 2002). Within this
context, it is not brands that consumers will be loyal, but to images and symbols [‘perceived
identity value’], hereunder especially images and symbols they themselves produce while
they consume (Firat & Venkatesh 1995). The images and symbols (produced while
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consuming) keep shifting and therefore consumer loyalty cannot be fixed (Firat & Venkatesh
1995). Therefore, if consumers ‘unlikes’ a brand, it does not necessarily infer that this
consumer is ‘lost’ [loyalty terminated] to the brand, however, it could merely be a result of the
brands ‘perceived identity value’ having lost relevancy, in proportion to a consumers ‘new’
ideal identity. Within this context, brands that strive to continuously consider their role on
Facebook, in terms of delivering on ‘perceived identity value’ – might just find themselves on
the most prospective path to Facebook branding success.

Epilogue
In sum, the study at hand does not claim to be neither prescriptive nor applicable to all brands
and consumers on Facebook. However, as it has been rendered plausible throughout the study
- on Facebook, consumers are indeed trying to make significant others ‘like them’, in part, by
cultivating identity, mediated by brands and other cultural resources. So before you rush into
pursuing futile and expensive ‘engage’ efforts, consider this study to ‘think’ about the role of
your brand on Facebook and what ‘perceived identity value’ may be embedded, or even
infused, in your brands’ identity - that consumers can use to say; ‘LIKE ME’!
Consumers might just ‘like’ you for it…
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- Chapter 11-

Limitations and Avenues for Future Research
While the study at hand can be said to provide notable insight, in terms of consumers using
brands on Facebook to cultivate identity and ultimately relations with significant others, it is
important to critically evaluate the findings and the study in general. By way of introduction,
the study has focused on the Facebook phenomenon, hereunder the role of as well consumers
as brands. This way, the study has focused on observing and explaining a phenomenon that is
as well rather extensive and complex, as undergoing constant and rapid development, hence
representing a challenging task for research. This entails that a number of limitations can be
presented, of which the most substantial are elaborated upon within this chapter. However,
some of these limitations can and should also be regarded as fruitful avenues for future
research under a similar scope.
Primarily, a limitation can be identified with regards to the extensive and complex area of
research having been studied from a rather narrow empirical perspective. Considering this, it
may be deemed interesting and relevant to conduct empirical research with an identical aim,
however, including a larger quantitative sample size and more focus group sessions. Another
limitation and avenue for future research is related to the possibility of broadening the
empirical basis of research and include a netnographic investigation of how consumers use
brands on Facebook to cultivate identity. Arguably, such an investigation might potentially
add depth to the understanding of the role of brands and their relation to consumers, within a
Facebook context. Elaborating further on the potential of performing a netnographic inquiry,
regarding brands and consumers on Facebook, the study at hand has generally focused more
on providing an understanding and explanation of how to understand the role of brands, in
the eyes of the consumer, on Facebook, and less with the exact nature of Facebook mediated
brand-consumer relations. With this in mind, an interesting avenue for future research could
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be related to applying the conceptual contributions of Fournier (1998), specifically to a
Facebook context.
Moreover, residing somewhat within a similar area of interest, while Bourdieu
(1994b) stresses that the notion of ‘habitus’ cannot be studied directly, Facebook, while
regarded as a ‘field’ wherein ‘positions’, ‘position taking’ and the struggle for power through
‘capital’ can be identified and observed, could be regarded as an interesting angle from which
to investigate ‘habitus’ within a contemporary context. Another limitation and avenue for
future research, related to the conceptual contributions of Bourdieu (1993), is related to the
to the potential for investigating more thoroughly how consumers as well as brands struggle
communally, and with each other, for power (‘capital volume and composition’) within a
Facebook context. In extension of this, Bourdieu (1993) notes that; ‘people that hold a
dominant position within one field, also tend to hold a dominant position within another’. Within
a brand context, one could extend this to examine the role and importance of ‘opinion leaders’
on Facebook, and elaborating on Belk (1988), one may speculate that the ‘stronger’ the
individuals un-extended actual self is/becomes, the less he/she needs to associate with a
number of possessions [brands], forming a part of the extended identity.
Another limitation and avenue for future research is related to the notion of
‘brand equity’ (Aaker 1996: 7). Specifically, it may have been regarded as relevant to pursue
and discuss the notion of ‘perceived identity value’ in terms of its potential impact on brand
equity. Finally, within the quantitative approach (questionnaire) of this study, a range of
questions with relation to whether consumers would ‘buy’ or ‘like’ specify brands and
products/services, were included. The empirical output of these questions was not directly
utilized within the study. However, with regards to the potential of different brand types
possessing varying potential, with regards to ‘perceived identity value’ and as cultural
resources for consumers cultivating identity on Facebook, these and similar findings could be
applied by researches pursuing a more ‘brand specific’ approach to the study of how
consumers use brands on Facebook.
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